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DEVELOPMENT OF ADVANCED ACREAGE ESTIMATION METHODS
INTRODUCTION
A practical application of remote sensing whi--ih is of considerable interest
is the use of satellite-acquired (LANDSAT) multispectral scanner (MSS) data to
conduct an inventory of some crop of economic interest such as wheat over a
large geographical area. Any such inventory requires the development of accurate
and efficient algorithms for analyzing the structure of the data. The use of
multi-images (several registered passes over the ^,ame area during the growing
season) increases the dimension of the measurement space. As a result, charac-
terization of the data structure is a formidable task for an unaided analyst.
Cluster analysis has been used extensively as a scientific tool to generate
hypotheses about structure of data sets. Sometimes one can reduce a large data
set to a relz:tively small &Aa set by the appropriate grouping of elements
using cluster analysis. In some cases, the algorithm which effects the grouping
becomes the basis for actual classification. In other cases, the cluster
analysis produces groupings of the data which in turn serve as a starting point
for other algorithms which produce acreage estimates. Additional uses of
cluster analysis arise in conjunction with dimensionality reduction techniques
which are used to generate displays for purposes of further interactive analysis
of th, data structure.
Work carried out under this contract dealt with algorithm development,
theoretical investigations, and empirical studies. The algorithm development
tasks centered around the refinement of the AMOEBA clustering/classification
algorithm, and its subsequent use as a starting point for HISSE, a maximum
likelihood proportion estimation procedure. Theoretical results were obtained
1
which form a basis for the maximum likehood estimation procedures. In addition,
some investigations were made into the use of the Akaike information criterion
(AIC) when applied to m i xture models. Additional work was concerned with the
development of a preliminary research plan which delineates some of the
technical issues and associated tasks in the area of rice scene radiation
characterization.
Specifically, investigations were carried out in the following areas:
Refinements and Documentation of the AMOEBA Clustering Algorithm
Rice Scene Radiation Characterization Applied Research
Spectral-Spatial Classification Algorithm Development
Use Gf the Akaike Information Criterion
Each of these investigations is discussed in turn in the sequel.
i
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1. REFINEMENTS AND DOCUMENTATION OF THE AMOEBA CLUSTERING ALGORITHM
Detailed documentation of the AMOEBA clustering/classification algorithm
for the version implemented on the HP-3000 System at EROS Data Center appears
in an attached report entitled:
Jack Bryant, System support documentation--IDIMS FUNCTION--AMOEBA,
Department of Mathematics, Texas A&M University, March, 1982.
Included throughout the documentation are comments which indicate where code
changes could or should be made to transport the program to another system.
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2. RICE SCENE RADIATION CHARACTERIZATION APPLIED RESEARCH
Work for this task was performed by Dr. James Heilman, Remote Sensing
Center, Texas A&M University. The results of his investigations are presented
in the attached report entitled:
James Heilman, Rice Scene Radiation Research Plan, Remote Sensing
Center, Texas A&M University, December, 1981.
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3. SPECTRAL-SPATIAL CLASSIFICATION ALGORITHM DEVELOPMENT
The objective of this study was to formulate and test algorithms based
on a likelihood function which respected the integrity of some predetermined
structure in the data.
For purposes of these investigations, the "pure field data" (patches)
determined by the AMOEBA algorithm were used as the predetermined structure.
A maximum likelihood parameter estimation procedure (HISSE) was designed to
respect (take iirto account) field integrity.
A mathematical description and implementation of the procedure, along
with results from preliminary tests, appear in the report:
Charles Peters and Frank Kampe, Numerical trials of HISSE, Contract
NAS-9-14689, SR-HO-00477, Department of Mathematics, University of
Houston, August, 1980.
Theoretical results underlying the aprjroach used in the HISSE algorithm
are discussed in the report:
Charles Peters, On the existence, uniqueness, and aymptotic normality
of a consistent solution of the likelihood equations for nonidentically
distributed observations--applications to missing data problems.
Contract NAS-9-14E89, SR-HO-00492, Department of Mathematics, University
of Houston, Sen ember, 1980.
Additional theoretical results were obtained which address the conver-
gence of a particular iterative form of the likelihood equations in the
case of a mixture of densities from (possibly distinct) exponential families.
These results appear in the report:
5
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Richard A. Redner, An iterative procedure for obtaining maximum
likelihood estimates in a mixture model, Contract NAS-9-14689,
SR-T1-0481, Division of Mathematical Sciences, University of Tulsa,
September, 1980.
Use of a modification of the HISSE model for the case of pure LANDSAT
agricultural data sets are discussed in the attached report:
Charles Peters, On possible modifications of the HISSE model for pure
agricultural data, Contract NAS-9- 14689, SR-H1-04037, Department
of Mathematics, University of Houston, February, 1981.
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4. USE OF THE AKAIKE INFORMATION CRITERION
The objective of this study was to investigate the application of the
Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) to a mixture model. In particular, inves-
tigations were carried out concerning the use of the AIC in selecting the
number of components of a mixture model. The results of these investigations
are discussed in the attached report:
Richard A. Redner, The Akaike information criterion and its application
to mixture proportion estimation, Contract NAS-9-14689, SR-T1-042070
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ABSTRACT
AMOEBA is a clustering program based on a spatial-spectral model for
image data. It is fast and automatic (in the sense that no parameters are
required), and classifies each picture element into classes which are
determined internally. As an TDIMS function, no limit on the size of
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I1. INTRODUCTION
AMOEBA is a clustering program designed during the Large Area Crop
Inventory Experiment in 1977-78. The original idea* was developed in an
agricultural setting (large fields, few real classes). It was a nice
surprise to discover that the program solves other problems. It has an
uncanny ability to discover structure in image data, at least when the
structure exists. Because of the nature of the method, it operates
efficiently on small (16 bit) computers lacking floating point hardware.
In some sense, the smaller the computer the better it work;.
Bugs? Before going on, we report d problem experienced at the EROS
Data Center (EDC), a U.S. Geological Survey installation at Sioux Falls,
South Dakota. Unquestionably correct FORTRAN source code produces non-
sensical results. The bug is easily demonstrated, and may be related to
the file management system of ?DIMS. It is not encountered unless huge
images with many bands are being processed. We do not know whether it
is FORTRAN, IDIMS, the operating system, or local hardware. We do know
it is not a problem in the source code. The source code is believed to
be without error. Scores of hours with the Hewlett-Packard IDIMS-DEBUG
utility only prove the program is lost. We welcome suggestions of any
kind whatever which may indicate what is wrong. Fortunately, the bug
shows up as a simple failure with meaningless cluster centers, or a
bounds violation where, according to the source, none is possible. That
is, it seems unlikely that the bug causes real damage since the user
will be informed of garbage answers. A cynical systems programmer could
suggest that a disappointed user use ISOCLS instead. A diligent one
would find the bug, whatever it is. We are neither. We are only ex-
hausted, and wish you luck if you look for it.
The Program. The idea underlying the program is easy to state. A
full description is given in Appendix A. Here we sketch the idea. Our
goal is to sort the pixels of an image into classes that will show an
*Jack Bryant, On the clustering of multidimensional pictorial data,
Pattern Recognition 11, pp. 115-125, 1979.
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analyst the structure of the image. Suppose one has two partitions of a
set into a family of disjoint subsets. A measure of the distance between
the partitions is the probability that points are clustered alike in the
first and differently in the second, plus the probability they are
classified alike in the second and differently in the first. Using a
boundary finding algorithm, we can extract samples from the data we
believe are alike. These will reside in spatially connected patches: in
the complement of the boundary. By ordering samples on some one-dimensional
attribute, we are able to find some we believe are likely to be in different
real classes. The samples, cared testip'xels, come in test sets of five
each, and are used to evaluate our clustering. Test set means form
starting cluster centers.
The number of clusterings of an image is astronomical. Rather than
evaluate all clusterings, AMOEBA successively eliminates cluster centers
which are involved in nearest neighbor assignments that split pairs from
the same test set, or gather pairs from widely separated test pixels.
Clusters are never combined, chained, or split. They are merely eliminated,
starting with the set of test set means, ane ending with a set of clusters
between the user-supplied maximum and mi ,^imum numbers.
There are a number of general features about the program which have
nothing to do with the clusterfig and classification method, but which
do make the program harder to understand (harder, that is, than the big
system original version in which data was assumed to be all in memory at
once). Before we start detailed documentation, we comment on some of
the trickier details which apply to more than one component. Nomenclature
for the following:
COUNT -- a counter of the number of elements in each class.
ND -- the dimensionality or number of bands.
REJECT -- a vector, of thresholds used to check classification
based on a spatial mixture model.
Wide Image Logic. There is no limit to the size of input image
which can be processed (other than disk storage). Yet there is a severe
limitation on data storage: subroutines START and CLASSIFY each require
three lines of data storage and three lines of labels. About 20,000 words
Iare available, so the maximum width is about 20,000/((ND+3)*3). If NO is
4, for example, fewer than 1000 samples per line can be processed. There-
fore, the program segments the image into strips of width NC, with the
actual width NZ being passed to various subroutines.
The Mask. In IDIMS, imagery is organized in rectangular arrays; i
however, the image itself is often not rectangular. The value 0 is usually
stored in each band or channel of the "Mask". In AMOEBA, a logical flag
MASK (optional parameter, default .TRUE.) is used to tell the program
whether a value 0 in channel 1 is to be used as a mask. If set, no
processing is wasted on these pixels. They are labelled with the label
99 and counted in COUNT(100). If some are found, their count is printed
at the conclusion of the program.
Four Neighbors. Each pixel inside an image with rectangular organi-
zation has exactly four nearest neighbors. There are concepts for which
more than the four neighbors can be considered. Discrete connectedness,
however, is not one of them. AMOEBA uses discrete connectedness to form
patches in the complement of the boundary. More precisely, a path is
a sequence p19 ... ,pn o` pixels such that p i is a neighbor of pi+l for
i = 1,...,n-1. A set of pixels is said to be connected if each pair of
points in the set is contained in a path lying entirely in the set.
For example, a singleton (a set containing only one pixel) is a con-
nected set, as is the entire image. In this discrete setting, the
concept is simple, but has considerable power. Let A be an arbitrary
set of pixels. For each a in A, the set of all elements of A which can
be joined to a by a path within A is a connected subset of A, and is,
in fact, the largest (maximal) connected subset of A containing a.
Maximal connected subsets of a set are called components of the set.
The patches of AMOEBA are the components of the complement of the boundary.
For this to work, only the four nearest neighbors can be considered when
deciding what a path is.
In the classification step, again only four neighbors are considered.
Here, however, we are really making a concession to the relatively low
resolution of Landsat MSS data, to poor registration of multi-temporal
imagery, and to computer-time spent in classification. It would
4certainly be possible to consider 8 neighbors; this has, in fact, been
done in areas dominated by agricultural activity, but for general usage
with Lanusat resolution four neighbors are enough.
Circular Buffers. The boundary-finding and classification sections
of the program require not only a pixel but the neighborhood of the pixel.
With only the four nearest neighbors to consider, three lines suffice.
Rather than move the data or maps around, we simply switch pointers,
rolling old labels or maps out to disk and new data in. The logic is
simple, and is programmed as follows: Initially, pointers Il, I2, and
I3 are 1, 2, and 3. I1 is the eldest, I2 the current time to be processed,
and I3 the newest. After a line has been processed, the line pointed to
by I1 is stashed, data is read into the data slot pointed to by :1, and
the data buffer is "rotated" by saving I1, setting I1 = I2, I2 = I3, and
then I3 = the old I1.
Tricking FORTRAN. Short FORTRAN integers are 16 bits long; in the
HP-3000, this is the word size. Other than 16 bit processing consumes
time all out of porportion to the benefit. An obvious case is floating
p,)int processing, but long (32 bit) integer processing is also expensive.
However, standard FORTRAN two's complement arithemtic is simply not
adequate. We "trick" FORTRAN by biasing all distance calculations by
-32768 (in octal, 100000, in hex 8000). That is, "zero" is actually
the bit pattern 1 followed by 15 zeros, and numbers grow from-there
to the largest two's complement integer, 32767. The same trick is used
in forming labels for patches of sure pixels. We allow for 64K labels
by starting the labels at -32767 (-32168 is used to mark boundary). In
several places, the bias needs to be removed, and care must be taken to
insure this is properly executed.
Rejection Thresholds. Boundary pixels come in two flavors: pure
and contaminated. The pure ones are rare (usually not more than 20% of
the image), but are easy to model. Consider the spectral picture in
which a pixel represents the sensor-average of two pure classes. This
we call a pure boundary pixel. A case can be made for classification of
such a pixel in the nearer of the classes of which it is a mixture.
Obviously, such a pure mixture is nearer the one to which it is assigned
than half the distance between. This is the basis underlying the
5Rejection Thresholds. For each cluster, the Rejection Threshold (calculated
in subroutine REJECTH and kept in REJECT(NO)) is half the distance between
this cluster and the other cluster the greatest distance away. (Actually,
the square of the distance, biased by -32768, is maintained.)
The model is strictly applicable in the absence of registration error,
but the model can be extended. The result, easily obtained from Jensen's
inequality, is: For registration errors, the otherwise uncontaminated
distances should be no farther than V r2-
 times the pure model. Pixels which
fail this test are not classified (or reclassified). However, test pixels
are believed to be pure, particularly the third in a test set of five.
Therefore, in MOREQUES, the stricter test is imposed. New classes are
introduced when the center test pixel fails the strict test.
Memory Management and Subroutine Linkage. Although the HP-3000
system allows dynamic array definition, we only use this in opening files
(these routines must be changed to move the program to another system anyway).
Memory is managed in the main program in an interger array called WORK (which
is equivalenced to a logical array LWORK). This gets memory managed but
makes subroutine linkage difficult to follow. As an aid to the Systems
Analyst who must maintain the program, we give the exact calling sequences as
they appear in MAIN, the subroutine version, and the various values of
memory management parameters.
THRFND (finds integer vector thresholds, returned in WORK(1))
CALL THRFND (NFL,WORK(MM1), WORK(MM3), UICB, IND, WORK(MM4), NR, NC,
ND, MASK, IMGIN)
SUBROUTINE THRFND(NFL,INTTHR, SCANLINE, UICB, IND, DOUNT, NR, NC, ND,
MASK, IMGIN)
MM1 = 1	 WORK(Mrll )	 INTTHR(ND)
MM3 = MM1 + ND	 WORK(MM3)	 SCANLINE(NC,ND)
MM4 = MM3 + ND*NC	 WORK(MM4)	 KOUNT(ND)
START (using the thresholds, estimate the boundary and create a disk
file of boundary labels and patch labels)
6CALL START(WORK(MM1), ND, NR, NC, NZ, WORK(MM3), WORK(MM4), WORK(MM5),
UICB, IND, IMGIN, IMGCLAS, LABF, MASK)
SUBROUTINE START(1NTTHR, NO, NR, NC, NZ, DATBUF, LABBUF, ISCAN, UICB,
IND, IMGIN, IMGCLAS, LAD, MASK)
MM1,3 as before	 WORK(MMI)	 INTTHR(ND)
MM4 = MM3+NC*ND*3	 WORK(MM3)	 DATBUF(NC,ND,3)
MM5 = MM4+CN*3	 WORK(MM4)	 LABBUF(NC,3)
WORK(MM5)	 ISCAN(1)
Note: Parameters NC and NZ and their interaction are described in the
documentation to START.
ASELECT (select test sets and write on temporary disk file)
CALL ASELECT(WORK(MM2), WORK(MM3), WORK(MM4), NL, NS, NR, NC, NZ, ND,
NTS, WORK(MM5), WORK(MM6), FILENO, UICB, IND, IMGEN, IMGCLAS)
SUBROUTINE ASELECT(DAT, LAB, KNT, NL, NS, NR, NC, NA, ND, NTS, DATA,
LABEL, FILENO, UICB, INC, IMGEN, IMGCLAS)
MM2 = MM1+ND WORK(MM2) DAT(NL,ND,NS)
MM3 = MM2+NL*ND*NS WORK(MM3) LAB(NL)
MM4 = MM3+NL WORK(MM4) KNT(NL)
MM5 = MM4+NL WORK(MM5) DATA(NC,ND)
MM6 = MM5+NC*ND WORK(MM6) LABEL(NC)
Note: Parameters NL and NS are described in the documentation to ASELECT.
THINTSTM ("thin" test sets and form mean vectors)
CALL THINTSTM(WORK(MM2), WORK(MM3), LWORK(MM4), WORK(MM5), WORK(MM6),
N25, N60, N288, N140, N388, N428, ND, NTS, FILENO, UICB, IND)
7E
	
	 SUBROUTINE THINTSTM(MP, TSP, TTP, CLASS,
	 COUNT, N25, N60, N288, N140,
N388, N428, ND, NTSI, FILENO, UICB, IND)
MM2 as before
	 WORK(MM2)	 MP(ND,N140)
MM3 = M 2+ND*N428
	 WORK(MM3)	 TSP(ND,5,N428)
MM4 = MM3+ND*N428*5	 LWORK(MM4)	 TTP(ND,5,N25
MM5 = MM4+N25*ND*5
	 WORK(MM5)	 CLASS(N25)
MM6 = MM5+MM428	 WORK(MM6)	 COUNT(N140)
Note: N25, N60, N140, N428, N388, and N288 are described in the documentation
to THINTSTM.
SORT (sorts test pixel sets in average odd channel order)
CALL SORT(WOIK(MM3), WORK(MM4), WORK(MM5), ND, N428T5, N428)
SUBROUTINE SORT(TSPXL, DUMMY, INDEX, ND, NP, NP5)
MM3 as before	 WORK(MM3)	 TSPXL(ND,NP)
MM4 = MM3+ND*N428T5	 WORK(MM4)	 DUMMY(NP5)
MM5 = MM4+NP5	 WORK(MM5)
	 INDEX(NP5)
N4281`5 = N428*5
NUMCLU (determines the number of clusters and their centers)
CALL NUMCLU(WORK(MM2), ND, N140, N428T5, WORK(MM3), NFCLUS, MINCLN,
MAXCLN, WORK(M►14), WORK(MM5), WORK(MM6), WORK(MM1), WORK(MM8), WORK(M49),
UICB, IND, WORK(MM10))
SUBROUTINE NUMCLU(MEAN, ND, NP5, NP, TSPXL, NFCLUS, MINCLN, MAXCLN,
CLASS, COUNT, ERROR, SAVE, DUM, CSAVE, UICB, IND, NUM)
MM2, M143 as before WORK(MM2) MEAN(ND,NP5)
N140 and N428 were modified WORK(MM3) TSPXL(ND,NP)
MM4 = MM3+ND*N428T5 WORK(MM4) CLAS,.-J(NP)
MM5 = MM4+N428T5 WORK(MM5) COUNT(NP5)
MM6 = M+15+N140 WORK(MM6) ERROR(NP5)
MM7 - hM6+Nl40 WORK(MM7) SAVE(NP5)
MMB - MM7+N140 WORK(MM8) DUM(NP5)
MM9 = MN8+Nl40 WORK(MM9) CSAVE(NP)
MM10 = MM9+N428T5 WORK(MM10) NUM(NP5)
8MORE UES (Classifies center test pixel and adds more clusters if they are
needed; also initializes REJECT)
CALL MOREQUES(WORK(MM?), WORK(MM3), MAXCLUS, NFCLUS, ND, N428175, WORK(MM5))
SUBROUTINE MOREQUES(MEANS, TEST, MAXCLUS, NFCLUS, ND, NTS, REJECT)







CLASSIFY (performs a spatially checked per pixel nearest neighbor
classification)
CALL CLASSIFY(WORK(MM3), WORK(MM2), WORK(MM4), NR, NC, NZ, ND, WORK(MM5),
NFCLUS, UICB, IND, IMGIN, IMGCLAS, MAXCLUS, COUNT, MASK)
SUBROUTINE CLASSIFY(PIXELS, CLUSTERS, LABELS, NR, NC, NZ, ND, REJECT,
NFCLUS, UICB, IND, IMGIN, IMGCLAS, MAXCLUS, COUNT, MASK)
MM2 as before WORK(MM3) PIXELS(NC,ND,3)
MM3 = MM2+N288*ND WORK(MM2) CLUSTERS(ND,MAXCLUS)
MM4 = MM3+NC*ND*3 WORK(W4) LABELS(NC,3)
MM5 as before WORK(MM5) REJECT(MAXCLUS)
COUNT is INTEGER*4 COUNT(100) COUNT(100)
These comments should make it easier to follow subroutine linkage and memory
management.
Organization of Detailed Documentation. There are only five sub-
routines with logic complex enough to require a detailed description of
the algorithm. These are THRFND, START, ASELECI, THINTSTM, a d NUMCLU, and
will receive more attention in the documentation which follows. As for the
main program, IDIMS parameter p.,ompting and file management is easily
followed from the source. Because of the elaborate interface IDIMS puts
between the user and the outside world, the I/O portion of the program is
at least three times the length it would be in a normal FORTRAN environment.
But mere length does not make a program hard to understand, and the main
9i
program of AMOEBA is truly self-documenting. The remainder of this docu-
ment consists of a listing of the main program followed by documentation
of each subroutine (in alphebetical order). Appendix A con' - -'ns a
detailed description of the theoretical foundation of the program,
Appendix B contains a summary of each of the system subroutines used in
AMOEBA, with references to IDIMS and HP documentation, Appendix C con-
tains IDIMS User documentation, Appendix D shows the listing obtained in
an interactive: sample use of the function, and Appendix E shows a batch
Job to use the function.
AcknowlEdgement. We would like to express our gratitude to each
of the many scientists who took time to evaluate the results of AMOEBA
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0v)!! 00 . 46000 ItIIEGER•:	 UICS(1),ZERO(1).IND(4)•YORK(21000).OUTTYPE•FILENO
043157 00\\0700 ) IN1E:E6.4	 SLAS.CUUNT( TYJ r
00333 0000 8 000 LO;ICAL
	
StATFILC.LYORR( ] 1000) . LA.LB . MASK . CNAMINAP . LABINAI . CLA{NA/
00777 00001000 CNARACTER61	 EOENelAP.I6LRAP.fGELKAP.E6RASK
00313 00010000 CHARACTER622 $MARE
003 • ' 00411000 CNARACIEF•64 [OMAN
L.• ISS 00o12000 ;Nk&ACTE0e72	 TNING
0 . 5!_ ;1.10):1 Itl'EGER•2
	 NANES(6).ADDR{(6/.CODES(8).fIINUN.CNNAP.lNA1.CLMA1
0v315 00)100?J •	 . Bl1S1ZE<1).IPC6AR(12C),INASK.PRINT$L.IBENTNL. ►RENT[[
00713 00010000 E0')lYALENC[	 clY0RRt1).YORK<i):.cE6NAN.NANZ6).<LR.IA).t16.16)
00313 00016000 [OUIVALCMC[	 c$MANE$.$NANE>.(TNING.iNING[6>.t[BCMRAI.CMNAI>
^.,311 O'e1F00o tC$LNAP,tRA► )•<EOCLMA/.CLNA ► ).CC6RA$K.INA{K>
00375 000111000 i)61EM	 INTRINSIC	 FOPEN.FLNECK
00115 00011000 SNARE	 -
0v374 00020000 NFARMS	 6
003:1 00021000 Ismael	 -
003'1 00.22000 ••tTATFtIfPCNTFIOSCmAN1NAPlA6ELNA/CIAi{MA/MA{K	 MIMCLUS NAXCLN•




0L41J 04(• :1000 COOES(l)	 k1\)7
,1 04!1 Ov026000 CODES( 4)	 •	 k103
::=:1 :v.'iiGv4 '.G'vES(Si • 2143
u6 •.• JJv]AOeO CODES( e)	 -	 1-107
00021000 COOES(71	 .	 '1
O(4:. 00	 30000 CODES($)
	
•	 ,(
0,411 00,1 3100%, 00006(1)	 •	 [ADDRESS({NANER)
tiL ^•. ♦ \t ,32C^Y .(LASS\.I	 ^	 IaI L'R EiS(NfL)
O<1vT 00,33000 ADDRS(3)	 IADDRESS(CNRA ► )
00714 00034000 ADOR{(4)	 •	 IA00R[S{( LAPP )
011 1:1 00037000 ADORS(S)	 IADDRESS(CLNAP)
Ov32t 0v03b000 400116(6)	 +	 IADORE{S(INASX)
00333 "Ili 7000 AVON$(?)	 •	 IADDRIS$(NIRCLN)
00140 OV036000 AODR$(6)	 •	 1ADDRES{(RAXCLN)
6054 , 0v•>IS000 6LAStlt(1>	 512
00:7v 00040000 CALL	 ATNYDS(UtCB.Im0.1.B1R{tZ[.IPCBAR.126I
00166 00441v.0 IF	 (1X0111	 LT	 0)	 CALL	 CN1110(UtC6.tND.1.BLX{IZ[ll).1 ►CBAR<1).0.77)
00612 00\)42010 E	 -	 INITIALIZE
	
BEFORE	 CALL	 TO	 ► ARANS
00611 000410:: NFL • 43
OC%14 00040000 SIATFIL[
	 •	 TRUE
0	 41 ► 00,45000 EsCNMAP	 •	 'N'
0v027 00 1 40000 E OLMAP	 •	 'N'
0vi51 Ov-r47000 EOCLNAP	 •	 'N'
00643 000/6000 EONASK	 •
0 6 b74 00;49000 RINCLN	 •	 10
v0ilt OOv70000 CHANINAF	 •	 fAl6E
0\,110 04 1 3/000 LOILRAP	 •	 FALSE
0(,661 00 .172000 CLASMAP	 •	 FALSE
40644 00077000 RASA	 •	 TRUE
0(666 0)/14000 RAXELN •	 96
(•)al(• 00•.11000 Cr(1	 ► IRARScU1lY.MANES.COD[i.A00R{.N/ARR{>
C47.i 0,76004 IF	 MA	 ELM LI	 -4a	 OR	 Mmti(LN GI	 16)	 NAXCLN	 •	 19
00711 00 • 7)000 X10{	 •	 Ult6(41)
P
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0071? 00038000 NODS 	 Utt/(t2)
•0720 000!1000 IF (Not0E.NE.1) CALL ►A/0RT(UIC8.1.0)
00713 000{0000 If	 (NOOE.NE.1)	 CALL	 ►ABORT(UIC/.1.0)
00701 00411000 C	 CNECKIf STATFILE NAME	 If MOT tY ►► LIEO
00701 0001200• FI	 (COOEt(1)[0)11.E0.0) 	 GO	 TO	 100!
007!4 00041000 00	 3	 1	 •	 8,1, - I
00761 00044000 if	 (tNAMLti i 11.NE.'	 •)	 GO	 TO	 4
01002 00 009000 3	 CONTINUE
01003 00011000 CALL PA/ORT(UIC/.-13.0)
01013 00417000 4	 1MAME[t41s71 •	 •.STATE
01011 00 11:8000 IA•	 1
01031 004:1000 I/	 •	 1
01031 004 0000 RECSIZE • 140	 2oNO
01041 00 : 71000 C	 OPEN STATFILE AS OLD TO CMECR FOR OUPL'CAT£ NAME
01041 00072000 FILNUR	 • FO PENtSNAME.LA.LR .REC512E)
010!3 00 073000 CALL FCNECIC(0.ERR...)
OIOEO 00074000 If	 (ERP.E0.0)	 CALL	 ►ROORT(UIC/.43.0)
01071 0007:000 to • 0
0107e 00o74o00 FILMUN	 • FDPENfSNARE.LA.L8.RECSIZE)
01104 00077000 CALL	 FCNECK(O.ERR...)
01113 00078000 if	 c[RR.E0.0)	 GO	 TO	 1110
0 it, 0 00071000 CALL ► ABORTtUIC/.43.0:
01130 00080000 100!
	
STATFILE	 n 	 .fllL
SE
0113i 00^!1000 1110 CONTINUE
011!2 00002000 C--	 ASSIGN LOGICALS
01132 00483000 IF	 (E9CNMAP.E9.'T')	 CNA"IRAP	 .TRUE.
0114 : 00 :84000 If	 ([00111 ► 	 .EB.'1" )	 LA/LRAP	 n 	 .TRUE.
OIt!5 00^^lOOJ IF	 (E9CLI+AP	 E0.	 T')	 CIASNAP	 n 	 .TRUE.
01174 40^.14000 IF	 ([O"ASR	 .EO.'N'>	 RASR	 •	 .FALSE.
01202 000[17000 C -- 00 MAPPING PAR:"$
01202 00088000 tMGIN	 •	 1
012(4 00:81000 IMGCLAS • - 1
01201 00 490000 C
012:5 00091000 C	 OPEN	 INPUT TO GET NO { NC,	 TMEM CLOSE
01205 00492000 CALL	 OPENFI(U1C8.IND.IMGIN.INTYPE,ND,NR.NC.1)
0122' 00091000 tf	 (tND(1).LT.0)	 CALL	 CMKIO(UIC/.IND.["GIN.N0 NR.NC1100)
0124: 00014000 IP	 (NO.GT	 1{.OR.NO.LT.2) CALL	 ► A BORT(UIC8.48.0)
01241 00 015000 OUTTTPE	 • 2
0125: 00014000 CALL CLOSE► (UICB.INO.lRG1N.0)
01274 000)7000 If	 tINC(1).LT.0) CALL	 CNKIOtABLMAUICINC	 IMGIM,1.2
013111 00^!8009
;3.99)
IF	 N(	 OT	 tCNAN1IAP	 OR L ► 	 OR [LASNAF)) CO
	 TO	 8





► RINTNL * N:
NTSL
PRINTSS	 •	 I
01375 00101000 [DMA"	 • • ►R
	
PRINTML PRINTSS
013{i 00104000 CODES(1)	 n Xl
01110! 00145000 CODERr>>	 • 21
41? 7 11 40104000 CODE	 s)	 n 	 %I
01!7, 0[147000 ADOKS(1)	 IADDRESS(PRINTSL)
Ole:: 00108000 A7GRS(2)	 IADDRESS( ► RINTNL)
0!401 0010!000 ADSRS(3)	 n 	 IADDRESS(PRINTSS)
01412 00110000 CAI! PARABS(UICB.Noff
	
' co DES•ADDRS.NPAR"S`
01424 00111000 8	 CONTINUE
01424 00112000 C




^` r:.^^ YOF pOOR 4,..
PAGE 0003	 ANOEBA
01426 00119006 C NZ It ACTUAL VIBTH
01424 00110000 C NC 445 TARGET NUNB[R GRABBED AT A TIN[
•102• 00117000 C {ACM i4RR0UtINE MUST NANAGE ACTUAL PARANETERS FOR
01020 00110000 C REAOP, YRITEP. AND (HEIR SUBROUTINES.
01424 00111000	 NZ • NC
01424 00120000	 NCT • 20000/(3•(No*II)
01414 09,20@@:	 D: t coI 1 - 1.11
01441 00/72000	 NC • N2/I.1
0144: 00123000	 If (NC LE NCT) 60 TO 1002
01454 @0124000	 1001 -ONtINYt
0l4!! 0012300/)	 1001 CbyTINuE
o14! •. 901240@0 C
01.!3 00127000 C INITIAL ESTINATES FOR BUFFERS
01455 00120000 C NBR -- NUNBER Or BUFFERS ON READ
0145! 00121000 C NBY -- NUNBER OF BUFFERS ON YRITE
O1.!! 00130000 C CEt AS NAMY REAP OR POSSIBLEI
0,43! 00131000	 NOR n NINO(ND n 2.2)
001(• 00132000	 X. n 2
01.04 00133000 C
01446 04134000 C OPEN INAGES FOR REAL NOV
01414 00133000 C OPEN OUT ► UT IN AGE




if (IND(1).LT 0) CALL CNKIO(UItB.IND.IMGCLAS.NR.NZ.N$V.101)
01523 00138000 C OPEM INPUT -- TRY UNTIL NBR 441 2
01513 00131000	 114 CALL OfEN ► I(Y/CB.INO.IMi1N.INTTPE.NO.NR.NZ .NBR)
01340 00140000	 If <INQ(1>.GE.O> GO TO 110
017.7 00/41000 C OUt Or VIRTURL CPENORY7
013.! 00142000	 If tINDt2),NE 37) CALL CNKIO(UIC9.I1161IN61N.
Ot543 00143000	 • wBR.N0Y.0.1021
013444 00!40000	 Ii (NBR.I[.2) GO TO 119
01'71 0014!000	 NOR	 NBR - 1
0137; 00100000	 GO TO 114
01_'4 00147000 C HIP IS LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO 2. 50.
017)4 00140000	 113	 If twBY E0 1 AND HBR.E0.1) CALL ► ABORT(UICB.17.0)
01412 00141000	 Ir <NOY E0.2> i0 TO 113
:141: 001!0000	 NBR - 1
012	 OJt11000	 117 NBY • 1
016:200132000 C REDO OUTPUT YITN FEWER BUFFERS 0 TRY AGAIN
0161: 00133000	 CALL CL0SE ► (UICO.IND.INGCLA0.1)
016!3 00)34000	 If (1ND(t).Lt.0) CALL CNK10(VICB.INO .INGCLAS.@.0.0.81)
016!5 001730:0	 CALL OPENPO(UICO.INi.INGCIAS.ZERO,OYTtYPE.1.NR,NZ.NBY)
:1474 00134000	 IF (IND(i) LT .0) CALL CNtt10(UICB.INO.IMGCLAS.NZ.NBY.NBR.t03>
01716 00137000	 GO TO !16
01717 001!800@ C CAN'T OO IT - INPUT IMAGE TOO BIG
0171! Ov131000	 117 CALL ► AOORT(VIC0.17.0)
01713 0014000@ [ -- all OPENS CONPLEIE AND SUCCESSFUL
0172! 00161009	 116	 CONTINUE
01721 90142000 C
0171! 00143000 C TELL NE NOV MANY BU M A S I GOT
01723 00164000	 YRITE tTNING.10101 NBR.NBY
Wit, 0014300:	 1010 FOPt1Att1H YOU NAYE.13.1!N READ BUFfERtS) AND112,
01739 99{{0969	 . t7w YRITE eurrER(S)	 I
017!!	 00167000	 CAI; PRINtPtVil'B.IND.I.TNINCED.70.9.0.0.0.O,9.C,0)
017;;	 0014/009	 C	 'IOF#.( 'in I) IS INTTNR -- USEC• PY START
@1777 00161000 C
017'1 00170000 C OETER • IME If THE DATA CONTAINS ANY VALUE GE 120






01777 00172000 HAS •	 1#"R/99
02003 00173000 MCI - 14"Z/199
02001 00174000 00	 12	 It	 •	 1.1111.NRS
02014 001/3000 BO 32 9 • L,NO
02021 00176000 CALL	 READ/(UIC8,tM0,iMGIN.YORK,2.1.IR.l.NZ.IR,K4I.I.R2>
02051 00177000 IF	 (IND(1).LT.0)	 CALL	 CNKIOfUICB.INO,INGiN.IR,MZ.K,62)
02071 00178000 00 32 J • 1.NZ.NCS
02074 00179000 IF (VORK(J).9E.128) GO 	 TO 33
0210! 00180000 32 CONTINUE
02110 00181000 GO TO 14
*lilt 00102000 33 11RITE(TNING,35)









02224 00188000 CALL	 PABORT(OIC6,40.0)
02134 00189000 34 CONTINUE
02234 00190000 X	 (20710.-f LORT(MC•(MDOI))IFLOAT(ND))
0224! 00191000 ML
	 n 	 IFIX(SBRT(X))
02214 90192000 NS	 •	 IFIX((21000.-FLOAT(24NL)-FLOAT(NC•(0041)))/FLOAT(MO•NL))
0227! 00194000 C
02273 00193000 C	 TNPfND	 OOE!N'T NEED AS MUCH NOON...
0227E 04196000 NCI • NC
022 7 ! 00197'000 MC n NC ♦3




02307 00200000 N111	 n 	 NN14ND




02316 00203000 •	 MF.NC.NO.MASK.INCIN)
02.137 00204000 BO 37	 I	 •	 I,RD
02744 00203000 If	 (YOPK(t).LE 0)	 VORK(I)	 n 	 1
023!' 00204000 37 CONTINUE
023!4 00207000 YRITE(TNING.1111)	 (VORK(K).K
	
n 	 t,NO)
01404 00200000 till FORMAT('	 INTTHR
	 •	 '.1611)
02404 00209000 COLL	 Pf(NTP<UILB,IND,I,TNtNGE0,1043•N0,0,0,0.0,0,0,0.0>
0 -.435 00210000 C
0243! 00211000 C	 RESTORE NC
02437 00212000 NC • MCS
0:4!7 00213000 MM4	 MM3•NC•ND•3





02414 00217000 • UICB,IND,INGtN,IMGCLAS,LABF.NASK)
02511 00216000 BLAB • LABF
0251! 09219000 DLAB • DLA8432768
01721 00220000 VPITE(THING,2222) DLAB




023F1 00223000 IfcCNANIMA► )CALLMAPF(PRINTSL.PRIMTHL,PRIMTSS.UICB,IND,IMGIN.
02371 00224000 ♦ N► ,NZ,SYNBBI)
02611 00225000 20)3 IF(LA6LMAP)CALLMAPP(PRTNTSL,PRINTHL,FRTNTS^.U7C@.tND,1MGCLAS.
02611 00126000 ♦ NF,N2.SYMBOL)
026!1 00227000 1M2	 •	 RMl4ND
02634 00226000 1111!
	 •	 .^.M24NL ♦ ND4NS




02644 00230000 MMI n RR44NL
02147 00271000 RH6 • nR34NC•ND
02657 00272000 CALL MSEIECT(YORK(RR2).YORK(PHS),YORK(NN4),NI.NS.NR .
026:3 00277000 •	 NC,N2.NO.NTS.Y9RCtRR51,YORK(MM6).fILE110.UIC9.IMD.IRGIN,lMCCLAf)
02704 00234000 C NTS IS	 THE NURSER OF	 TEST SETS STASNF.O BY SELECT
02704 00273000 VRITE(TNING.1333) NTS
0272! 00230000 1331 FORRAT('	 9TSTSTS	 •	 '.I9)
02727 00237000 CALL
	 ►RINi► (YICS.1110.1.TNINGE9.ti.0.0,0,0.0.0,0,0)
02774 00239000 921 • 25
02755 00239000 M60	 60
02760 00240000 M140	 140
02712 00241000 M429 •	 30001(11043)
02767 00242000 NJSS • N428-40
02772 00247000 M240	 NJ99-too





0700( 00246000 Tin*	 • NM74MD•M42S-3
03011 00I47000 NMI • MM44N2S•N9.3
0702( 00249000 MPG • RR54N424
0J023 00249000 C VOPK(RM2)
	 If MEAN(N6.N140)
0!021 00270000 C VOPK(P"S)
	 IS TSTPXL(N0,0429.5)
0302! 00251000 C NOtiEYER, ALLOY FOR 1142. 10 CASE 9E HAVE FEY
03021 00253000 CALL	 TNINTfin(YORKtMM2).YORKtMMi).L90RRtMN4).YORRtMMS>,
07023 00:33000 • NORRtRRC}.1125.N60.N2t8.N140,M3SS,N429.N9.NTf.
0302: 00254000 •	 FILENO,UICS,tND)
07077 00255000 N42IT5 • N429.5
01071 00254000 RNA	 • P03404291`54ND
03070 00257000 KRI • RM44N421
OJ07! 00279000 CALL 304r(VORK(NPS),YORK(NR4).YORK(RNS).ND,N429TS,M428)





03116 00262000 MRS	 n PH74M140
03121 00263000 MMf	 R"S*N140
0!124 03244000 RMIO	 MM94M429T5
0!127 00265000 CALL NUNCLU(YORK(Mn2).ND,N140,N42STS,SORK(HR3),NFCLUS.
0!127 00246000 4 HINCLN,YORK(RR4),VORK(MRS),VORK(RR6),YORK(NN7),
03127 00267000 4	 Y^.RK(nnS). VUKK( MM9).Utr,S,IMD,VORK(MMIC),RRXCLN)
03114 00268000 RAXCLUS • 99
03116 04269000 NMI • 20900
07171 00.10000 CALL MOREOUES(VOPK(MM2).YORK(MR3),MAXCLUS.NFCLUS.ND,
03170 00271000 • N42ST7,VORK(MM3))
0320! 00272000 CALL RSORT(YORK(MM2),ND.NFCLUS.YORK(MM6),YORK(RR7))
03214 00273000 C
03214 00274000 C CLOSE TEMP	 IMAGE AND OPEN CLUSTER MAP
0!214 00275000 CALL	 CLOSE► (UIC9.IND,INGCLAS,I)
0312! 00276000 IF	 (1ND(I^.LT	 0) CALL	 CNK10<UICS.IND.IMGCLAS.0.0.0.77)
03247 00277000 CALL DELVOS(UTC9.IND)
0!2:4 00279000 If	 (TND(i).LT	 0)	 rALL	 CNK10(U1C9,1"0,IMGCLAS.0.0.0,79)
03276 00279000 InGCLAS	 • 2
013:: 0020000 0) CALL	 O•'EN ►0(UICB.TND.IM,CLAS.2ERO.I.I.NR.M2.NSY)
OJJ2t 00266000 If	 :1110(1)	 LT.* 	 CALL	 CNKTO<UICS.(ND.IRGCLAS.NO .Nv,NZ,79)
07140 00252000 NMI
	 + rM;4MD•N298
OJ34• 00253000 AN4	 Mn'47C•NO.3
OJJ!I 002!4000 GAIL	 CIRSSIFr	 YORr(M}13>.YORKCMM2).YORK(R^{>.NK,NC.N2.N0.
023!1 00293000 •	 Y^.F ► crMS^,NFCLV ,,urrP.lNr. IMGlN.IMGrLpf,MPXC(pt.rOVNT.RASR)





03426 0020/9000 222 FORMAT('	 FINAL NUMBER Of CLUSTERS	 n '.13)
03.26 0022117000 CALL	 /RfNiP(UlCB.INS. I. TNINGEO.J1.0,0.0.0.0,0.0,0)
0!491 00210000 00	 l0	 I	 *	 1.NFCLUS
03462 00'211000 If	 (COUNt(I41).L[.0)	 GO	 TO	 10
03477 00272000 URtfE(TNING-333) COUNT(141).(00RK(9410ND)
0'47! 00293000 •	 .K	 •	 1.100)
0!33• 00294000 333 FORMAT(IF.1614)
033!4 00293000 CALL	 /RINTP(UItB,tN0,1.TNtNG[O,Nt/,0,0.0.0.0,0.0,0)
03162 00216000 t0 CONTINUE
03111: 00217000 If (COUNf(t).E0.0)	 GO	 TO 443
03 1!73 00210000 VRITE(TMING.444) COUNT(1)





03616 00300000 CALL ► RINTP(UIC19,I100, 1.TNINGE0,32.0.0.0,O,O,p.0.0>
0361! 00301000 443 If	 (COUNT(100).EQ.0) GO	 TO	 736
036'0! 00302000 BRITE(TNING1373) COUNT(f00)
03700 00303000 133 FORMAT(IOM	 THE MASK CONTAINS	 .17.914 POINTS.)
037(( 00304000 CALL	 /RINTP(V(CB.IND,I.TNINGEO.JJ.0.0,0.0.0.0.0.0)
0;727 00303000 336 CONTINUE
03727 00306000 tFtCLASNAP)CALLNAFP(PRINTSL.PRINTNL,PRINT$$,UICO,IND.IRGCLAS,
0!727 00307000 •	 NR.N2.SYMSOL)
0:707 00300000 CALL CLOSEP(UICB./ND.INGCLAS.0)
03760 00309000 If <IND<1).LT.O> CALL	 CHKIO(UICB,IND.INGCLRS,0.0.0,400)
04002 00310000 CALL CLOSEP(UtCB.IND.INGIN.0)
0401! 00311000 IF	 (INDtI).11.01 CALL	 CHKIO(VICB.IND,INGIN,0.0.0,300)
04037 00312000 C-- VVITE $TAT FILE
040!! 00313000 f ► 	 (STATFILE)	 CALL	 ANSTATS (FILNUN.ND.VORK(NN2).000NT.NFCLUS.UICB)















ACORS INTEGER ARRAY Q+;17 .l AMOEBA SUBROUTINE
ARSTATS SUBROUTINE ASELECT SUBROUTINE
ATHUCS SUBROUTINE BLKSIZE INTEGER ARRAY 0023	 .I
CMANIRAF LOGICAL SINFLE VAR 64%11J CHKIO SUBROUTINE
CMNAf INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 04;5 ,1 CLASNAF LOGICAL SIMPLE VAR Q4;I01
CLASSIFY SUBROUTINE CLMAP INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 04%11	 .t
CLOTEP SUBROUTINE CODES INTEGER ARRAY 0+;21	 .I
COUNT INTEGER+• ARRAY 04;20 .I DELUDS SUBROUTINE
DLAB INTEGER44 IIINFLE	 VAR 04;123 EQCHNAF CHARACTER SIMPLE	 VAR 0+ •.6	 I
EGILMAF CHARACTER SIMPLE VAR 0 4 ;12 .1 EOL44P CHARACTER SIMPLE VAR O 4 %10	 .I
EGRA7). CHARACTER SIMPLE	 VAR 04;14 .t EDHAN CHAPACTER SIMPLE VAR 9+116	 .1
ERF INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 9+X122 FENECK SUBROUTINE
FILERS INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 04;104 FILHUM INTEGER SIMPLE VAR O4%106
FOFEH INTEGER FUNCTION 1 INTEGER SIMPLE
	
VAR Q#%26
IA INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 0 4 ;27 IADDRESS INTEGER FUNCTION
to INTEGER SINFLE	 VAR 04130 IMASK INTEGER SIMPLE	 VAR 0 4 %13	 .t
tFGCIAS INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 94;31 IMCIN INTEGER SIMPLE	 VAR 0+%73
III. INTEGER ARRAY 04%22 .1 INTYPE INTEGER SIMPLE	 VAR 04%71
I ► CBA ► INTEGEW AFRA. 04;21 .I IF INTEGER SIMPLE.	 VAR Q+%67
i INTEGEF SINFLE	 VAR 042:9 F INTEGER SINFLE	 VAR 04%117
LP LOCK ! L 513FLC	 V..K C • '.27 LARF INTEGER SIMPLE	 VAR 04tS2
18
ORTr, M
19	 Of POOR Qli.W Y
PAGE 0007	 AMOESA
LAELMA ► LOGICAL SIP ► LE VAR 0+7136 LB LOGICAL SIMPLE VAR 0.230
LMAP INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 0+17	 .1 LYORK LOGICAL ARRAY 04113	 .I
PAFF SUBROUTINE MASK LOGICAL SINPLE VAR 0.160
MANCLN INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 04x63 MAKCLUS INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 0.176
PtNCLN INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 04x62 NMI INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 6+132
P ► 10 1M1f.ER SIMFLE VAR Q+1103 PM2 INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 64133
AMP
3 INTEGER StMFLE VAR 04134 PO4 INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 0+135
S INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 04137 M06 INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 0+141
MP7 INTEGER SIPPLE VAR 0+144 MN6 INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 0.149
P ► ! INTEGER SIMFLE VAR 0.130 MOREQUES SUBROUTINE
PSO
I
PT SUBROUTINE M140 INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 0+137
INTEGER SIMPLE VAR Q4175 Mass INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 04154
Hill INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 6+153 M429 INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 0+1102
P4ZQTS INTEGER SIMFLE VAR 0411I6 N60 INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 0+140
MAPES INTEGER ARRAY 04113	 .1 NOR INTEGER SIMPLE VAR O4%47
M6V WEGER SIMPLE VAR 04161 NC INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 0+146
MCS INTEGER St" LE VAR 0+1110 NCT INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 0.1112
NC INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 041St MFCLUS INTEGER SIPPLE VAR 0+1120
NFL INTEGER SIMPLE	 VAR 041121 NIBS INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 0.142
NL INTEGER SIMFLE VAR 04172 NOBS INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 0+143
HFAirE INTEGE ► SIMPLE VAR Q415S MFP INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 6+174
HR INTEGER SIMPLE VAR Q4%I00 NRS INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 6.116
MS INTEGER SINPLE VAR 041101 MTS INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 0.156
NUKCLU SUBROUTINE N2 INTEGER SIPPLE VAR 0.1111
OPEHFI SUBROUTINE OPENPO SU6ROUTiME
Ol'TT1PE INTEGER SIMPLE VAR Q+1114 PABORT SUBROUTINE
PAFAH3 SUBROUTINE PRINTHL INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 0.165
PRINT► SUBROUTINE PRINTSL INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 0.1105
PFIHTSE INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 0+1117 REAOP SUBROUTINE
RECSIZE INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 04164 SETSYM SUBROUTINE
SNAPS CHARACTER SIMPLE VAR 0+12	 .t SNAMEQ INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 0411
	 .1
SCRT SUBROUTINE SORT REAL FUNCTION
STAFT SUBROUTINE STATFILE LOGICAL SIMPLE VAR 64177
STHBOL CHARACTE ► AFRAY 04%25	 .1 THING CHARACTER SIMPLE VAR 0414	 .I
THiNGEO INTEGER SIMFLE VAR 0+13	 I THINTSTR SUOROUTINE
TNRFNO SUBROUTINE UICB INTEGER ARRAY 0-15
	 .1
VCFP INTEGER AFRAY 94X13	 .1 K REAL SIMPLE VAR 041123
ZERO INTEGER AFRAY 6-14	 ,I










After the classification step, subroutine AMSTATS writes the means of
the clusters to a disk file using the standard IDIMS format for
statistics files.
Method: AMSTATS receives the means and counts as parameters. It then
writes all the means and counts to a previously opened disk file, one
mean vector per record. Vectors with count equal zero are not written.
The file is written and closed using HP standard intrinsics. Since this
statistics file does not contain a covariance matrix, it cannot be used
in maximum likelihood classification or ellipse plotting.
Program Variables
BUFFER INTEGER ARRAY	 I/O array
CLASS CHARACTER	 Creator ID for statistics file
CONTROL LOGICAL
	
Carriage control bit mask for FWRITE
COUNT DOUBLE INTEGER	 Pouplations of classes
FCLOSE INTRINSIC	 To close files
FILNUM INTEGER	 File number
FWRITE INTRINSIC
	 To write a record
I INTEGER
	 Index for number of classes loop
IM INTEGER
	 I minus 1
J INTEGER	 Class number counter
K INTEGER	 Index for number of dimensions loop
LBUFF LOGICAL ARRAY	 Equivalenced to I/O array because FWRITE
requires a logical array
MEAN INTEGER ARRAY	 Array of mean vectors
ND INTEGER	 Number of dimensions
NFCLUS INTEGER	 Number of final clusters
NFCP INTEGER	 Number of final clusters plus one
NUMPTS INTEGER	 Field that must hold COUNT, overflow possible
PABORT SYSTEM SUBROUTINE
PRECEDING PAGL iit.l;.4K WT FILMED
—i
24
RPIFF	 REAL ARRAY Equivalenced to I/O buffer to allow stuffing
of means in mandatory real format.
RESIZE	 INTEGER Record site
UICB	 INTEGER ARRAY User Information Control Block
25	 ORIGINALF"
Of POOR QUALITY
p ost 0016	 NtYLffl-PACR4R0 321013 01.$1	 FOR111601/3000	 TO[. YCT 12. 1941.
	
9137 AN
00020 00+13006 $CONTROL tECNENf•AMOt9A1[G
0:02• OOI7:0oJ C-- I"IS SUOROUTINE UNITES THE STATISTICS FILE AT THE
:002 #4 00:75090 t-- COMF.t(17N or toot PROGRAM
0002 6 00/16000	 SYSROUTIN! ANSTAtStFILNYtI.NO.M[AN.[OUMT.NFCIUS.Ult1)
00024 0001F000	 REAL RSYFF(I)
00020 00479060	 SYSTEM INTRINSIC FVRITE.FCLOSE
00020 00079000	 INtIGER+t i1lNUM.M[oNtNO.NFCIOS).R[Ct12[.
00024 00100::0	 • 9UFF1R(2120).NUMp T5.UIcD( I)
00026 607010:0	 IN1[9ER+4 COUNT(100)
00024 o0S:2060	 LOGICAL CONIROL.L9UF ► <220)
00020 00103000	 CNARACTER+O CLASS
00020 0030/000	 [9UIVALINC[ t9UFf[R.CLASS).t9YFItR<1).M1R/T1).
00020 00303000	 + 1 9VFF[R r l:l ).RDUFF).(L1Yi ► .9Uf ► ER)
00020 00306000	 RECSItE n 100+20NO
:: 10 007:70e:	 9Uff[Rcl) • 0	 _-
:0:33 007:0000	 NFC ► n NFCLUS + 1
00036 00307000	 CLASS • 'AMOEDA
:601: 0171000•	 DYFf[Rt'6) • NO
e00lT 00711000	 CONTROL •.FATS[.
:0033 00112000	 j • 1
:0007 00312000 C GLASS t COUNT I ARE UNCLASSIFIED PIXELS
0:057 :051:000 C
sees" 00113000	 00 403 1 n 2.NFCP
0006#4 00116000	 IF (COUNt(l).E1.:) GO TO 903
•0071 0 0 117000 C
•:0 ► ) 007190:0 C -- NYA ► rS CAN OV[RFLO: 9Uf TN[ CRUMMY STATFIL[
:OOY1 00!11060 C -- MAS ONLY AN tNTtG[! • 2 f1[LD AVAILADLI
:0072 00520000 C
:OC ► ! 00121000	 NUMPTS - COUNT(!)
00101 00122000	 9UFFER(1) • j
•0106 00323000	 j - 4 ♦ 1
:0107 00320000	 IN - t - 1
00112 00525000	 DO 131 R • I.ND
0e 117 00326000	 ROUFF(L) • PtAN(R.IN)
001lC 00127000	 131 CONTINUE
00111 00326000	 CALL fYRiit(FtlMUP.LOYfF.R[C112L CONTROL.)
:C11" Q +>121000	 IF ( CC ! 903.503.907
•0101 00310000	 •03 CALL PA90RT(YIC9.01.0)
OCIl1 00331000	 903 CONTINUE
001!2 00312000	 CALL FCLOSE(FILNYN.).0)
Oct1t 00173000	 If ( CC 1 607.'0"1
00160 0 334000	 907 CALL ► AOORt tUIC9.•5.0)










AP61411 SUBFOVTINE DUFFER INTEGER ARRAY O +%l	 1
CLASS CMARACTEF SInfLC Yaf 0 • t1 11 CONTROL LOGICAL SIMPLE	 VAR @#%I$
COUNT INT969P•+ ARRAY 1-l6 .1 fctell S09ROUTINE
FILNUR IAT$GER SINFLI VAR 9 -111 I t fDRITt SDDROITINE
1 INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 4+t" to INTEGER 114►LE VAR 9+t1•
1 10I1010 SIMILE VAR 9+1111 R INT9991 SIMPLE VAR 1+410
LOW? L991CAL MAY 1•i1 .1 N[1N INtt9ER ARRAY 4-47	 .1
NO INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 9 -21: .1 NFCLIS I0111910 SIMPLE VAR 1 -i1	 .1
art? IRttGto SIMPLE VAR 1+113 PUPPIS INT[G[R 114PLE	 VAR 9+63	 .1
?*feel SUOPOUTINC RDUFF REAL ARRAY 4.16	 1
RtC112t INTEGEF SIMPLE VAt 0+211 UIce INTEGER ARRAV 0-Y4	 .1







Subroutine ASELECT takes a label map created by START and extracts test
sets. Both the label map and test sets reside in temporary disk files.
The test sets are passed to THINTSTM
Method. Using Wide Image Logic (see above), ASELECT segments the image
into strips. Each strip is about 6666/(ND+1) elements wide. Within a
strip, the labels map is scanned looking for samples having the same
label. The data values are collected as encountered in a buffer
DAT(NL,ND,NS). One scan line of data and labels, requiring NC*(ND+I)
words of memory, are resident. For each label active, buffers KNT
counting how many and LAB pointing to which are required. Thus
NL*ND*NS+2*NL+NC+(ND+1) s 21000 is required. If NL < 120 is estimated,
we have NL*NS <_ (20760 - NC*(ND+1))/ND. We set NL equal to the
square root -v# the right hand side, and NS as large as possible satisfying
the first inequality. This memory allocation is performed in the main
program. For example, suppose we are processing an image of NZ - 2048
elements wide. For ND = 2, 4, 8, 12, and 16, we tabulate NC, NL, and
NS in Table 1. Even in the worst case, sufficient buffer space is
available to collect 31 samples. Note that NC/NL is relatively constant,
as is desirable. NCAL is about 56.2 Ag/(ND+1), and JIM/(ND+1) varies
slowly with ND, e.g. as ND goes from 4 to 16, NC/NL should vsry from
11.6 to 13.2 (these estimates are for very large NZ).
Subroutine CLOSEC is called when:
(a) The number of elements KNT(J) in buffer J for a particular
label equals NS; or,
(b) A new label is encountered and no slots are available to
stash data having that label; or,





(c) in a new line, an old label is not found; or,
(d) a line with no labels whatever is found; or,
(e) when all lines have been processed.
CLOSEC performs the following functions:
(1) It closes buffer J by setting LAB(J) - Z (Z - -32768 marks no
label).
(2) It shows another slot available by decrementing NA, the slot
available pointer. (No slots are available if NA - NL.)
(3) If 'KNT(J) is at least S. it selects five test pixels as
spread out as possible and writes then on disk; a count is
kept of this event, called NTS in ASELECT.
(4) It sets KNT(J) - 0.
In case (a), that slot is made avaiable. Action taken in (b) is to seek
the eldest active label, close that one, and then begin the new label here.
In case (c), each such buffer is closed (since this label will no longer
be encountered). In (d) and (e), all active labels are closed.
In the Wide Image Logic, a boundary is generated when a new strip
is started. This prevents the bottom labels of one strip from being







	 SUBROUTINE Writes test sets on disk after sampling,
and frees buffer.
DAT(NL,ND,NS)	 INTEGER ARRAY Used for accumulating patches by




INTEGER ARRAY One line of data.
FILENO




I,IREAD,J,JS,K	 INTEGER DO loop index.
IMGCLAS INTEGER Label map file number.
IMGIN INTEGER Data file number.
IND(1) INTEGER ARRAY	 Error indicator.
KN INTEGER Count number.
INT(NL) INTEGER ARRAY	 Running count of number of each label
found.
LAB(NL) INTEGER ARRAY	 Label of particular slot.
Note:	 For each J, KNT(J) is the number found so far
with label LAB(J); these samples are stored in DAT(J,.,1)
through DAT(J,.,KNT(J)).
LABEL(NC) INTEGER ARRAY	 A line of labels.
LOLD INTEGER Used in finding oldest active label.
NA INTEGER Used to indicate when a sf;irch for an available
slot should be undertaken.	 When NA - NS, no slots are
available.
NC,NW,NX,NY,NZ INTEGER Used in Wide Image Lugic.
NO INTEGER Dimensionality.
N05 INTEGER ND*5; used as a dimension parameter for CLOSEC.
NL INTEGER Number of labels collected at once.
NR INTEGER Number of lines.
NS INTEGER Number of samples for each label.
NTS INTEGER Number of test sets written.
READP SYSTEM SUBROUTINE




UICB(1)	 INTEGER ARRAY User Information Control Block
Z	 INTEGER Boundary marker: -32768.
Table 1. Example of Memory Allocation for ASELECT
Number of Samples = 2048
ND	 NC	 NL	 NS
2 2048 85 86
4 1025 62 63
8 683 42 43
12 513 34 34






►A42 0420	 NEVLITt-1ACtARO 721019 01 01	 FORTRAN /7000 	 TOT. Oct 17. 1991. 1 1 79 ON
00010 0.040000 $CONTROL 11iN[NT-ANOtOA{ti
00010 00041400	 SUsRO l"t AS[LlC1<QAT,LAO.RNT.M/.Nf.NR.MC.N2. MB.NTf.OATA.lpO[1.
40424 00441000	 • fll[NO.VICB.INO•tNGIM, iNGCIA&>
40410 $4641000	 IMTIS1101 BATtMl.M1.Nt>.LA9/Ml).RNitNt).OATA(MC.M!).lA9tt(NC).
tool$ 00044000	 • l.FILtM4.VIC0(l)•INB(l)
00010 00141000	 LOGICOL CONTROL.T$P(O0)
00410 40046000 C
$so&$ 0440000 C
00020 00/40000 C FAFANtTER &1
WI# 04041000 C
00410 40030000 C	 top -- BUff[I M ACLO29C
00410 40011000 C	 DOT -- #of$ 091"6 fAV[0
40020 00132000 C	 LAO -- LAICL VECTOR
00010 00001000 C	 KNT -- COUNT VECTOR
40010 00014000 C	 RNT(l) • 0 89A111 SLOT 1 If toga
00010 000!!0s$ C
	 ML -- MAN PUP099 Of LAWS
00020 00476000 C	 NS -- No$ &ANPLIS f[R PATC"
00020 0065 ►400 C	 NO -- OININSIONALITT
00010 00619000 C	 MC -- tltN[NTS FIR SCAM LINT
00010 00019000 C	 N2	 OCTUAL NVNORR Of ILINIMTI PER ICON LIMB
00410 00940000 C
	
NU	 /TARTIN4 SLIN[NT 29"
00020 00061000 C
	
NT -- LAST ILfNI1it 2940
00010 04062400 C
	
$1 -- M04992 It" (MC 14 t4Rl1T. 401 NN 16 OCTVAL NUNOIR)
$$$at 00461000 C
	
NR	 IIORMOf SCAN LINTS
00010 00944000 C
	
NA -- NUMBER OF LAORL MIS 99104 OS91
00010 40465000 t
	
NTf -- RUNNING COUNT OF RUNG/R UP TIST SIT$
40024 00066000 C
00020 40667000 C INITIALIZ9
00020 00469000	 OPO - Noes
00027 00669000	 1 - -72664
$0012 060/0900	 CONTROL -.TRVI
00014 0041100•	 OTS • 0
00014 00112000	 NA • 0
$0900 004/1000	 00 10 I • I.NL
00041 00//4060	 RNi(I) - 0
40050 004/1404	 10 LOR(1) • 1
$00114 000 ► 6400 C
00014 448/1090 C PROCCS1 BY STRIFI AIOYI MC VISE
00014 00//0000	 00 It NO • I.N2.NC
$0041 00011000	 NT • NV•NC-1





00016 00901000 C PROCISS OT $CON LINES
00416 06994000	 00 If$ 10160 - 1.00
60107 fools$#0 C
00141 001/6000 C III; If &TORT Of A 09V STRIP
00101 0009/000	 if (IR[AO It 1 OR NV.tB 1) G0 TO OF
90114 0008/090
	 BO 1I I • 1•Nx
001st 00009000	 10 LAICL(1) • I
001'09 00614040	 t0 f0 10
00116 Oof11440 C
toll$ 00812000 C READ LAITL3
04116 00891000	 of CALL RtA9ftY1CB.INO,IOSCIA{.LA9E4 1.I.tREAO•NV.MN.
00114 00494000	 • 1-INT0O#I.MV.NN1






001?2 00017000 C SEE If THERE 0A6 A LABEL THIS LINE.
00177 0001000•	 92 00 20 1 - I.NX
00202 00011000	 If CLOBEL(i).11E.2) 90 TO 99
00211 00100000	 70 CONTINUE
00212 00101000 C
00212 00102000 C $EE IF ANY ACTIVE.
00212 00103000
	
If (NA.94.0) GO TO 200
00211 00104000 C
Ov21T 00102000 C CLOSE ALL ACTIVE LABEL$.
00217 00106000
	 00 60 J - 1.N1
00224 00107000	 If (LAO(J).0E.2) CALL CL696C(Z.4.TSP.L6B.KNT.DAT.NL .
00224 00100000	 •	 NS.NO.NA.NTi.itLEN0.O1CB.tND.CONTROL.NO3)
00227 00169006	 60 CONTINUE
00260 00116600	 CO TO 100
00261 00111000 C
00261 00112000 C CHECK FOR INACTIVE OLD LABEL
00261 00113000	 11 00 100 J - I.NL
00260 00114000	 L • LAB(J )
•0271 00112000
	 If (L.E0.2) CO TO 100
00272 00116000
	
00 110 1 - 1.NX
90302 001/7000	 IF tLABEItI).t8.1> CO TO 100
00310 0011800•	 110	 CONTINUE
00311 00111000	 CALL CLO6EC(L.J.TB ►.LAB.KNT.00T.NL.NS,ND.NA.NTB.
00311 00120000	 • FILENO,UIC9.IND.CONTR0L.NO2)
00340 00121000	 100 CONTINUE
00341 00122009 C
00341 00123000 C POINT TO START
00341 00124000	 J - 1
00341 00120000 C
00343 00126000 C READ OATH
00341 001270.0	 00 007 K - 1.ND
00350 00128000	 CALL READPfU1CB.iNO.IRCIN.DATA(I.K>.2.K.iREAO.ND.NX.
•0120 00121000	 • K+1.IREAO.HO.NX)
00400 00130000	 If CIND(I).LT.0) CALL CMK10(UICO.iNO.INGlN.R.IREAO.NC ,730)
00410 00131000	 607 CONTINUE
00421 00132000 C PROCESS CURRENT SCAN LINE
60421 00133000 C
00421 00/34000	 00 260 I - t.NX
00426 00137000	 L - LAI W I)
00431 00136000	 If (L.tO.2) CO TO 200
00436 00137000 C
00414 00/36000 C LABEL FOUND. LOOK FOR A DUPE
00416 00131000	 IF (LABtJ).EB.L> CO TO 210
06441 00140000	 00 220 J - I.NL
00470 00141000	 if (LA8(J) E9 L) GO TO 210
00476 00142000	 220	 CONTINUE
004ST 00143000 C
00427 00144000 C FELL TNROUGN -- NO MATCH FOUND
00457 00147000 C CHECK IF THERE IS RODM
00477 00146000	 If (NA.LT.NL ) GO TO 300
00463 00147o0o C
04461 00148000 C NO ROOM. CLOSE THE ELDEST
00463 00141090	 LOLO - LAO( 1 )
90466 00950000	 J - 1
00470 00171000	 00 310 JS - 2.NL
00475 00152000	 TT (LAI(JS) G1 LOLO> .0 TO 310
00302 09913000	 J - JS
33
►*011 00 30 ASELSCT	
Of DOOR QUALMI
901100 00130000	 LOLO • LAB(JS)
411107 041 173000	 310 CONTINUE
60710 $013:"6 C
00710 001l1N0 C	 1LOESTti fOiNTE1 TO SY 4
00710 $41!400•	 CALL CIOf[Ct2.4. 1`f ► .LAO. EMT, 0PT.NL.MS . MO. MA. NTS.
00710 00!71000	 • FILING.OtCB.tIq.COMTROL.NO7)
00727 00160000	 GO t4 1`10
00300 001:6$44 C
30740 00162006 C CATCH UP 00 LOGICS ROOM FOR RFRE PERE
00700 $4163$00 C
00700 0016400• C FIM A SLOT
00700 00169000	 300 Of 320 4 • I.NL
•0303 00966000	 If (LAO(1).[1.2) 90 TO 1^i0
007!3 44, 16F"0	 320 CONTINUE




00712 00170$40	 MA • 11041
•0363 0017//00	 210 RN • KMT(1)*1
4074r N 172000	 K11T(1) • KM
001172 $0173600	 310 000 K • 1.111
•O7TT 00174000	 000 1NT(KN.K.4) • OOTA(I.R)
66:17 66177"6 c
60GIT 00174000 C CLOSE IF KM • NL
•041F 001TTO44	 IFCRN.EO.NL ) LRt C^1f[C(2.1.Tff.lA4.[NT.1AT.01L.NS.NO.PA .01Tt.
00617 64170"6	 • fiLE46.U:CA.TM. LNhTROL-01111)
•0631 00! 1 10410 C
00631 001/0000 C COLORS LOOP ENO
60611 "101000	 200 CONTINUE
00612 001/2000 C SCAN LOOP ENO
04612 0011300•	 706 CONTI%.&
00636 "144000 C
40436 00993000 C STRIP LOOP ENO
00496 00186000	 16 CONTINUE
00662 •0117000 C
00642 00158000 C CLOSE EVERTtNING IN SIGHT
00062 00151060
	
91 600 4 • 1.01.
00667 00110000	 If(LA8<1).ME.2)CALL CLOSEC1`2.1.TSP.LAO.KMT-OAT,ML.NS.NI.NA .MTf.
00667 00111"6	 • FILENO - VICOAIND . CONTRDL.003)
00722 00112000	 600 CONTINUL
007211 00113000
	













ASEL[CI SUOROUTINE CNKIO SUBROUTINE
CLOSIC SUIROUTIME CONTROL LOGICAL SIMPLE VAR 60223
OAT INTEGER ARRAY 5-124 .1 DATA INTEGER ARRAY 5-112 A
FILENO INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 0-110 -I 1 1MTECAR SIMPLE VAR 0#14
IMGCLAS INTEGER SIMILE VAR 0-14 .1 111610 INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 0-1S	 .I
too INTEGER ARRAY 6-16 .1 IREAD INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 1*117
1 INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 84512 IS INTEGER SINPLE VAR 1#611
R IMTES[R SIMPLE TAR 4#121 RN INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 6#124
K"T INT56E9 ARRAY 1-422 .1 L INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 0#1 10
LAB INTEGER *ROOT 8-423 .l LA1EL INTEGER ARRAY 1-Ill
	 .1
LOLD 1111[5[8 SIMPLE VAR 6#%I7 NA INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 0*17
PC 1111`[9[9 SIMPLE VAR 5-116 .1 MO INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 0-114	 .t
NO3 INTEGER SIRPLE VAR 0#113 NL INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 0-121
	 .1
008 INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 5-%I7 .1 NS INTEGER SINPLE VAR 1-124	 .1
NTS INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 0-113 .1 NO INTEGER SIMPLE VAN 04114
NN INTEGER SINPLE VAR 8*114 NY INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 81120
011 INTEGER SINPLE VAR 5-113 .1 READ► SUBRDUTINE
for LOGICAL ARRAY 0415 .1 UICO INTEGER ARRAY 0-i7	 .1
I INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 5*122




Calls:	 PERPIXEL, MARKUP, FIXUP
CLASSIFY(PIXELS,CLUSTERS,LABELS,NR,NC,NZ,ND,REJECT,NFCLUS,UICB,IND,
IMAGE,IMGCLAS,MAXCLUS,COUNT,MASK)
This subroutine performs a spatially supervised classification of multi-
image data. The underlying spectral classifer is a nearest neighbor
(Euclidean distance) per pixel classifer. Such a classifer behaves poorly
on mixtures: a point on the spatial boundary between classes will some-
times be classified in another actual class. In CLASSIFY, the mildest
possible reclassification is performed: only points classified unlike
all four of their neighbors are reclassified, and even these are left
alone if the nearest class of a neighbor is too far away.
Method: CLASSIFY uses: Wide Image Logic, the Mask, Four Neighbors,
Circular Buffers, and Rejection Thresholds. These concepts are documented
separately. Assuming they are understood, the method can be described
briefly. In each (wide image) strip of data, a circular buffer of three
scan lines of data and labels is formed. Initially, all three lines are
classified (subroutine PERPIXEL). Then a big loop is entered (label 30),
and the center, pointed to by I2, is marked (subroutine MARKUP) to
indicate pixels classified like at least one neighbor. Subroutine FIXUP
is entered to reclassify unmarked pixels like one of their solidly
classified neighbors. (These subroutines could, of course, be differently
restrictive.) Then the eldest label line, pointed to by I1, is written on
disk, the buffer is rotated, and a new line of data is read and classified.
When no more data can be read, the last two lines of labels are written,
and the next Wide Image Strip is processed.
A count is kept of the number in each class. This is returned 'in
vector COUNT, a long integer array. COUNT(1) is reserved for unclassified
elements (which appear on disk with label 0). COUNT(2) through COUNT(99)
are the number it? class 1 through 98. COUNT(100) is the number of points
in the Mask, given label 99 on disk.
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The classification routine may introduce new classes; because the
data is only scanned once, the new classes will not be attractors until
they are formed. The reason for introducing new classes lies in the
profound unpopularity of unclassified pixels, as well as the stubborn
adherence to the m i xture model. Since these classes are usually small,




CLUSTERS(ND,MAXCLUS) INTEGER ARRAY The cluster centers or attractors.
Their actual number is NFCLUS, which may be changed
in PERPIXEL.
COUNT(100)	 LONG INTEGER ARRAY The count of the number in each
cluster. COUNT(1) in the number unclassified, COUNT(100)
is the number in the mask, and COUNT(I) is the number
in the cluster I-1 for 1 = 2,...,99.
FIXUP	 SUBROUTINE Processes points classified unlike each
of their four neighbors, attempting reclassification
according to the mixture model.
I	 INTEGER DO loop index
Il,I2,I3
	 INTEGER Circular buffer pointers
;MAGE	 INTEGER Input image number.
WGCLAS	 INTEGER Output image number.
IND(1)
	 INTEGER ARRAY Error indicator.
IREAD,IROW
	 INTEGER Line numbers on read and write, managed in
each strip.
IT	 INTEGER Scratch variable, used to rotate buffer.
JC	 INTEGER Used to index into COUNT while counting
LABELS.
JJ,K	 INTEGER DO loop index.
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LABELS(NC,3)	 INTEGER ARRAY Circular buffer of classifications.
MARKUP	 SUBROUTINE Adds 101 to the center label when that
label is like at least one of the four neighbors.
MASK	 LOGICAL If .TRUE., a value of 0 in channel 1 of the
data is classified "mask" and labelled 99.
MAXCLUS	 INTEGER The maximum number of clusters allowed.
NC	 INTEGER Width of each strip.
ND	 INTEGER Dimensionality of data.
NFCLUS INTEGER Dynamic number of clusters.
NR INTEGER Number of lines.
NW,NX,NY,NZ INTEGER Used, in loop 96, to segment the image into
strips.
PERPIXEL SUBROUTINE	 Performs a per pixel nearest neighbor
classification.	 Introduces new clusters when the
nearest neighbor is too far away to fit the mixture
model.
PIXELS(NC,ND,3)	 INTEGER ARRAY One circular buffer of data in a strip.
READP	 SYSTEM SUBROUTINE
REJECT(MAXCLUS)	 INTEGER ARRAY The rejection thresholds.
UICB(1)	 INTEGER ARRAY User Information Control Block
WRITEP	 SYSTEM SUBROUTINE
PAGE 0019	 NEVLETT-PACKAFO 121029.01.03	 F14TRAN/7000	 T19, OCT 13, 1961, 113? AN
0001! 00339000 OCONTROL 9EGMENT nRMO MSEG
00013 00339000	 SUBROUTINE CLASSIFY(PIXELS.CLUSTERS.LABEL9,NR,NC,N2,ND,REJECT,
0001! 00740000	 . NFCLUS.I)ICS,1N0,IMAGE,INGCLAS,MAXCLtl$,000NT.RASK)
00017 00341000	 INTEGEF92 UICB(1)•TND't ),REJECT(MA).CLUS>,CLIISTERS(ND.MA%CLUE).
0001! 00:42000	 • PI%ELS^NC,ND•!'.lAt?El5<NC,3^
00015 00343000	 INTEGER4,4 COUNT(100)
00011 00744000	 LOGICAL MASK
00011 00343000	 00 1 1 n 1,100
00022 00746000	 1 COUNT(1) - 0
00027 00147000 C
OCC27 00340000 C VIDE IMAGE LOGIC
00027 00349000 C NV IS STARTING COL IN IMAGE
00027 00330000 C NY IS ENDING
60027 00331000 r NX IS ACTUAL NUMBLR READ
00627 0033200 4 c
00027 00174000	 00 16 MV n I,NI.NC
00034 00334000	 NY - NV414C-1
00040 00333000	 IF (NY.GT.N2) NY n NI
00041 00376000	 N% - MY-149+1
00071 00337000 C
00011 00379000 C SET FEAD/YRITE COUNTERS
00031 00531090 C
000!1 00360000	 TREAD n 3
000!± 90561000	 TROY • I
occ!! 00!62000 c
00053 00363000 C SET OF CIRCULAR BUFFER POINTER
090!! 00364000 C
00011 00303000	 II • 1
0001? 00746000	 12 - 2
00061 0054?000	 13 - 3
coos! 00368000 C
00063 00361000 C GET STARTED! READ 3 SCAN LINES DATA
0006! 001?0000 C
0006' 04/71000	 00 20 1 • 1.3
coc?c 00:f200)	 DO 10 , + I.ND
0007! 003F3000	 CALL READP(UIC9.IND,IMAGE,PIf
0007! 001?4000	 • NY,K•1.I.NV.NX)
00130 00373000	 If (1ND(l).LT.0) CALL CHI,.;C7C9.IMD,IMAGE.t.R.NC,11)
041`.0 00!76000	 IQ CONTIMUE
OC131 005?7000 C
001.• 1 00579009 C CLASSIFY FIRST THREE SCAN LINES
06131 005?1000 C
OC1!I	 00390000	 20 CALL PSR ► IXEL( ► I%ELS(1,1.1).CLUSTERS,LABELS(1.1),
00171 00391000	 • NO.NC,NFCLUS.REJECT.RAXCtUS,MRSR,NX)
002cl 40392000 C
00201 00133000 C rEFEF.E•+CE FOK BI. LU9P
O(ici 00184000 C
00241 00513000 C RAFT PIXELS CLASSED LIKE THEIR NEIGHBORS
0Qi(1 00,16000 C
ociC1 0411?00C	 V CG.L M?P%UP(LABELS.Nr,I1.12,13,NXl
00211 0931000? C
00211 00391000 C USE C'uTE-T TO A T TEMPT RECLASSIFICATION
0C211 00190000 C
Otall	 00111000	 CALL FIT:UF(LAIELS.NC .11,12.13,FIXELS'1.1,12).REJECT,
oC211
	




00!140^'+	 C	 ':F!'E .. STAN LI!IE OF Lr.EILS





























































• 1 1  .IIY,HX)
IF (IND(1).LT.0) CALL CNKIO(VICS.INO,IRCCLAS.I10V,0,0,21)
00 2 JJ • I.NX
JC • LASEL$(JJ.11)01
2 COUNT(JC) • COUNT( Jf)41
C




if (IREAO.Ci MR> GO TO 1400
C
C CRAS ANOTHER SCAM LINE
C
DO 40 K • I.ND
CALLREADP(UIC[.IND.INACE,PIXELS(1,K,11).2,K,IREAD,
• NY.N%.K•I.IREAO.MY ,NX)
IF (INDt1).LT.0) CALL CNK10(VICS,[MD.INACE.9.II,IREAD.263)
40 CONTINUE
C







c CLASSIFY TN[ NEV CRITTER
C







CALL YRITE ► (UtCS.tMD.INCCLAt.LASELSti.12).2,1,IROY,
• NY.NX,1rIR0Y•I,NY,N%>
If (INO(1>.L1 0) CALL C14RIO(UICf.IND.INGCLAS,I2,IROV,NC,292)
00 3 JJ n 1,041
JC • LARELS(ii 12)•1
3 COUMT(JC! • COUNT(JC)4I
CALL YRIT[ ► (UICS.IND.INCCLA:.LABEL'+(l.I3>.2.I.IROY+1,
• NV,NX.1,1.1,1)
If (1N0(1).LT 0) CALL CHKIO(UICR,INC • .INGCLAS.I7 1ROY NS.2R1)
DO 4 JJ • 1,NX
JC • LASEL3<JJ.I1)^1
4 COUNT(JC) • COUNT(JC)•l
16 CONTINUE
R E T	 N
END










CNR10 SUBROUTINE CLASSIFY SUBROUTINE
CLUSTERS tRTEGER ARRAY 0-222 .1 COUNT INTECCO*4 ARRAY 0-21
	 .1
FIXOP SUBROUTINE I INTEGER SIN ►LE YON B•t0
11 INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 04214 12 INTEGER SIMPLE VAR B*2IS
13 INTEGER SINFLE VAR 24tlf IMAGE INTEGER SIMPLE VAN 0-210	 .1
IMCCLAS INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 0-21' 11 IND INTEGER ARRAY 6-211	 .1
IREAP INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 84211 IRBB INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 8#20
IT INTEGER SIMILE VON 942F oC INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 8#220
j I INTEGER SINFLE VAR 9.2S X INTEGER SIMILE VAR B*21T
LOBEL$ INTEGER AFRAY 9-221 .I PARXO► SUBROUTINE
PASF LOGICAL SINFLE VAR 0-t4 .1 PAXCLUS INTEGER SIMILE VAR 0-%6	 11
At INTEGER SIMILE VAR $-%1F .1 NR INIECER SIMPLE VAN S-217
	 .I
NFCLUS INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 8-213 -1 NR INTEGER SIP►LE VAR 8-220	 .1
AV INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 84210 NX INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 0#212
iii INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 1+217 M2 INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 0-210	 .1
PERFIXEL SUBROUTINE PIXELS INTEGER ANNOY 0-223	 11
REAP ► SUBROUTINE REaECT INTEGER MRRMY 8-210	 11
UIt@ INTEGER ARRAY 8-212 It •RITE ► SUBROUTINE






In this subroutine, a patch of pure pixels is closed by selecting a
test set from the patch (5 representative pixels) and writing the
test set to disk.
Method: If the file has not yet been opened (i.e., if CONTROL is true),
then it is opened. The file name is TSTPXL— where _ is a number
from 1 to 99, depending on how many test pixel files are currently
open in concurrently running sessions. The test pixel file is job-
temporary, that is it is deallocated when it is closed.
If possible, five test pixels are selected from the patch by
choosing them at equally spaced intervals along the array. This test
set is written to a disk record. The test set count is incremented
and the count of occupied labels is decremented.
Program Variables
CONTROL LOGICAL	 If CONTROL is true, the test pixel file is
opened and CONTROL is set to false.
DAT(NL,ND,NS) INTEGER ARRAY At J, contains the list of pixels
(brightness values) that constitute the current patch.
FCHECK SYSTEM INTRINSIC to check for 1/0 errors
FILEINX INTEGER	 Part of test pixel file name
FILENO INTEGER	 Test pixel file system file number
FILESIZE INTEGER*4	 Maximum number of records in test pixel
file
FNAME CHARACTER	 Test pixel file name
FOPEN SYSTEM INTRINSIC	 Opens a file
FWRITE SYSTEM INTRINSIC	 Writes a record
I,IS,K,KN INTEGER	 Do Loop Index
IA If File options bit mask
IB If File access bit mask
PRECEDING ► AGE ELA 4'K NC)T FILMED
as
W
IERR INTEGER I/O Error code
IMSG ARRAY holds message to be printed
IND ARRAY IDIMS error indicators
ITSP Temporary test pixel storage
J The pointer into KNT and DAT for the current
patch to be processed.
KNT INTEGER ARRAY	 At J, the population of the current
patch.
LA LOGICAL File options bit mask
LAB INTEGER ARRAY	 Label vector
LB LOGICAL File access bit mask
LTSP LOGICAL Test pixel temporary storage
MSG CHARACTER Message to be printed
N INTEGER Count of test sets written to disk
NA 11 Count of occupied labels
ND Number of dimensions
ND5 " "	 "	 "	 times five
NL lines
NS samples in strip
PABORT SYSTEM SUBROUTINE
PIXELND Counter for pixels written to a record (1 to 5*ND)
PRINTP SYSTEM SUBROUTINE
TSP LOGICAL ARRAY	 Test pixel record
UICB INTEGER ARRAY	 User information control block
Z " Absolute zero, see "Tricking Fortran"
►Ai[ 0026	 149601.911-PACKA90 321029.0t.03 	 ►ORt14010, 7000	 ME.	 OCT Ii.	 loot.	 991.1	 44
00021 00 ►F0400 SCINTR41. tECNENT•AN09/Asti
00021 0077700( • CYBROnTtN' ClOitt(Z,4,Ti ►.1.A/.KMT.DAT.ML.hS.hO.NA.N.FiL[N0.
00023 00770000 1	 UICO.IMO.CONTROl.NOS)
00023 00779009 C THIS 160/ROUTINE is A PORTION Of THE AN9184 loins fONCTION.
00023 00780000 C IT CNODSII TEST PIXELS MIT R PATCH THAT IS FEING CLOSED,
00027 00761000 C ANO RESITS APPROPRIATE COYNTERI.
00023 00702000 t
soots 04794000 LOGICAL LTSP,TLP(MOS).LA.L/.CONTROL
00023 00784000 INTEGE444 PIL[SIZE
00013 00703000 INTEGER42 Z.ITS► .OAT(Nl.N0.N1).KNTtI).lA/(l ),INSC(39).fll[INK
00027 00780000 EOUI9ALENCE (LTSP.ITS ► )
00021 00787oo0 INTtGIRO2 PIX[lNO.lA.1/.nIC8t1).iNO(f).FILENo
00021 00799000 STSTEN INTRIRSIC TOPEM.fCN[CK, ► 602ITE
00023 00789000 CNARACTIR•7t, ASR
11 0029 00790000 CNARACTER09 fNAht
•0027 00791000 9OYI9ALINC[ (lA.lA).118.t/).9lN1C.NSi)
00021 001`12090 If 9.NOt.CONtROL) CO TO 2
00050 0079100• 1A • 0
00012 90711 4000 fILESIZE • 63136
90010 $0713000 to • 4
00016 00716000 CONTROL	 • PALSE.
06049 00797000 C OPEN IKE DISK fILF
00040 001`90000 FItANt	 •	 'TSTPXL	 .
90036 00799000 DO 6 FILEINX • 1.99
00061 00/00000 FNABU TP2) - STR(FILdINA)
90104 00801000 FILENO • 0
00102 00802000 FILENO • ►O►EN(fMAN[.lA.l8.NO8....2.,Ftlt11Z[.16>
00120 00891000 If	 C .CC . )2. 3, 2
00111 09104000 2 CONTINUE
00121 00003000 CALL fCN[CR(fIL^M0.T1RR)
00130 00006000 If (1991	 [8.100.0R.IERR.IO .101)	 CO	 TO	 6
00100 00007000 "St n ' OPEN ERROR	 ON TEST PIXEL DISK FILE'
00113 04101000 NSGt13:Si n STRt1E09)
00212 00009000 CALL	 ►RIMT ►intC/ .INO.i.IN1G.4i.0.0.9.0.0.0,0.0)
00202 00110000 CALL ► A/ORt(OtCO.43.0)
00272 04111000 6 CONttNUE
9023: 09/12000 3 CONTIMU[
$oil: 00011000 KM • KNi(4)
00236 04014000 (ftRN.lt.S)	 GO	 t0	 lot
00162 00813000 is	 •	 (RN-t)/4
OCZ96 004160$9 ► IXCLh4 • 0
00270 04417000 00	 10	 I	
-	
I.KN.IS
OCi77 00011000 00	 10 r	 •	 I.ND
00302 00419006 PIX[LNO • PIXILMO +	 1
003011 09420000 1t6P	 •	 OA TSI.r„1)
00319 00421000 10	 TSP(PIXELNO)	 - LISP
04122 00/22000 C 60Rtf:	 .'Set	 PIXELS	 TO DISK FILE
00322 00423060 CALL f60RtT[lfILtN0.T1 ► .ND3,CONTROI)
00310 00824000 IF	 C .CC.)	 41114
00312 04{23000 4	 CALL	 FCN1CKC1FtLEN0.1tRRi
001337 00626000 NSG	 •	 .	 ERROR	 DURING YRITE	 Of	 TEST	 PIXEL FILE*
00374 00127000 NSGCO:61	 -	 SIR(ItIR)
90412 0042/000 CALL	 /91141 ► 90900.INO.1.tN6C.43.0.$.0.0.0.0,0.0>
0044! 00429060 CALL	 PA406T(UIC1,43.6)
90491 00/30060 S CONTINUE
9043. 40631000 C
60401 00412000 C W rIME';T	 r9')Nf	 or	 TEST PIXEL	 GROUP!	 9RITIC”	 TO Ot1R
ORIGi' AL PAGE iS
46	 OF POOR QUALM
PAGE 0412?	 CLOSET
0001 00533000	 N - N + 1
00414 :41/740410	 100 9Nt(J! • 0
Ov4lt voS77vvo	 LAStI1	 2
00402 0:0!041 410 C OCCRIM[MT COUNT OF OCCU:IEO LABEL$
vC4f20053?000	 MA	 NA-1









CLOSEC SURROUTINE CONTROL LOGICAL SIMPLE VAR 0-0	 .1
of INTEGER ARRAY 0-X10 .1 FCNECK SUIPOUTIHE
FILt1NK IMTtG[R S1NtLt VAR 0+%10 FILENO INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 0-110	 .1
IILESIIE INT[G[R+4 Sit	 LE VAR 0+it21 ?NAME CHAR#e'.i[R StM ►l[ VAR 0+1127	 .1
FO ►EN iNT[CER iUNCTION FYRIIE IUSROYTINE
1 INTtCER SIM ► LC VAR 0 +11? IA INTEGER SIMILE MAR •+1110
ID IMTEGtR SIMPLE VAR N "I Imt INTEC[R SIMPLE VAR O+R14
INSG INTEGER ARRAY 0+11 .1 IMo INTEGER ARRAY V•i4	 I
IS tNTEGtR SIMPLE VAR /+1112 lift INTEGER SIMILE VAR U+111?
.0 {NY[C[R {iNFLE YAR /-112! .i K INTtC[R fIMII[ Y#R /+1117
RN tNT[G[R SINPI[ VAR 5+1120 KMT iNiECtR at AY 0-1117	 .1
lA LOGICAL SIMFL[ YAR /O1110 L#/ INTEcto ARRAY 0-1120	 .1
LS LOGICAL $IMFL[ YAR 94% 
it
LTSP LOGICAL VAR :4%1?
A16 CNARACT11 SIMPLE YAR 5+110 .! N INTEGER
S:PPLE
SIMPLE vook 5-1111	 .1
NA INTEGER SIMILE VAR 6-512 :I NO INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 0-1113	 .I
M03 INTEGER SINPL[ VAR 9-114 .I ML INTEGER SIMPLE VAR @-1113	 .1
NS INTEGER fINFI[ YAR 0-1114 .1 FA/ORT S0/ROUTINE
PINCLMO iM1[CER SIMPLE VAR 0+1117 ►RINTP SUBROUTINE
tit LOGICAL ARRAY /-Stt I U1^/ INTEGER ARRAY S-11?	 .1
2 INTCG92 SIMPLE VAR 0-1123 .1






In this subroutine, each vector in MEAN with corresponding index in
SUM zero is eliminated. The calling program NUMCLU uses SUM to mark
vectors in MEAN which are no longer in force. Classification is more
efficient when needless branches on SUM(.) - 0 are avoided.
Method: The method is as simple-minded and es inefficient as a bubble
sort. Any time SUM(.) = 0 is encountered, move the entire array down
one slot.	 (But) It is self-docuiiwntinq.
Program Variables
I,J,K,MM,IP1	 INTEGER DO loop parameters
MAX
	 INTEGER Number of vectors in MEAN.
MEAN(ND,MAX)	 INTEGER ARRAY The mean vectors, to he collapsed.
NO
	 INTEGER Dimensionality
SUM(MAX)	 INTEGER ARRAY Pointer array; vectors in MEAN with





PAGE 0060	 HEYLETT-PACKARO 321020.01.03
	 FORTRAN/3000
	 TUE. OCT 13, 1901, 9111 AN
00006 02092000 $CONTROL SEGMENT•AMOEOASEG
00006 02093000 SUIROUTINE COLAPS(MAX.NEAN,SUN,ND)
0000: 02090000 C




000 C	 SU/ROUTINE	 COLAPS	 GOES THRU THE CLUSTERS IM	 NEAM
OOOOi 020!1000 C	 AND DELETES pNY CLOSTER NITM	 SUM<K> n 0,	 COMPRESSING
00006 02!!!000 C	 iM[ ARRAY	 MEAN 1	 TN16 ALLOYS SLIGHTLY ;ORE EFFICIENT
00006 02100000 C	 SEARCH YNEN TRYING TO CLASSIFY A POINT.
OOOOi 02101000 INTEGER92 MEAN(NO,NAX).SUN(PAx)
0000: 021020:0 MM • MAx-1
00011 02103000 00 1	 I	 •	 1,MN
00016 0210/000 IF	 (GUM(1).NE.0) GO	 TO	 1
00027 02103000 IPI	 •	 1+1
00026 02106000 IF (t'l.E1.MAN) R	 E	 T	 U R	 N
00032 021:r000 00 2 J	 n 	 IPI.MAx
00037 02100000 IF	 (SUM(J I) E0.0) GO TO 2
0004400 02109000 SUNG) • S ' "( '
•0090 02110000 S11M(J)	 •	 0
00093 02111000 00 3 K	 •	 1, NO
00 Go 02112000 1 NEAN(K.1) • NlAN(K,J)
:0079 0211300: GO TO
000rr 02110000 2 CONTINUE
00100 021/3000 R E T U R N
00101 02116000 1	 CONTINUE
1 0211x000 R E T U R N
OOlooC3 02111000 EN O
STMOOL NAP
NAPE TYPE
	 STRUCTURE	 ADDRESS NAME TYPE STRUCTURE ADDRESS
COLAPS SUIROUTINE I INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 60%3
IP1 INTEGER	 SIMPLE VAR	 24%? J INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 1+10
R INTEGER
	 SIMPLE VAR	 O#xi
IM re G[:	 ARRAY	 0-1;i	 .1
PAX INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 1-t7	 .I
0 AN NM INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 8#i3
NO INTEGER	 SIMPLE VAR
	 1-x0	 ,1 SUM INTEGER ARRAY R-);3	 ,I






This subroutine grows components from intervals.
Method: Label line Al contains either Z or patch labels; Z marks boundary.
Line A2 contains .Z (boundary) or interval marks. A2 is scanned; when an
interval is found, Al is examined looking for a patch label. If a
patch label is found, it is saved in BUF.
Then A2 is scanned again. An interval mark is replaced by the
corresponding label in BUF. If none is found, the label counter LAB is
incremented and LAB is stored as the new label. Labels begin at -32767
and are allowed to grow to as much as 32767. On reaching 32767, flag
FINISHED is set to .TRUE, so the calling program will know the supply
of patches has exhausted the labels.
"U" shaped components will not be found by this method. Rather,
they will be pieced together as two different fields of labels. We do







INTEGER ARRAY Al is the elder line with patches
already marked. A2 is the new line of intervals to
be turned into patch labels. (The first patches
are created in the calling program.)
INTEGER ARRAY Used to stash labels to be transfered
to intervals.
LOGICAL When we run out of labels, FINISHED is set
to .TRUE. The calling program uses this flag to
terminate processing (gathering patches).
INTEGER DO loop index.
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
CONNCT-2
52
IN	 INTEGER Number of intervals in A2.
IS,IT	 INTEGER Temporary labels.
LAB	 INTEGER Current label pointer.
N	 INTEGER Number of elements in a line.
Z	 INTEGER Boundary marker, -32768.
►AGE 0037	 NEOLETT-►ACKARO 321020.01.03	 FORTRAN13600	 TOE. OCT 13, 1901, 9139 AN
00007 01169000 SCO14TROL SEGMENT-AMOEBASEG
00007 01170000	 SUBROUTINE CONNCT(FINISNED,I.N,A1,42.BUF.IN .LAB)
00007 01171000	 LOGICAL FINISHED
00007 01172000	 INTEGER42 2,AI(N),A2(N).BUF(IM)
00007 01173000	 00 10 K n I.IN
00014 O1t74000	 10 OUf(K) • 2
00020 01175000	 DO 20 I n I.M
00025 01176000	 IT • 02(I)
00030 0/177000
	






If CIS.E0.2) GO TO 20
00043 01100000	 BUF(1T) - IS
00046 01101000	 20 CONTINUE
00047 0/102000	 00 30 K n 1.IM
00094 01103000	 If (NUF(K).NE.2) 90 TO 30
00061 011/4000	 LAB - LAB*I
00042 01103000	 If (LAB.E0.32767) GO TO 60
00070 01106000	 9UF(K) - LAB
00073 01117000	 30 CONTINUE
00074 011/6000 C
00074 011/9000 C NOV TRANSFER ACTUAL LABELS
04074 0/190000	 00 40 1 - I.N
00101 01191000	 IT - M2(I)
00104 01112000	 IF (IT.NE.Z) A2(1) • BOFttT)
00113 01193000	 40 CONTINUE
00114 01194000 C
00114 01195000 C BACK UP AND CLEAN UP SINGLETONS (MAYBE)
00114 01196000	 00 SO I - I'M
00121 01197000	 IT n AItt)
00124 0119/000	 IF (IT.E2.2) GO T1 50
00110 01119000	 If tAltl).ME.2)M)  n IT
00137 01200000	 30 CONTINUE
00140 01201000	 R E T U R N
00141 01202000	 60 FINISHED - .TRUE.
00143 01203000	 R E T U R N
00144 01204000	 END
SYMBOL MAP
RAKE	 TYPE	 STRUCTURE	 ADDRESS	 PANE	 TYPE	 STRUCTURE	 ADDRESS
Al INTEGER ARRAY 0-x10 It 02 INTEGER ARRAY 0-17	 It
BUF INTEGER ARRAY 9-%6 It CONNCT SUBROUTINE
FIPiSPEO LOGICAL SIMPLE VAR $-%13 ,1 1 INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 0+63
IN INTEGER SIMPLE VAR D-%S ,I IS INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 6*%4
IT INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 94%3 K IKTEGER SIMPLE VAR Q*%6
LAB INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 0-14 .I N INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 0-1111	 It
2 INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 0-112 ,1






This routine determines the square of the diameter of the vectors in
array MEAN.
Method: Except for the bias of -32768, the method is self-documenting.
The biased squared distance from MEAN(.,I) to MEAN(.,J), with
1 < I < J _- ITL, is computed, and the maximum such value is returned as
IDIAM.
Program Variables
I,J,K,IP,ITLM	 INTEGER DO loop parameters.
IDIAM	 INTEGER Square of diameter of vectors in MEAN.
ITL	 INTEGER The total number of vectors in MEAN.
MEAN(ND,ITL)	 INTEGER ARRAY The array whose diameter is to be
determined.
PRECED{NG PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
ORIGINAL Phi ;^, I;j
OF POOR QUALITY
PACE 0001	 NEOLETT-FACKARD 321029 01.4 	 FORTRAN13000	 TOE, OCT 13. 1281, 1141 AN
00001 02067000 $CONTROL SEGMENT-ANOESASEG
00003 02060000	 SUBROUTINE DIARTR(RENN.ND.ITL.IDIAN)
00001 02061000 C
00000 02070000 C PARENT PROGO W	 NUMCLU
0000? 02021000 C
00007 02072000 C SUBROUTINE DIARTR FINDS THE $DUANE Of THE DIAMETER
00002 02023000 C Of THE SET Of CLUSTER CENTERS IN MEAN
00000 02024000	 INTEGER02 MEAN(NO.ITL)
00003 03020000	 ItLM • ITL-I
00010 02016000	 IDtAM n -32761
00017 02077000	 00 1 I - I.ITLR
00024 02075000	 IF - 1+1
00022 02071000	 00 1 J n IP.ITL
$0014 02010000 C
00034 02051000 C FIND THE DISTANCE 00 2 BETBEEN NEAN(..I) AND MEAM(..J)
00034 62052000	 IS • -32767
06036 02053000	 DO 2 K - I.N9
00043 02054060	 IF (I$.CE.16300) GO TO 1
00034 02053000	 IT n REAN(K.I)-NEAN(K.J)
00071 02006010	 2 16 n IS#IT*1T
00076 02007000	 if (IS.LE.IDIAN) GO TO 1
00102 02055000	 IDIOM - IS
00104 02001000	 1 CONTINUE





TYPE	 STRUCTURE	 ADDRESS	 MORE	 TYPE	 STRUCTURE	 ADDRESS
OIANTR SUBROUTINE I INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 5+13
IOt*N INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 0-t4	 I IF INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 0*24
IS INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 94t6 IT INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 9#t7
ITL INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 0-43	 .i ITLN INTEGER SIMILE VAR O•t10
J INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 64%3 K INTEGER SIMPLE VAR Otttl
NEON INTEGER ARRAT 0-t7	 11 NO INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 5-t6	 .I
PROGRAM UNIT DIAMTR COMPILED
57
PRECLDM G; PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
59
Parents: START, MARKUPDN, MARKLR	 FILLLR
FILLLR(Z,LAB,N)
This subroutine works along a line of labels and replaces a label with
its two neighbors marked boundary with the label boundary. It, so to
speak, fills in1eft-right cracks in the boundary map.
Method: Only one tricky point is involved. LL, LR, and LM are used
to save labels down a line. This minimizes indexing while preventing
propogation of boundary down lines. As usual, Z = -32768 is used to
mark boundary.
Program Variables
I	 INTEGER DO loop index
IM	 INTEGER Pointer to current position.
LAB(N)	 INTEGER ARRAY The labels being processed.
LL,LM,LR	 INTEGER Labels down the line.
N	 INTEGER Number of labels.
Z	 INTEGER Boundary: -32168
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00000 01207000 $CONTPOL SEGMENT n AMOE9ASEG
00000 01200000 SU9R0Ui1Nf i1LLLR(i.LA9.N)
00000 01207000 tMT[GEP^2 i,LA9(N)
00000 01200000 1F (N LT	 3) R	 E	 T U R N
00010 01207000 LL • LA9(i)
00011 01270000 LM • LA0(2)
•OOI^ 01231000 IM	 •	 2
00020 012!2000 00 10	 1	 n 	 3,N
0002! 01273000 LR • LA9(I)
00070 012!0000 1F (LA EO.i.AND.LL.E9.i) LAWN) n i
00001 012!7000 LL • LM
00001 01279000 LM • LP
00001 01237000 1(,	 IA	 n 	 1





TYPE	 STRUCTURE	 ADDRESS	 NAME	 TYPE	 STRUCTURE
	
ADDRESS
FILLLR OUOROOTINE I INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 9*22
IP INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 0♦;1 LAS INTEGER ARRAY 9-i!	 .1
LL INTEGER SIMILE YAR 0t20 lM INTEGER OiN/lE VAR 9^S!
LR INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 8 4 16 N INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 0-t0	 .1
2 INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 0-t6	 It






This subroutine follows MARKUP and attempts reclassification of a pixel
classified unlike each of its four neighbors. The attempt fails when
each nieghbor is too far from the pixel to stand that reclassification.
Method: As in MARKUP, a circular buffer LABELS is maintained. I1 points
to the eldest, I2 to the current (which may have been modified by the
addition of 101), and I3 to the nearest (unchecked) line of labels.
We regard the classifications in line I1 as final, those in I3 as
tentative. Those in I2 marked over 100 are fixed by subtraction of the
101 added by FIXUP. Of the rest, note they are classed unlike any
neighbor. Collect, from the four neighbors, the classes of each
neighbor (a) in line I1, (b) in line I2 and marked, or (c) in line I3 and
like at least one neighbor in that line. This gives up to four classes.
Reclassify the pixel in the nearest unrejected class of those up to four
classes. If no unrejected class exists, leave the classification alone.
All distances are biased by -32768.
Program Variables
CLUSTERS(ND,MAXCLUS) 	 INTEGER ARRAY The cluster cneters.
FOUR(4)	 INTEGER ARRAY Used to store the (up to) four
classifications of OK neighbors.
I	 INTEGER DO loop index.
I1	 INTEGER Pointer to eldest label line.
I2	 INTEGER Pointer to current label line.
I3	 INTEGER Pointer to newest label line.
IM	 INTEGER I-1; pointer to current slot.
IS	 INTEGER Sum accumulator for distance.




ITT INTEGER Scratch variable.
J INTEGER Index into FOUR: DO loop index.
J4 INTEGER Value of FOUR(J) in loop.
K INTEGER DO loop index.
L INTEGER DO loop index.
LL INTEGER Label on left.
LM INTEGER Label in middle.
LR INTEGER Label on right.
MAXCLUS INTEGER Dimension for CLUSTERS.
NC INTEGER Number of samples per line.
ND INTEGER Dimensionality
NDIST INTEGER Distance from nearest neighbor classifier,
pixel to nearest of up to four.
NRST INTEGER Index of nearest, or zero if all are
too far away.
PIXELS(NC,ND) INTEGER ARRAY	 One line of data along line I2.
REJECT(MAXCLUS) INTEGER ARRAY	 Rejection thresholds.
65	 ORIGINAL
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00014 00669000 $CONTROL SIGMENT•ANOIOASEG
00010 00410000 S000OUTINE	 FIXUF(LAOELS.NC.11.12.I3. ► IXCLS.R[JICT.
00010 0001000 •	 CLUSTIRS,ND.MAXCLUS.NX)
00014 0002000 INTEGERt2 LA0EL9(NC•J). ► IX[t0(NC.NO>.RIJECT(NAtClUO).
00014 00417000 •	 CLUST9RS(ND,NAXCLUS),r0UR(4%
00010 00614000 If	 (NX.LT.3)	 R	 E	 1	 U	 A N
00020 00470000 LL • LAOELS(1.12)
00024 000F6000 LN n LAICLS(2.12)
00020 00417000 00 10	 I	 •	 3.Mm
00042 00410000 lR	 •	 LA0[LS(I.I2)
00001 00675000 IN	 •	 1-1
00094 00400000 If (LN.GT.100) GO	 TO	 101
00040 00401000 4 • 0
00042 004,02000 ITT	 •	 LAOILS(IA.111
00011 00403000 if	 (ITT 90.0)	 GO	 t0	 30
00017 00401000 J	 •	 1
00011 00603000 FOUR(J) •	 ITT
00102 00404000 30 If (LL.LI.100) GO	 10 46
00104 00401000 J	 n 	 J+1
00101 00600000 f1Uf(J)	 • LL-101




00117 00650000 J	 •	 4+1
00120 00651000 FOOR(J)	 n LR-101
00120 00652000 10 ITT	 n 	 LA0[LS(I11.13)
00137 00693004 If	 (ITT	 N[.LAO[LS(I.2.13).RND.ITT.N[.LA0Il0(1.22))GOT040
00123 00654004 J	 n 	 Jot
00156 00455009 FOU ► (J)	 •	 ITT
00161 00656000 60 If	 (0.90.0) GO	 TO	 11




O(11l 00615000 00	 TO	 L	 •	 1.J
001F6 OOT00000 44 • FOUX(l)
00201 09F01000 IS	 n 	 -32f40
00210 09F02040 00 00 K •	 1.ND
00219 00703000 If	 (IS.GI.16313)	 GO	 TO	 TO
00226 04704000 ITT	 •	 FIX1LS(IM.K)-CLUStERS(K.J4)
0024! 04703000 IS	 •	 ISOITT•ITT
00247 00F06000 if (IS.G[.RIJ[CT(J4)) GO	 TO	 F0
00277 O0TOT000 10 CONTINUE
00216 00700000 If	 (NOISt.IE.IS )	 GO	 TO	 10
00242 00701000 MOIST	 •	 IS
00244 04F10000 MIST	 44
00266 00F11000 10 CONTINUE
00267 00712000 IF (NRSt WE 0) LAOELS(IN.12) 	 MIST
003L1 00711000 GO	 TO	 11
00302 0071/000 101 LAOELS(IM.I2)	 •	 LM-101
00112 00710900 It LL - LM
00714 00716000 10 LN n LR












	 TYPE	 STRUCTURE	 400194S
CLUMPS INTEGtA ARRAY 1-><T .1 PINUP SUOROUTIHE
rout
INTEGER PRINT
14%4 .1 1 INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 1+14
it INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 1-414 .t 12 INTEGER SIN►LE VAR -%IJ
	 .1
IJ INTEGER SIN/^: YAR •-112 .1 IN INTEGER SIN ►LE VAR I +A/
If tMTEG[R fIMII[ YAR H tIi ITT INTEGER SIMPLE VAR O+tll
J INTEGER SIMPLE YAR 1+%10 44 INTEGER SIMPLE VAR O+tIJ
X INTEGER SILE:0N VAR 1+%1i L tNTEG[R fJNPLE YAR 1+ti
LAIELS INTEGER AT 1-II4 It LL INTEGER tlNPlt YAR 1+t 14
LM 1: MCI SIMPLE VAR O+t1t LR INTEGE SIMPLE VAR 1+111
AAXCLUf IM MCI SIMPLE VAR 0-%l -I MC INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 1-114	 .I
NO IRIM: tlNPlt VAR 1-14 -i MOIST I"T1419 SIN ►LE VAR 1+&21
Nt[T INTEGER S!N► L[ VAR 1+12• MX INTEGER S1NPLi VAR 1-14	 .1
PtX[LS INTEGER ARRAY 1-ill .t REJECT INTEGER ARRAY 1-110	 It




This program fetches N25 test sets from a disk rile written by- the
subroutine CLOSEC.
Method: On the first call to the subroutine the disk file is rewound.
On each call, N25 test sets are read from the file. A test set is





FCONTROL SYSTEM 61 Used to rewind file




FRSTFLG LOGICAL Marks first call
I INTEGER DO loop index
ICALL Number of words returned by read
IERR Stuffed with error code
IMSG ARRAY	 Message to be printed
IND INTEGER ARRAY	 Error code location
MSG CHARACTER Message to be printed
N25 INTEGER Number of test sets requested
ND5 11 5 times number of dimensions
PABORT SYSTEM SUBROUTINE
PRINTP 11 a message
TTP LOGICAL ARRAi	 Sutffed with test sets
UICB INTEGER ARRAY	 User information control blcok
ZERO LOGICAL Dummy argument for FCONTROL
	69	 OF POOR Qi;ALiiY
PAGE 0046	 NEOIETT-PACRARO 321020.01.03	 FOATRAM/3000	 TOE, OCT 11, 1901. 9140 AR
0001' 01497000 $CONTROL SECNENT-ANOEBASEC
00017 014!1009	 tutROUTTNE GETN23CFRSTFLG.TiP.N23.Nt3.fILENB.OICO.(NB)
O0^17 01 •!!000 C THIS SUBROUTINE FETCHES 
IT
	 SETT Of 7 TEST PtXEIf IRON A O1iR
 FILE TNA
00017 01700000 C VAS CREATEO EARLIER
0001' 01!01000 C
O[Ot! 01!42000	 IN ►EGER62 UIC6(IJ.tND (l).FIlENO.
0001: 31303000	 •	 IMSG(3!)
0(1017 01704000	 SYSTEM INTRINSIC FCONTROL.FREAD.FCNECR
0401' 01303000	 L'):ICAL TTP(M03 M23).ZEPO.FRSTFLG
0001! 01306000	 CN414C1E9479 NSG
OCC1! 91797000	 E0'JIVALENCE CINSG.RSG)
00011 01309000 C
00017 ^1309000	 If C,NDT FRSTFLC) GO TO 10
0002(• 013100v0	 ZEFO • FALSE.
00ci1 01211000	 FRSiFLG -.FALSE.
00024 01712000 C ON FIFST CALL, REVTND FILE
0C4i4 91713000	 CA'L FCONTROL (FILENO.S.ZERO)
0 • *?0	 0101400 .)	 If t C^.) •.IG.i
0tsd1 •1171300(1 	4	 3S: _	 FAILUFE T9 CEVIND TEST PIXEL FILE'
00043 01316000	 CALL ► R1Nt ► (Uttt.IMO.{.IMSG.74.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0)
0411! 01317000	 CA .L Pi8OFt(7tC9.43.0)
0412? 01319090	 to	 CONTINUE
OC12! ^111!000 C C E-O 11 13 SETS Of 3 TEST PIXELS
0(12? 01320000	 00 10 1	 I.N23
0^1?4 01321000	 1C'LL - ;R. 0CFILENO,TTP(1.1).NO3)
04141 01722000	 IF (.CC.) 20.70.20
00144 01727000	 21	 CALL FCNECR(FTLENO-If RR)
00111 01724000	 NS: - - ERROR 6	 ON TEST PIXEL FILE READ
oti4! C• 1323040	 4SGC10!61 - S It( IERR)
00222 01326000	 CALL PPINTP(UICB.IND.I.IMSC.40.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.41
00231 01327000	 CALL PA00RTC ICt.17.9)








STRUCTURE	 ADDRESS	 NAIE	 TYPE
	
STRUCTURE	 AOORESS
FCNEC) SUBROUTINE FCONTROL SUBROUTINE
FILFhO INTEGEP SINFLE	 VAR 0-Y6 I FREAD INTEGER FUNCTION
FFS ► FLG LOGICAL SINFLE VAR 9-112 .t GETN23 SUBROUTINE
I INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 0423 (CALL INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 9•117
Ifor INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 04X6 1NSG INTEGER ARRAY 04%3	 .i
IMD INTEGEP AFRAY 0- x4 It MSG CHARACTER SIMPLE VAR B • t4	 .I
02! INTEGEP SINFLE	 VAR D-%10 .1 NO3 INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 0-t7	 .(
PASORt SUBR=OUTINE `RINTP SUBROUTINE
TTP LOGICAL VRRAT 0-til It U1[0 INTEGER ARRAY 0-2S	 .I
ZOO LOGir4L STMFLE PAW 04%10
PROGPAr UNIT GE1o:3 r o — ji F







Maps -32768 to 32767 into 1 to 59 so that: -32768, 0, and 99 all map
into 0; other integers I map to numbers between 2 and 59. This function
is used by MAPP to index into SYMBOL. Special numbers -32768, 0, and
99 are all mapped to print as blanks. Others print as symbols so that
when I and J are close, the symbols are different.
Method: Self-documenting,
Program Variables





PAGE 0013	 NEOLETT-PACKARD 3:1020.01.03	 FORTRAN13000	 TOE. OCT 13. 1901, 9137 AR
0004; 00479004 SCONTPOL SEGNEN1-ANOEQASEG
00042 00400000	 FUN:TInM ItIF!1i1)
000c; 00 401000	 If (I.GT.0) SO TO 3
00006 06`492000	 If kl.(O 0.00! I.EO.-32769) GO TO 4
00022 00493000	 1 - -1
00023 00414006	 GO 10 1
00026 004/3000	 3 If (1 EJ '^9) GO T1 4
00072 00416000	 3 I - MO[(I.fo)
000!6 104117000	 IF tl.lE.l> 1 - 1#30
00044 00410000	 IIIFN - 1
00046 00499000	 R E T O P N
00047 00490000	 4 IIIFN - I














INTEGER	 SIMPLE VAN 9-113
PPOGFAM UNIT IIIFN COMPILED







Produces a quick look at a segment of data, labels map, or cluster
map. Output is directed to the default device. This program is intended
for debugging.
Method: The subroutine prints N2 lines in band one of an image, starting
at line N1 sample N3.	 Because of the limitations of PRINTP, only 64
samples can be printed. Line numbers are printed, but rot column numbers.
Program Variables
CHKIO SYSTEM SUBROUTINE
IC INTEGER DO loop index
IIIFN(IV)
	 INTEGER FUNCTION
IMAGE INTEGER Image number.
IND(1) INTEGER ARRAY	 Error information.
IPX(36) INTEGER ARRAY	 Dummy array to compensate for the
inadquacies of PRINTP.	 Equivalenced to PICTURE.
IR INTEGER DO loop index.
N1 INTEGER Starting line number.
N1PN2 INTEGER Last line number to print.
N2 INTEGER Number of lines
N3 INTEGER Starting sample number
NC INTEGER Number of samples in image.
NCL INTEGER Last sample to be printed.




NCP8	 INTEGER NCP+8, the number sent to PRINTP.
NR	 INTEGER Number of lines in image.




SCAN(64)	 INTEGER ARRAY Array to read from image.
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0002E 0414300^ PC04) Pg t	 `.EGMENT•AMOEBASEG
0(0•.4 ^•) 4 440'- SlLFJU'14EMArf-111-11:,M?•UICl1.INP.INAG(.NR.NC,SV"OOLJ
000• 4i •.:. 04!0,5 IN•Cr,E°•;	 IF..	 , r 	.	 UI' r, t'	 IHr:l 1	 `•SCAH(94)
0002E 0944600 •) •:HAFaC7EF•72	 FICTORE
OoO:i 0444700 1) Cw4FAC1fF41	 SYMBOL(77)
00 n 2i 04448000 E0,IVA-E11:E(f1CTURE.IPY.+
O: r If ^ ? 449000 NIfN:	 *	 NI•N?-1
0(•0!i i• J47404? If	 r NlrN:.GI	 MR:	 41F":	 -	 NR
o0C!7 0• '(910 •)0 C
OOC•!? 04432000 C	 fRINT	 FROM	 COL	 N3	 TO COL	 N3 4 63.	 ROWS	 NI	 TO HIPH;.
0P0!r 04473000 4C 	 111 N( ( NC•!13643?
0(, 04f 04/74000 NCP	 4CL-N34I
0(07; 0'• 4!700^ NCI£	 •	 NCF4C
O r ( " 4!i00•' 00	 100	 IF	 -	 N1.I41FN2
;!70 •)? Call	 READF- U I C P. 1) 1 0, I IlAr. E.SCAN, 2. 1, I P. N 3, MCP. I. I R41.113. NCP?
0!1 1 ! 09436000 VPITE(FICTURE.111)1R.(SYMBOLrl11FN(SCAN(IC))),IC
	 I,NCP)
1 •:101 09439000 111	 FIV PAT •1i.2X,4441?
O(1!t 09460000 144	 GILL	 FRINTf(Uft6.IND.i.[ ►X.NCP6.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0)
o •::Cl ^?461000 If	 (INCil.	 LT	 0)	 CALL	 CNR10(UIC6.IND,I.IR.0.0.111?
OC:2! 04462000 R E
	
T U R N










rsI, IG SUBFOUTINE IC INTEGER SIMPLE	 VAR 04%3
ItIrr. INTErER FONCTION IMAGE INTEGER SIMPLE	 VAR 0-%?	 .1
INC IN ItUEP AFRAY 0-%10 .1 IPX INTEGER ARRAY 04tl
	 .1
IF INTEGER SIMFLE	 V-R 0 4 :6 Harp SUBROUTINE
NI IIfIfrfF SIMFLE	 YAP .il -%14 1 HIPN2 1NTEGEA SIMPLE
	
VAR 04%4




NC INTEGER. SIMFLE	 VAR 0-X3 .1 NCL INTEGER SIMPLE
	
VAR 0427
NCF INI[GfR SIMFLE	 V P R 04%10 NC ► F INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 04%11
NF I"TE M P SIMFLE	 V.R 0-%6 .1 FICTUF.E CHARACTER SIMPLE	 VAR 04%2	 i
PFINTP SvSF.OUTINE READP SUBROUTINE
SCAN INTErEP AFRAY 00713 1 SYMBOL CHARACTER ARRAY 0-t4	 .1
UIC6 IIfI[GEd! AFRAY 0-%II .1







This subroutine marks boundary points left-right.
Method: A line of data is scanned. Points in the mask are marked
boundary (under control of MASK). Points which, in any band, are closer
to their left neighbor than INTTHR(.) are marked boundary. Finally, subroutine
FILLLR is used to fill in a single point gap along the line.
Pro4ram Variables
DATA(NC,ND)	 INTEGER ARRAY One 1 4 ne of data
FILLLR	 SUBROUTINE Fills in gaps along a line.
I,K	 INTEGER DO loop index
IM	 INTEGER I-1
INTTHR(ND)	 INTEGER ARRAY The thresholds for boundary finding.
LABELS(NC)	 INTEGER ARRAY A line of labels
MASK	 LOGICAL The mask flag. When .TRUE., zero in band
1 marks a point off the image, i.e., masked.
NC	 INTEGER Number of samples per line.
NO	 INTEGER Dimensionality
Z	 INTEGER -32768, passed as a parameter, and used to
mark boundary points.






This subroutine "marks" pixels classified like at least one neighbor.
This follows a nearest neighbor classification by PERPIXEL, and is followed
by a possible reclassification of errant pixels by FIXUP.
Method: The pixel labels reside in a circular buffer LABELS of NC labels
per line
	
I1 points to the eldest label, I2 to the current label, and I3
to the newest. The eldest label may have been spatially modified, but
labels along scan line I2 are not propagated down that scan line. The
number 101 is added to any label classified like at least one of the four







INTEGER DO loop index
INTEGER Eldest line pointer.
INTEGER Current line pointer.
INTEGER Newest line pointer.
INTEGER I-1
LABELS(NC,3)	 INTEGER ARRAY The labels; LABELS(.,I2) is modified
by adding 101 when at least one neighbor has the same
label.
LL	 INTEGER Label on left.
LM	 INTEGER Label in middle.
RL	 INTEGER Label on right
NC	 INTEGER Number of samples per line.
ia f. .^G	
,	 erg
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00004 00646000 •CONTROL SEGMENT-AMOESASEG
00004 00449000	 EUEROUTINE MAFKUP(LABELS.NC.11,12,13.N%)
60004 00639"0 C THIS PROCRAtt POPS i4" TO ANV CLASSIFICATION BNICN IS LIKE
00004 00471000 C AT LEAST QNE NEI.NSGR 	 /C/
00004 00/32000	 IM'EGER*i LARELAiIIC,'.`
00004 00633000	 IF cNK LT 3) R E T U R N
00010 00434000	 IN - 2
00012 00695000	 LL - LABELS(l,12)
00020 00496000	 LN - LABELS(2,12)
00027 00437000	 00 10 I - 3,N7
00034 00450000	 Ain LR - LABELS(1.12)
00043 004 3 9000
	 rP-,tb* E0. 0) GO TO 30
00047 00660000
	 If (LL.EO.LM.OR.LR.EO.IM> GO TO 20
00056 00461000	 If (LABELS(IN.13) EO.LR) GO TO 20
00067 00662000	 IF (LA 44461 ^ NE LM) GO TO 30
00100 00663000
	 20 LABEL!( IN. 12) n LM^ 161
00110 00664000
	
30 LL - LM	 M8^6f( -r/ft,	 /0'00112 00665000
	 LN - LP
00114 00666000
	 10 IM - I








1 INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 0+12 11 INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 0-17
	 .1
12 INTEGER SIMPLE VAR G-16	 I 13 INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 9-15	 A
IN INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 94%3 LABELS INTEGER ARRAY 0-111	 11
LL INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 0414 LM INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 0+15
LR INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 0.16 MARKUP SUBROUTINE
NC INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 0-;10	 ,1 Nx INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 0-14	 .1






This subroutine marks boundary points up-down.
METHOD: If, in any band, data in D1 is closer to or equal to data in D2
than the threshold INTTHR, then labels Ll and L1 and L2 at that sample are
marked by being set equal to Z. The reason for the "less than or equal to"
rather than "less than" as appears in MARKLR is that the data is generally
less variable down scan lines than across scan lines. Points off the image
are also marked as boundary provided MASK is set. At conclusion of this




INTEGER ARRAY Two adjacent lines of data; D1 is the
D2(NC,ND)	
eldest, D2 newer.
FILLLR	 SUBROUTINE Fills in gaps along a line.
I,K	 INTEGER DO loop index.
INTTHR(ND)
	
INTEGER ARRAY Vector thresholds for deciding boundary.




MASK	 LOGICAL Flag used to decide whether a value of 0 in
D1(.,1) or D2(.,1) marks the mask. Mask points are
marked boundary.
NC	 Number of samples per line
ND	 Dimensionality
7	 -32768, used to mark boundary.
89
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00012 01200000 (CONTROL 1ECMENT•AMOCIASEG
00011 01206000 SYBROUTIN[ MARKtlFON(Z.01.02.L1.12,L3.NC.NOrIN/TNR.NASRrNR)
00012 01209000 INTEC1642	 Zr01(NC.040),02(NCrNO).LI(NC),L2(NC).L3(NC),INTTNR(NO)$ poll 01200000 LOGICAL NASK
00012 01209000 00 10	 I	 • I.NN
$0019 01210000 If	 (LI(I).EO.Z.AN0.13(1).EO.2> GO	 TO	 20
00010 01211000 if (	 NOT MASK) GO	 TO	 lfool! 01212000 IF	 (DI(I.1)	 [6.0)	 LI(I)	 •	 2
00045 01213000 If	 (02(I.1).E6.0)	 L2(1)	 Z
0005? 01214000 1 00 30 R • 1.M0
00004 01215000 IF (tA0it0/t1.K)-O2tt.R)).L[.INTTMRtR))0 TO 30
00100 01216000 LI(I)	 •.I
00111 0/219000 60 TO 20
00111 01210060 30 CONTINUE
00114 61;19000 CO TO 10
00113 01220000 20 L2(I) n Z
00120 012210$0 t0 CONTINUE
$0121 01222000 CALL FILLLR(Z,L2.NK)





TYPE	 STRUCTURE	 ADDRESS	 NAME	 TYPE
	 STRUCTURE
	 ADDRESS
Ol INTEGER ANNOY 6-1113 .1 02 INTEGER ANNOY 6-214	 .1
FILLLR SUBROUTINE 1 INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 0423
INTTNR INTEGER ARRAY 6-116 .1 K INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 004 
LI INTEGER ARRAY 6-213 It L2 INTEGER ARRAY 0-212	 11
L3 INTEGER ARRAY 0-x11 .I NARKUPON SUBROUTINE
NASP LOGICAL SIMPLE VAR O-%S .I NC INTEGER SIMPLE
VAR
6-1110	 .1
NO INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 6-11? .t NR INTEGER SIMPLE VON 0-14	 .1
I INTEGER SIMPLE VAR S-216 .I
POGGRAM UNIT NARKUPON COMPILED
GRIGI14AL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY





The purpose of MOREQUES is to detect when a necessary cluster has been lost
and add it in. The test is based on the pure rejection th resholds applied to
classification of the center (i.e., third of 5) test pixel in each test
set.
Method: Initially, REJECTH is called to determine the pure rejection
thresholds. Then a loop on center of test sets is entered. Each time no
cluster center is closer than its rejection threshold to the test pixel,
that test pixel is added as a new cluster center, the reject thresholds are
calculated, and the next test set examined. On completion of all examina-
tions, the reject thresholds are multiplied by 2 (effectively multiplying
the Euclidean distance test by 3f, preparing for misregistration mixtures).
Since there is a bias of -32768, the actual calculation goes as follows:
If r is the unbiased rejection threshold and R the biased, then
r = R + 32768, so the new unbiased threshold 2r has its biased threshold
R' = 2r - 32768 = 2R + 32768. (If R' is greater than 16000, use R' = 16000.)
Program Variables
AO	 INTEGER*4 Long integer used to perform long calculations
I,J,K	 INTEGER DO loop parameters
IS,IT	 INTEGER Used in accumulating distance.
MAXCLUS	 INTEGER Maximum number of clusters.
MEANS(ND,MAXCLUS) INTEGER ARRAY The cluster centers.
ND	 INTEGER Dimensionality
NFCLUS	 INTEGER Current number of clusters.
NTS	 INTEGER Number of test sets.






REJECT ( MAXCLUS)	 INTEGER ARRAY Rejection thresholds.
REJECTH	 SUBROUTINE Calculates REJECT.
TESTS(NO,NTS)
	
INTEGER ARRAY Test pixels.
S93	 ORIGINAL p
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PA[[ 0424	 N[OLETT-PACRARO 721028.01.07	 FOR*RAN/3080	 TUE.	 OCT	 17,	 1181, 1177 AN
00010 04719000 !CONTROL SEGMENT n ANOROASEG
00010 00720000 SU8ROUTINt NORtOVtt(A[ANS,TESTS.RAXCLY3.NFClYS."O,RTt.REJttT)
00010 00721000 [11f[GEF62	 MEANS(NP,NJIX[LV4>• ► EITSCNO.MTS).REJECf<MAXCLUS)
00010 00722000 INT[GEF*4 AO
00010 00723000 CALL	 R[JECTN(NEANS,NO.REJECT.NFCLU5,NAYCLUS)
00020 00724000 00	 l0	 1	 n 	 l,NTS,3
0002! 00723000 00 20 J	 n 	 I.NFCLUS
00012 00720000 16 n 	 -22740
00041 00727000 00 20 K	 n 	 1.019
00044 00720000 IF	 ([3.6[.14791) GO	 TO	 70
000!4 00729000 IT	 n 	 T[STS(K.I)-REANS(K.J)
00071 00770000 IS	 -	 11141ToIT
00077 00771000 IF (1S.61.REJECT(J)) GO TO 10
0010! 00712000 20	 CONTINUE
00104 00777000 C
00104 00774000 C	 GETTING NINE REAPS UE SUCCESSFULLY CLASSIFIED 	 TESTS(..[)
00104 0OF33000 GO TO 10
00110 00714000 10	 CONTINUE
00111 00777000 C
00111 0077000• C	 GETTING PER[ REAMS VE OION'T.	 A00 ONE
00111 00779000 NFCLUS	 n 	 NFCLUS~[
00112 00740000 00 40 K	 n 	 I,ND
DOW 00741000 40	 MEANS( F. NFCLUS) n 	 F9STS(9.1)
00114 00742000 CALL REJECT"(MEANS,ND,REJECT,NFCLUS,NAXCLUS)
0014 4 00747000 If (NFCLUS.Gt."AXCLUS) GO	 TO	 50
00141 00744000 10 CONTINUE
90131 00740000 30 00 40	 1	 n 	 I,NFCLVS
00147 00744000 AO n REJECT(1)
00144 00707000 AO n 4002*72748
001 ► 4 00748000 IF (40.cr .14000) AO n 	 14000
00204 00749000 40	 REJECTCI)	 n 	 AO
00297 00750000 R E T U R N
•0221 00751000 END
8VN80L RAF
'.A%. TYFE	 STRUCTURE	 ADDRESS	 °APE TYPE	 STRUCTURE	 AOOREBS
AO INf[GER N	 SIMPLE VAR	 $#%i1	 1 INTEGER	 SIMPLE VAN	 8.•114
11 INTEGER	 SINFLE VAR	 0614	 IT INTEGER	 SIMPLEVAR
	
SW
J 1"19014	 SiNFLE VAR	 0*13	 K INT[GtR	 SIMPLE VAR	 0#210
RA NCLOS IMT9G^A	 SIMILE VAR	 0-1110	 .1	 NEAPS INTEGER	 ARRAY	 0-112	 .i
RrREOU[S SUSROUT[NE	 ND INTEGER	 SIMPLE VAR	 0-%6	 11
NFCLUS INTEGER	 SIMPLE	 VAR	 0-117	 .1	 NTS INTEGER	 SIMPLE VAR	 0-113	 .1
REJECT INTEGER	 APRAT	 0-14	 .1	 0194ECTN 110819IITINE
TESTS INTEGER	 ARRAY	 8-111	 It






This subroutine prepares the complement of the boundary for accumulation
of components.
Method: Recall that boundary points are marked with Z (-32768). The
rest are counted left-to-right along line A in intervals, replacing the
slot in A by the interval number. For example, a 20 point 11tie on input
might be
ZZOOOZZZZOZOOZOZZZ00
and the line returned would be
Z Z I 1 1 Z Z Z Z 2 Z 3 3 Z 4 Z Z Z 5 5 .








INTEGER ARRAY One line of boundary labels, in which
intervals are to be found.
INTEGER DO loop index
INTEGER I-1
INTEGER Interval counter.
INTEGER Number in a line
INTEGER Boundary marker.
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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FACE 0036	 NEVLETT-PACKARD 32 MR.Oi.03 	 FORTRAN/3000	 TUE. OCT 13, 1901, 9179 AN
10004 01170000 460NT"L SEGNENT•ANOERASEG
00004 01131000	 SUGROUTINE MRKI L(Z.A.N.R)
00004 011!2000	 INTEGERt2 Z.A(N)
e0004 011!3000	 N • 1
00006 0113/000	 IF (4(1).ED.Z) GO TO 10
00013 ollll000	 A(1) • N
OOO1C 0/136000	 M • M+1
004IT 0/137000	 10 00 20 [ • 2.N
0002/ o113s000	 to	 t-1
•4027 011!!000	 Ii <A(I).EO_Z) GO TO 20
0003• 01160000	 [F <A/lM).E•.2>60 TO 30
0001101161000	 O(I> • A(IM)
00043 011620o0	 GO TO 20
00046 01163000	 30 A(1) • N
00031 011610••	 M • N+1
00032 01163000	 20 CONTINUE
•0033 O11i6o00	 M - M-1









A	 INTEGER	 ARRAY	 0-fi It	 I	 INTEGER	 SIMPLE VAR 0+62
n	 INTEGER	 SIMILE VAR 0+f3N	 INTEGER	 SIMILE YAR 0-f4 .I
A9KIVL
	
SUDROUTIPE	 N	 INTEGER	 SIN/LE YAR D-f1 .I
2	 INTEGER	 SIMILE VAR R-f7 .I







Sorts final clusters by average odd channels to aid interpretation of
clustering.
Method: First the sums are accumulated. At the same time, an index is
set so that INDX(I) = I. Then SHELL is called. On return from SHELL,
the means are reordered by the permutation of INDX. The actual means are











INTEGER ARRAY Used to accumulate sums in odd bands,
and then as temporary storage to switch MEAN.
INTEGER DO loop index
INTEGER ARRAY The pointer array, used by SHELL to
indicate actual order of DUN.
INTEGER DO loop index.
INTEGER DO loop index.
INTEGER ARRAY The means to be sorted.
INTEGER Dimensionality of MEAN.
INTEGER Number of vectors in MEAN.
SUBROUTINE Sorts vector in increasing order.
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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FA.E
	
HEVLETT-f AO+ • G 3ZI?28.:• 1.07	 FGRTFAN/3000	 TUE. OCT 13. 1161,	 9:36 AN
0C- . - 0'360000 SC9"TF9L SEGIENI *AMOEBASEG
04c07 0 •)361000	 SUBROUTINE NSOKTCIEAN.ND.HFC.DUM,INDX)
OCO'7 00352000	 INTEGEF42 NEAN(HO,"FC).OUM(NFC),INDX(NFC)
ooc-':7 00363000 	 06 1 I - 1.NFF
00011 00364000	 D(7P( I ) - 0
0CC. 17 00363000	 D6 100:• J • 1.00.2
00O23 00366000	 10:0 0U!( I ) - DUM( I )#MEAN( J. I) -
00036 00367000	 1 I"D><(I , n I
0 •:c t z 00160000	 CALL So;.ELLCDUM.INOX,NFC)
000'0 00367000	 00 110 K - I.MD
000?: 00370000	 DO 120 I - 1,14FC
00062 00371000	 li(• RUf(I) • NEW 9,I14DX(I))
00074 00372000	 DO 130 I • I.MFC
00101 00373000	 110 MEAR(K,I) • DUM(I)
OC112 003740,0	 110 rJNTTNUE
00113 0037300o	 T. E i U R N
QC11! 00376000	 END
SYMBOL MAP
NAME	 TYPE	 STRUCTURE	 ADDRESS	 "ARE	 TYPE	 STRUCTURE	 ADDRESS
DUN INTEGER ARRAY 0-13	 It I INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 04%3
INDX INTEGER ARRAY 0-14	 It J INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 04%4
K INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 0413 PENN INTEGER ARRAY 6-t10	 .I
"SORT SUBROUTINE ND INTEGER SINFLE VAR 0-27	 .I
NFC INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 2 -16	 .I SHELL SUBROUTINE
PFGGCAR UNIT MSOFT COMFI!SC





Calls:	 COLAPS, DIAMTR, UNCLE
NUMCLU(MEAN,ND,NP5,NP,TSPXL,NFCLUS,MINCLN,MAXCLN,CLASS,00(JNT,ERROR,SAVE,
DUM,CSAVE,UICB,IND,NUM)
NUMCLU is the main clustering segment in AMOEBA. It carries out cluster
formation ac:ording to the strategy suggested by the model (Appendix A).
Method: On entry to NUMCLU, the set of all possible means is MEAN, and
the test sets are in TSPXL. Also furnished is MINCLN (which, if negative,
requests exactly MINCLN (too many) clust^rs, or if positive at least
MINCLN, and MAXCLN (which specifies .tbe r,aximum number of clusters to seek).
The following steps are carried out;
(1) Classify the first and last of each test set in the nearest
cluster (Euclidian distance). Save the classification in CLASS
and count it in COUNT. Set LIVING = the initial number NP5 of
clusters.
(2) For each I, if COUNT(I) = 0, eliminate that cluster by setting
NUM(I) = 0 and LIVING = LIVING -1.
(3) If fewer than 101 clusters are present, go to step (6), else set
IF = 1.
(4) Eliminate successively each cluster I with COUNT(I) = IE;
reclassify test pixels assigned to eliminates: classes; exit (5)
when the number of viable clusters falls Wow 101.
(5) Increment IE and repeat (4).
(6) Call COLAPS to remove eliminated centers.
(7) Call DIAMTR to determine the diameter of starting clusters.
(8) Set the initial elimination protection threshold IDIAMP. Except
for the bias, IDIAMP is the diameter divided by 4*MINCLN.





(10) Set NERR, an error counter, to zero; also set ERROR(I) = 0, I = 1,
...,LIVING.
(11) Count the number of times a cluster attracts a pixel from a test
set and a pixel from a "far away" test set (in the order inplied
by the pre-sorting of test sets). Also accumulate in ERROR the
count of this event per cluster.
(12) Count the number of times a pair from the same test set is split,
and credit to each of tiie cl-?.,ters by incrementing ERROR of each.
(13) Save the running minimum of NERR in MIN provided the current
number of clusters is not greater than MAXCLN.
(14) Determine which cluster I has ERROR(I) maximum.
(15; Tentatively reassign test pixels assigned to class I; however,
if any test pixel J is assigned more than IDIAMP away, execute (17).
(16) Now dummy eliminate class I, set IDIAMP = IDIAMP-ND, and decrement
the running number of clusters. If this number is less than or
equal to MINCLN, execute (18). (Similar logic implements
exacter so many clusters.) Otherwise execute step (10).
(17) The biased distance is ID; set IDIAMP = (IDIAMP/3)*2 + ID/3 + NO
and rep l ace the mean in question by the (far away) test pixel.
Replace the error counter here by half its former value and
repeat step (14).
(18) Now actually eliminate the clusters to the minimum NERR (the
earlier eliminations were only dummies), and again call COLAPS to




CLASS(NP)	 INTEGER ARRAY The class a test pixel is nearest.
COLAPS	 SUBROUTINE Moves the vectors in MEAN to start,
eliminating gaps.















INTEGER ARRAY Scratch array used to save classifications
while checking distances.
SUBROUTINE Finds biased square of diameter of starting
clusters.
INTERGER ARRAY Dummy, used to mark which are eliminated
while computing the minimum number of errors.
INTEGER ARRAY Number of errors for each cluster center;
see above.
INTEGER DO loop index.
INTEGER The classification of the first through fifth
of each test set pixel.
INTEGER The classification of a test pixel far away.
INTEGER The biased distance returned by UNCLE.
INTEGER Square of diameter (biased) of starting
cluster centr•s.
IDIAMP	 INTEGER Elimination protection threshold (biased by
-32768).
IE	 INTEGER Number of classifications to eliminate (a
DO loop index).
TN	 INTEGER Running current number of clusters being
tested.
IND(1)	 INTEGER ARRAY Error indicator.
IPMC
	
INTEGER Estimate of PPMC (see Appendix A).
IPRINT	 INTEGER IDIAM with bias removed.
IT	 INTEGER Far away index.
LIVING	 INTEGER Current number of living clusters.
106
NUMCLU-4
MAXCLN INTEGER Maximum number of clusters sought.
MEAN(ND,NPS) INTEGER ARRAY	 The cluster centers.
MIN INTEGER Running minimum number of errors found.
MINCLN INTEGER Minimum number of clusters sought.
MJ INTEGER The class with most errors during elimination.
MP INTEGER Error count for seeking maximum number of errors.
NO INTEGER Dimensionality
NERR INTEGER Local count of number of errors each trial.
NFCLUS INTEGER Final number of clusters.
NP INTEGER Number of test pixels.
NP5 INTEGER Number of means.
NPA INTEGER NP/4; 1/4 of the way through the set of test
pixels.
NPA2 INTEGER NPA*2; 112 of the way.
NUM(NP5) INTEGER ARRAY	 Indicator to point to classes eliminated.
Used at first and l ast of the program.
PRINTEQ(66) INTEGER ARRAY Used for PRINTP I/0.
PRINTIT CHARACTER Used for core-to-core formated write.
PRINTP SYSTEM SUBROUTINE
SAVE(NP5) INTEGER ARRAY	 Used to save classes eliminated (tentatively)
in order.
SEEK LOGICAL Used to carry c ,it lcgic for exactly so many
clusters (if	 .TRUE.).
TSPXL(ND,NP) INTEGER ARRAY	 The test pixels.
UICB(1) INTEGER ARRAY	 User Information Control Block.
UNCLE SUBROUTINE Finds closest MEAN with NUM # 0 to TSPXL;
distance is	 ID,	 class	 is	 I1.
ORIGINAL PAGE IS101	 OF POOR QUALITY
PA6I 0030	 HEOLITT-P.ICKAP,O 321020.01.03
	 FORTRAN /3000 	 TOE. OCT 13. 1901. 9140 AN
00266 01637000 $CONTROL SEGMENT•AMOEOASEG
00266 01619000	 SUBROUTINE MUNCLU(MEAN,ND,NPS,NP,TSPXL,NFCLUS,NINCLN,
002:9 0163!000	 • CLASS.000Nt,ERROR.SAVE ,DYM.COAYf,U1CI.INO,NON.NAXCLN)
002:9 0/940000 C
0026: 01641000 C PARENT PROGRAM S	PAIN
00266 01642000 C DAUGHTER PROGRAMSI UNCLE.COLAPS.DIANTR
00266 01643000 C




CLASS -- INTEGER02 VECTOR USED TO STORE THE CLUSTER





00266 01650000 C	 COUNT -- INTEGER•2 VECTOR USED TO TALLY THE NUMBER
00266 01651000 C	 OF TIMES A TEST PIXEL 1S ASSIGNED TO
00266 01632000 C
	
EACH CLASS (IN MEAN >
0029: 0/653000 C
OCiit 01434000 C	 ERROR -- INTEGE9•2 VECTOR USED TO ESTIMATE TOE
OCi46 01693000 C	 RELATIvi PERFORMANCE OF EACH CLUSTER
00266 01fS6000 C	 VS.ALL THE OTHERS. NOTE
OC26: 016!7000 C
002:6 01930000 C	 ERROR(K) IS I INCREASED BY 1 WHEN
OC246 01639000 C	 CLUSTER K IS INVOLVED IN SPLITTING
00269 01660000 C
	
A PAIR FROM THE SANE PATCH)
00266 0/661000 C
00266 01662000 C	 INCREASED BY I WHEN
002:6 016:3000 C	 CLUSTER K ATTRACTS A FAIR FROM
OC266 01:64000 C	 DIFFERENT REAL CLASSES.
OOi(6 0166 ,3000 C
OC244 01966000 C AT Ear " ELIMINATION CYCLE, THE CLUSTER WITH ERROR RELATIVELY
09244 01667000 C LAPG:ST IS ELIMINATED) THE AFFECT OF THIS IS




(A) DOES NOT SPLIT PAIRS
OC2:9 01671000 C	 FROM THE SAME PATCH
00266 $1972000 C
toads 01473000 C	 Tt! DOES SPLIT PAIRS FROM
OC246 01674000 C	 DIFFERENT PATCHES.
Oi2:: 01675000 C
OC264 41676000 C	 SAVE -- INTEGER•2 VECTOR USED TO STORE THE ORDER
062tt ^14'700? C	 IM tHICN CLUSTERS ARE TO tE ELIMINATED
002:9 01:76000 C	 ONCE THEIR IiUMtER IS DEiERMINEO.
00266 01679000 C
00266 01:00000 C	 DUM -- INi[G[R•2 VECTOR USED TO MARK CLUSTERS
OC2t6 $1691000 C	 YNICN YEP- ELIMINATED IN iNE INITIAL
:oz::
01:32000 C	 ELtMINPi10N CYCLE PRIOR TO THEIR




CSAVE -- TEHFORCRY VECTOR USED TO SAVE CERTAIN CLASSIFICATIONS
9c266 0/616000 C	 WHILE *HE ENTIFE SET IS BE!": CHECKED FOR ACCURACY.
0689 016$700'? C





00269 01691000 C	 'EP9 -- THE NUMOEe OF TEST PIXEL PAIRS WHICH
00269 014!2000 C	 q7E STLIT PLUS T-f NUNal/ OF DIFFERENT






00266 01617000 C HINCLR --	 THE RININOR "UNDER Of	 CLUSTERS SOWGNT.
00266 01616000 C If	 RINCLN	 IS NEGATIVE,	 EXACTLY	 -NINCLN
00266 01617000 C CLUSTERS ARE SOUGHT (RATHER tHAM.GE.)
00266 01615000 C
00266 01699000 C RAXCLN -- THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF CLUSTERS SOUGHT (IN NUNCLU)
00266 01700000 C IN THE CUPPEMT VERSIOh,	 MAXCLM - 95,
00266 01701000 C ALTNOUGH	 It COULD EASILY BE HAVE A PROGRAM PARAMETER,
OC296 01702000 C
00264 01703000 C SEEP	 -- A	 FLAG TO SWITCH BF.TOEEN EXACTLY AMD.GE
00266 01706000 C NINCLN CLUSTERS.
00266 01703000 C
00266 01706000 C ID1AM	 -- THE SOUARE OF	 THE DIAMETER	 OF	 THE STARTING CLUSTER	 SET
00266 01767000 C
00261 01705000 C IDIOM?	 -- AN ELIMINATION PROTECTION	 THRESHOLD WHICH PREVENTS
00261 01709000 C THE LOSS Of CLUSTEAS NEEDED FOR THE REASONABLE CLASS-
00266 01710000 C IFtCAT10N OF	 SOME	 TEST	 PIXELS.
00266 01711000 C
00264 01712000 C HIN	 -- RUNNING MINIMUM MURDER OF ERRORS.
00266 01713000 C
00164 01716000 C MIR	 -- MURDER OF CLUSTERS WITH	 HIM	 ERRORS.
00266 01715000 C
00246 01710000 INTEGEF•2 Tf ► XL<NO.Nt).M[ANtND,NP7>.NUM(Nt3).CLASf(N ► )
00246 01717000 •	 .000NT(mr$),ERROR(NP3).SAVE(N?3).DUNCNPS).CSAVEC"P)
00246 01716000 4	 ,PNINTf0(6G).UICS(I),INO(4)
00266 0171 19000 LOGICAL SEEK
00244 01720000 CNAPACTE W 2 PRINTIT
00266 017210 0 EOUtVALENCE(POINTIT,PRINTES)
00206 01722000 RINCLN n 	 NINCLN
00270 01723000 00	 1111	 1	 -	 I.MP3
00277 0/724000 1111	 "OR(l)	 -	 1
00361 01723000 C
00301 01720000 C THIS SEGMENT FOLLOWS ORDERS RE NOV MANY CLUSTERS ARE REGUIREO
00301 0/727000 SEEK -.FALSE.
00301 01720000 If (MINCLN.LT.0) GO	 TO 96
00307 01729000 IF (MINCLN.LT	 2.OF.MINCLN GT.100)	 RINCLN	 - 3




00370 01732000 IF	 (I00(1).LT	 0)	 CALL CFKIO(UIC1,IND.1,0,010.l200)
00411 01733000 CO TO 93
0041! 01734000 96 MINCLN n -MINCLN
00420 0171300J IF	 (NINCLN.GT.IOO.OR.MIMCLH	 LT.2)	 RINCLN	 -	 19
00430 01736000 SEEK	 -.TRUE
00432 01737000 VAITE(PRINTIT,94) MINCLN
000! 0IF39000 CALL	 P/lHT/<VtCS.lND.1./RIHTE0,32.0.0.0.0.0,0,0.0)
003e1 01 719000 If	 INC(t)	 LT	 0)	 CALL	 CHRIOCUICR.INP,1.0,0,0,1200)
00!2( 0174000 1) 94	 F01PAT<'	 EY.ACTLY'.Il,'	 CLUSTERS	 SOUGHT	 )
04326 01741000 98	 FORMAT('	 RiNIMUH NUtOER	 OF LLUSTERS	 SOUCHTI',I3)
00326 01742000 99 01MCLN - RINCLN-1
00727 0/143000 C RAXCLN	 •	 95	 00960+ +RAXCLN 1108 A PROGRAM /ARRM- 9900-+6.0.9
00547 01764060 c
SCSI, 01743000 C PRINT STARTING	 CONDITIONS.
00 6.27 01746000 YRITE(FRIMTIT,100)	 HPS,MP
00332 01767000 CALL	 PRINT ► (UI[S.IMD,1.iR1NTEP,47,C,0.0.0.0,C,0.0)
00662 01765000 If	 tINO(1).LT	 0)	 CALL	 CHF1O(UTC9,IHO,I.Q,O,0,1400)





OR10INAL PA ,:!E 13
OF POOR QUALITY
►ACE 0032	 NOIIICLU
00625 01731000 G CLEAR A COUNTER OF THE NUMBER OF TINES A CLOISTER If NIT
00627 01732000 C IT A TEST PIXEL IN THE INITIAL CLASSIFICATION.
00623 01733000	 00 2 1 • 1."P3
OOtt2 01731000	 2 COUNT([) • 0
OOt19 017!5000 C
tests 01736000 C CLASSIFY A"D COUNT THE CLASSIFICATION OF EVENT 3-TR TEST PIXEL.
00616 01737000 C
00636 017S9000 C V911210" 11 USES as STARTING CLUSTERS PATCH CENTERS FROIN PATCHES
00616 01731000 C CONTAINING 3 OR MORE PIXELS. THIS MEANS THE TIME SPENT too NUNCLY
06639 01740000 C IS 0(NPOot).
00634 01761000 C
00631 01762000	 90 1 1 • I.IIP.S
0094' 01763000	 CALL UNCLEtTi/XL(I,t).HEAN.NO.N/S.II.NUN.10)
4,C461 0:761000	 COUNT(I1) n COUNT(II)41
OC689 01743000	 CLASS(1) n 11
00470 01766000	 CALL YNCLEtTf ►X111.144).MEAN.NO.N/3.Il.N8H.10)
00707 0/767600	 COURT(It) n COUNT(It)*$
00713 01760000	 1 CLASS( 144 ) 	 It
00721 01761000 C
OC721 01770000 C
	 LIVING 19 THE TEMPORARY RUNNER Of LIVING CLOISTtRt.
00'21 01771000	 LIVING n MPS
0072: 01772000	 00 3 1 • 1.NP?
007!0 01773000	 If (COUNT(l).GT.0) GO TO J
00701 M1774000 C
00701 01773000 C ELIMINATE A CLUSTER TO WHICH NOTHING If ASSIGNED.
00741 01776000	 NUNCI) n 0
00704 01777000	 LIVING • LIVING-1
00742 01779000	 3 CONTINUE
0(746 01)79000 C
00749 01790000 C REPORT NOV MANI CLUSTERS Of $TART WIN
00716 01791000	 VRITEIPRINTI1.101) LIVING
00767 01782000	 101 FORHAt('	 '.14.' CLUSTERS NAVE NON VOID AtS1CNNEHTf.')
00797 01703000	 CALL ►/tNT ► (U([R,tN0.1• ►RINT[0.4J.o.0,0.0.t.0.0.0>
01017 01794000	 IF CINO(1).Lt.9) CALL CNKIO(UICO•IN0.1.0.0.0.1500-
01042 01795000 C
01042 01796000 C BE ARE AIMtNG FOR NO MORE T" ►N 100 TO SAVE TINE IN THE 940 LOGIC
01042 017s70o0	 If (LIVING LE 100) GO TO F
01050 01788000	 00 4 It • 1.100
Olt!! 01,99000
	 00 ! I • I.N ► 5
ties;
	
(17110000	 IF (COUNT(I).ME.IE) CO TO 3
01047 o1771000 C
01097 01792000 C CLIMINIMAtt AN UNPOPULAR CLASS AND...
01067 01713000	 LIVING • LIVING-1
CIC7C 01794000	 NUNCI) • 0
0107: 01793000 C
01073 01796000 C ...RECLASSIFY PIXELS I N THAT CLASS.
01071 01797004	 00 6 J • I.N ► ,3
01100 01718000	 If (CLASS(J).N[.1) GO TO 11
0110! 01719000	 CALL UNCLECTSIXL<1.J).HEAN.NO.N/S,II.NUM.IO >
01123 01900000	 CLASS(J) • it
01124 ols01000	 COUNT(11) • C0U"T(I1)#1
911J2 01802000	 11 IF (CLASS(J+4) NE.1) GO TO 6
01141
	
(1003000	 CALL UNCLEtTSflrl(1.J^4).MEAN.NO.N ► S.II.MUH,tO>
01140	 [1804000	 CL45S(J#4)	 II
0111!
	
01!0!001	 C^,!NT( 11	 COUNT: i 1)41






01172 01/05000 C SEE If YE ARE FINISNED.
01172 01509000	 If (LIVIMG.LE.100) CO TO 7
01177 01510000	 1 CIMTINUE
01200 01511000	 4 CONTINUE
01201 01512000 C
01201 01513000	 7 CALL COLA ►S(MP9.ME11N.HUH.110)
012t0 0151400.0	 If (HINCLN.GT.LIVING) GO TO 507
01275 01519040 C
01219 01516000 C ESTIMATE THE DIAMETER Of THE STARTING SET Of CLUSTER CENTERS
0121! 01517000	 CALL OtAMTR(NEAN•ND.LIYING.IDfAN>
01228 01515000 C
01221 01511000 C PRINT THE DIAMETER.
01223 01520006	 IFRINT • 101AN432767r1
01227 0152/000	 If (IPRIMT.LT 0) (PRINT n 32707
01214 01522000	 ORITE( ►RINTIt,41) [PRINT
01212 01523000	 $1 FORSAT('	 SOUARE Of DIAMETER OF STARTING CLUSTERS:',16)
0121! 01524000	 CALL ►R1MT/(UICS.IND.I.PRINTE0,91.0,0.0.0.0.0.0.07
0130! 01521000	 If (IND(t).Lf.0) CALL CNKIOCUICS.IND,1,0,0.0,1966)
01310 01526000 C
OISTO 01527000 C 1ET THRESHOLD FOR ELIMINATION PROTECTION
01330 0152/000	 WARP n IPRIHT/NINCLN/4-32765
01343 01521000 C
01347 01530000 C INITIALIZE A OUHMT ♦ECTOR Of POINTERS TO ELIMINATED CLUSTERS.
01349 01531000	 05 5 1 - [.LIVING
01391 01532000	 1 OUN(1) n 1
01376 01533000 C
01394 01534000 C PREPAPE TO COUNT ERRORS
01394 01435000	 IN • LIVING
01740 01536000	 HIM • 32767
01362 01537000 C
01342 01535000 C NIA !S 1/4 OF THE OAT ON /PE $IDE Of THE POINT OE ARE VORKING ON
01362 01631040	 NPA • MP/4
01369 01540000 C
0t369 01/41000 C NPA2 IS 112 IN THE ORDER IMPLIED BY THE RESULT Of SORT.
01361 01142000	 N ►02 - N ►A42
01770 01043000 C
011 7 0 ot444 n 00 C CLASSt ►T ALL TEST POINTS PRIOR TO GETTING STARTED.
01370 01043000	 00 1 1 • 1,14F
01379 0/546000	 CALL UNCLE(TS ►)IL(I,I).NEAN,ND.LIVINC.II.DUN.ID )
01411 0104.'000	 1 CLASS(t) - 11
01417 01545000 Crrrr4rrrr4r4rrr44rrrrrrrrrrrrrrr444rr•rrr•r4rrr4rrr4r•Srr4r•rrrrrr•
01417 01049000 C
01417 01550000 C REFERENCE POINT FOR MAIN LOOP.
01417 01531060 C
01417 01/72000 C INITIALIZE LOCAL COUNT Of ERRORS,
01417 01533000	 11 NEAR • 0
01421 01594000	 00 40 1 •1,LIVIAG
01426 01595000	 40 COMM • 0
01433 01496000 C
0141I 01537000 C 00 THOU PATCHES (I.E.THRU TEST PIXELS IN SETS OF S)
01412 01095000	 00 29 1 - 1•Mf.9
01417 01591000 C
01437 01660000 C CRAP A TEST SET Of 9 FROM THE SANE PATCH.
01437 0156 1 000	 It n CLASS([)
01442 01142vOV	 12 • CLASS(141)
01447 OItr3006	 13 - CLASS(I42)
01414 0/064000	 14 - CLASS(143)
111	 ORG+N LPA'--2 IS
Of POOR QUALITY
PAGE 4004 NORCLW
01461 41561000	 13 - CLASS(1*4)
01466 01000000 C
01466 C116F000 C MARE AN INDEX MG THE TEST PIXELS WHICH SHOULD IS FAR [IIOWGN
01#06 01/60000 C AWAY TO Of IN A OIFFENENT REAL CLASS (ALTHOUGH TNIS CANNOT S[
01466 01469000 C CUARANTfEO). THEN CHECK IF IT IS OFF THE ARRAY.
01444 01570000	 IT • 1401PA
01471 01411000	 IF (IT.CT.R ► ) IT • I-PP42
0141f411F2000 C---------------------------------------------------------------------
01#77 01573000 C
414TT 01414000 C THIS SEGMENT COUNTS THE WOR991 Of TIMES A CLUSTER ATTRACTS A
01677 01177000 C PIXEL FRBA ONE BF THE TEST SETS 400 FROM ONE IN THE FAR MUST
0147T 01176000 C CLASS. "LY ONE CLUSTER IS INVOLVED IN TNIS TYPE OF 910011.
01477 01577000	 00 76 R • 1.2
01300 01470000	 tC - CLASS(IT)
01507 018F0000
	
If (IC.NE.11) GO TO 71
01320 OIR4^040	 ERRO►(Il) n ERRORIli)•1
01924 016.1000	 M[11 • NERR*1
01!31 0119200n	 1l IF (IC.N[.I2) 60 TO it
01321 x+.143060	 [RROR(12) n ER002(I2)01
01933 01514000	 AM - NCRR#1
013!6 01/09000	 f2 IF CIC.01E.13) 60 TO F3
01342 01454000	 E1909(I3) • ERROP.(IS M
01346 01147000	 NERR - NE1041
01347 011/4000	 73 IF (IC.NE.14) 60 TO 74
0l'J33 01511000	 ERROR(14) • E11002CI#)41
01337 01510000	 N[RR n NERR#I
01360 01191000	 T4 IF (IC RE.19) GO TO IS
01!64 01/12000	 ERROR(13) n [RRORCI9)OI
Ot!7; 01/13000	 PERM - NE1141
01371 01414000 C
01371 01193000 C RAK[ ANOINER INDEX FAR AWAY.
01!71 01414000	 f3 IT • 1-NPA
01374 01/17000	 If (IT.LE.0) IT • I•NP02
01402 01!1!000	 76 CONTINUE
01602 01119000 C ---------------------------------------------------------------------
01403 01900000 C
01402	 01101000	 C..	 ............. I..................
$1602 01102000 C
01603 01/02000 C THIS SEGMENT COUNTS THE NUMBER OF $AKE PATCH -- DIFFERENT
01603 01904000 C CLUSTER ERROR$. EACH ERROR IS CREDITED TO TOO CLUSTERS
01603 01903000 C SINCE W[ CAN Of CONFIDENT TNAT SAME PATCH SAMPLES ARE
01601 01106'00 C PROP THE SANE REAL CLASS.
01602 011E?.OD	 IF (11.E0.12) GO TO 42
01607 0/901000	 "Err - NERR42
01611	 01101000	 ERROR(II) - 99241(11)#1
01613 01110000	 FRROR M - E920R(12)01
01421	 01911000	 42 If ($1.[0.13; GO TO 44
01623 01112000	 NERR - NERR*2
0162' 01113000	 ERROK(II) - ERRORttIM
O1G33 01114000	 [RFOR(13) • ERROR(13)*1
014'37 01919000	 44 if (11.[0.14) 90 TO 46
01603 01V1S000	 NERR - 14ER142
91641	 41911000	 ERROR(II) • EPROR(II)4t
01611 01110000	 ERFOR(14) • EPROR(I4)41
01633 0.119000	 46 IF (TI.EO 13) GO TO 48
01641 01/20000	 NERR - NERR42







01007 01022000	 11101(13) • ERROB(IS)41
01073 01023000	 40 If (I2.t0.13) GO TO 14
01677 01124000	 WERR n 1ERR42
01701 01921000	 9111OR(li) • ER[OR(It)ol
01707 01920040	 INFOR( W • TRI0A(13)41
01711 01027000	 50 If (12 [0.14) t0 TO S2
01710 01930004	 HEOR • 11411142
01717 01920000	 tRROR(12) •90901(12)4/
41723 01030000	 ERRORt l4) • ERROR( 14)41
01727 01931004	 53 IF (I2 t0.131 GO to 34
01731 0/933004	 N[RR • NE111142
01737 01933000	 11101(12) • [RROR(I2)41
01741 01934000	 ERROR(I1) • ER1OR(I3)4l
01741 01930000	 114 If (13.10.14) GO TO 56
41711 01936040	 Wtte n 11[1242
41712 01937000	 WORM)  • ERROR(13)4l
01717 01930040	 ERIOR(14) • [011011(14)41
01761 01139000	 36 If (13.90.13) GO TO 34
01767 01940000	 MERR • HERR42
01771 01941000	 E1ROR(E2) • [111101(13)41
01773 01042000	 ERIORCIS) • L1R0R(15)41
02001 01943060	 38 If (14.90.11) GO t0 23
02001 01944000	 M[RR • 1491242
01001 01941000	 ER900(14) • ERROR(14)41
0701T 01946000	 ERROR(13) •91111OR(11)4l
$2017 01947000 C
02017 01941000 C ALL C0 4 'ITED FOR THIS PATCH
02017 01949000 C
02017 01930000 C GET INC N[KT PATCM.
02017 01931000	 21 CONTINUE
02026 01932000 C
02020 01933000 C $EE If [IRONS ARE LESS THAN BEFORE.
02020 01934000	 If (HEIR G[.MIN.OI 1N.GE.MAICLI) GO TO 102
02027 01913000 c
02427 01916000 C its ... UPOATE RUNNING MIN
$2027 01917040	 MIN n NEON
024411 01938000	 WIN • IN
02033 01919000 C
02032 01960004 C TRIS 1E6MINT CARRIES OUT THE LOGIC DICTATED BY THE NEED FIR
02013 01961000 C EXACTLY $0 MANY CLUSTERS. (IT JUST GREY THIS VAY.)
02033 01962000	 102 IN • IM-1
02034 01963000	 If (SEEK) MISS • 1941
02041 01964000	 If (IN.LE.NINCLN) GO TO 103
02041 01965000	 MP • -32767
02047 01966000 C
02047 4196F$00 C FIND THE CLUSTER BNtCH SEENS TO CAUSE THE POST E'RORS.
02047 01968000	 00 61 J • ).LIVING
$2014 01969000	 IF (OUM(J ). E0. 6) GO TO 61
02041 01970000	 If ([RROR(J`.l[.HP) GO TO 61
01067 01971000	 NP • E0101(a)
02072 01972000	 MJ • J
02074 01973000	 41 CONTINUE
$2473 01974000 C
0207' 01971000 C STACY THE INDEX Of tMIS POST OFFENSIVE CRITTER
$2071 019F000Q	 SAVE(IN) • A^
$2100 01977000 C






0210• 0/071"0	 DUNG NJ) •
02!03 01!00"0 C RECLAS$IFT All POINTS ONICN OERE AfffGNE9 TO TNIS CLUSTER.
02103 01991000 C
0210! 4(99Z900 C NONCVCA. IF A TEST PIXEL ASSIGNED TO TNT$ CLUSTER IS. AFTER THE
02103 01!93000 C EIINtXATIOM OF THIS CLUSTER. REASSIGNED TO ONE "of ?MAN 1DtANP
021103 01!94000 C AOAT, ELIN/HATE TIE CLUSTER VITO NEXT FEOEST ERNti.
02103 01!93"0	 D8 63 t - I.NI
021110 01990000	 IF [CL&SS(l).Hff.XJ) 60 TO 63
02117 01117000	 CALL 9MCLE(TSPXL(1.1).REAN.ND.LIVRHG.I1.01Ht.10)
021$3 01996000 C SEE IF RISTANCE.LE.TNRESNOLD
02133 01919090	 IF (IO.GT.IDIARP) G0 T9 logo
02140 01990090 C
02140 01991000 C SAVE THIS CLASSIFICATION.
92140 01"2090	 CSAVE(I) - II
02143 019930#0	 63 CoOTiH9E
02144 019940!:	 IDtANP • IDtA10P-ND
0214? 01993000 C
0;147 019960!0 C TES, ALL DISTANCES ARE OX...
62147 01!97000 C MOO ACTUALLY CLASSIFY THE POINTS
02147 Ot!980o0	 00 66 I - I.OP
02194 sl99l009
	 IF (CLASS(I).NE.NJ) 90 TO 66
*2 192 02000090	 CLASS(l) - CSAV'E(I )
02164 02001090	 46 COMTiMUE
02163 02002000	 GO Y0 it
0216T 02003000 C
02167 02004000 C DON'T ZM CLASS NJ AFTER ALL
02167 02003000	 1000 IM - 1M4I
02170 02006000	 0UN(11J ) • l
02173 02007000	 ERROR(RI) . ERROR(NJ)/2
02177 02008006 C	 00 813 E - 1.109
02204 02009900 C 812 MEAN(R.RJ) - TSPXL(R,I)
02221 02410000 C
02221 02011090 C INC* THE THRESHOLD TO INSORE NO INFINITE LOOP.
02221 920120 ,90	 IOIANP n (I0IAMI/3)424I0/34110
02231 02013000	 GO TO 102
OZZ12 02414 N O C^^^^^^^^^44s^4^4^^^^4.4^^^4^4^^s4.4X244444^^44^44^4 ►4^4^^0^^^^4^4^•
022'.2 02013000 C
OZZ32 020/6000 C I SUPOSE OE ARE THROUGH N88...REPORTI
92231 02017000	 103 MFCLVS • HIM
02234 02019000	 URTTE(PRINTit.10) NFCLOS
02212 02019000	 10 FORMAT('	 MUNGER OF CLUSTERSO'.I4)
02237 02?20000	 CALL PRINT►tUi[1.3000.I,/RINTED.2O.0.9,0,0.0,0.9.0)
0230_ 02023000	 IF (TN0(I).LT O) CALL CM[IO(UIC8,I100.1.0.0.0.2000)
02'30 02022000	 IPMC - IFiX(2l.4FLOAT(MIN)/FLOAT(NP))
02302 02022109	 IPNC * IPRC*2/3
02346 02022200 C
02346 02022300 C ALLOYS FOR COURTING ERRORS TVICE... JUST AN ESTIMATE.
022346 02023000	 NRITE(PRINTiT.104) I/MC




02417 02926000	 IF (100(1).Li.0) CALL CMUI9(UICd,t14D,1.e.A.o.2I9Q)
•2442 02027000
	 Min . "11041
02443 02026000	 LVNGR - LIVING-1
02446 02029000 C
02446 02030090 C ITS MONO TO SEE NOV THIS COULD NAPPEN, OUT...






02000 02.17040 C ACTOALLY PERFORM THE ELIMINATION NOV.
•2460 02070000	 Of 02 t n MIN.LVNCN
02005 020;300	 i2 Nds(SAVE(t)) • 0
02472 020;000* C
02.72 02037000 C AGAIN COLLAPSE THE ARRAT TO ALLOW MORE EFFICIENT SEARCH.
02472 *less***	 CALL COIAK(lIVi11G.001N1.NSN.NO )
02Se1 :2:s*N:	 R E T 0 R N
*25:2 0204000:	 907 MitldS • LIVING





TYPE	 SI CTVO	 ADDRESS
	 MANE	 TYPE	 STRdCTVRE ADORE SS
CMti/ Stl/ROdT1Ma CLASS iNTE&.ER ARRAT 1-t 13 .I
COLIPS Stl9ROf TiNE COtlNT IMTECER ARRAT l-814 .I
CSpVE t9TECER ARRAT !-tie .t OIANTR 0011 WE
OOM 1RTEGER ARtAV 9-221 .I ERROR INTEGER ARRAY !-Ifs .I
1 INTEGER itN►LE VAR O+2G it INTEGER SiN►LE VAR 1+227
12 IMTECER sitPLE VAR 9+231 13 INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 9+232
14 1NTECER SIMPLE VAR 1+232 13 I:eTECER SIN►LE vat 9+234
IC INTEGER $1A►LE VpR l+27 10 INT:GEt S1M►lE VAR 9+21:
IOtoo INTEGER SIR►LE Vpt /+230 iOIANP iNTEGEt SIMILE VAt 9+213
iE INTEGER fiN►LE VAR l+211 100 IMTECER SIMPLE VAR 1+210
IMO IMTECER pRt*1 !-tt .[ iPRC INTEGER iI PLE VAR /+241
iPliMT INTEGER ftR►LE VAR 9+237 IT INTEGER SINK E VAR 9+223
a IN i1 SIMILE VAR •+221 [ IMTECER SIN ►lE VAR 0.233
LIViNG IMi[G19 ftN►LE VAR 1+230 LVNGN INTEGER i1N►LE VAR •+t2s
Ma[CLN IMTECER fIRiIE VAR !-t4 .I MEAN IMTECER ARRAT s-224 .i
NIN INT[CER f1:iLE VAR :+240 NIMC^.. INTEGER SIMILE VAR •+217
!j INTEGER SIMPLE VAR l+224 AP tNTEGER SIMPLE VAR s+223
NO iNTECER SIMILE IA! 9-22; .i MERt INTEGER SIMILE VAR 1+222
NFCLVG tIitCER StNPLE VAR 1-217 .I NI INTEGER ;!NILE VAR 9+214
Mi"CLO INTEGER SIMPLE VAR t-210 .l M► iN1ECER SIMPLE VAR 0-221 .1
NPS INTEGER SIRPLE VAt 1-222 .l M►A INTEGER SIN►LE VAR 0+212
NP:2 IMTECER SIMPLE VAR /+217 MO11 INTEGER stlAY 9-23 .t
NOMCLO $O:RONTI NE PRINTED INTEGER RRRAT 9+24 .1
►R 151ST CHARACTER SIR► LE VAt !+t$ .t PRINT ► S99ROtlTINE
SAVE IMTECER ARRAY •-212 .I SEEN LOCIC:L SIN►LE VAR 0+%20
T111,11. 1M K GER ARRAY 9-220 .t tllCS INTEGER ARRAT •-t7
ONCL[ $9910111TINE






Performs a per pixel classification of a line.
Method: This subroutine performs a checked per pixel classification
of multidimensional data in PIXELS to classes in CLUSTERS. Nearest
neighbor (Euclidean distance) classification is employed. However, when
the distance is too great, the classification is rejected, and (generally)
a new cluster center is added. On that event, the cluster reject thres-
holds are recomputed and this line classification is restarted. Labels
(i.e. class numbers) are written in lire LABELS.
The program is straightforward with the possible exception of the
t	 biased distances and the modification of rejection thresholds in loop 120.
All distances are biased by -32768; the rejection thresholds are also
biased by -32768 in REJECTH. We wish to make the test less severe than
was applied to pure pixels (the test pixels), so we logically multiply
the thresholds by 2 (which, in terms of distances, amounts to deciding
reject on 0.7 * distance between competing classes rather than 0.5 *
distance between). Thus, if r is the biased and R the logical threshold,
we have r = R - 32768, so that
r' = 2R - 32768 = 2(R+32618) - 32768
= 2R + 32768 .
Program Variables
AO	 INTEGER*4 Long integer to carry out the threshold
arithmetic intermediate steps.
CLUSTERS(ND,MAXCLUS)	 INTEGER ARRAY The clusters.
I,J,K	 INTEGER DO loop index.
ICL	 INTEGER Class number of nearest cluster.
116
PERPIXEL-2
IM	 INTEGER Distance to nearest cluster
IS	 INTEGER Accumulator for computing distance.
IT	 INTEGER Temporary for computing distance.
JR	 INTEGER Reject threshold of current class.
LABELS(NC)	 INTEGER ARRAY The classification.
MASK	 LOGICAL If .TRUE., a value 0 in channel 1 is used
as a mask (i.e. not data), and the label 99 is
stored in LABELS.
MAXCLUS	 INTEGER Maximum number of clusters (current value,
set in MAIN, is 98).
NC	 INTEGER Number of samples per line.
ND	 INTEGER Dimensionality.
NFCLUS INTEGER Current number of clusters.
NX INTEGER Actual number of samples per line (approximately
NC, but often a little less).	 NC is used to dimension
things; NX may vary from one call to the next.
PIXELS(NC,ND) INTEGER ARRAY One line of data.
REJECT(MAXCLUS) INTEGER ARRAY The reject thresholds.






OF F"v J	 11
PAGE 0000	 NEULETT-PhE9400 321020.01.03	 FORTRAN/3000	 TUE, OCT 13, 110). 1136 AN
00011 00316000 !CONTROL SEGMENT•AMOERASEG
00011 00317000	 SUBROUTINE PERPIXEL(PIXELS.CLUSTERS,LAOELS.NO,NC.NFCLUS,
00011 00310000	 4 REJECT.NAXCLUS,MASK.NX)
00011 00319000	 LOGICAL MASK
00011 00320000	 1NTEGER44 AO






130 00 10 1 • I.NX
00017 OOT24000	 IF (.NOT MASK) GO TO SO
00021 00323000	 If (PIXELS(I.l).NE.0) GO TO 30
0(C ?i 00125000	 ICL - 19




00! ?S 00329000	 IM • 32767
006!7 00330000	 ICL •
00041 00331000
	
00 30 J • I.NfCLUS
00046 00312000	 1S • -32760
00075 00113000	 JR	 REJECT(J)
OOCfo 00334000	 00 20 k n I.ND
(A COf5 00333000	 IF CTS GE.JR) CO TO 30
OCC7t, 00335000	 If •PIXELS([.K)-CLUSTEAS(K,J)
011li 00137000	 IS • IS4IT*IT
OC116 00131000	 IF CIS.GE.JR) GO TO 10
0612'_ 00139000	 20 CONTINUE
OC12 4 00740000	 If (IN LF.IS ) GO TO 30
OCI?C 00141000	 IM • IS
OCi?i 00342000	 ICL • J
001 ? 4 00143000	 10 CONTINUE
OCII! 00344000	 if (ICL.E0.0' GO TO 100
0(141 00343000	 10 LABELS(I) • ICL
0CI!C 00346000	 R E T U R N
00171 00347000	 100 IF CNFCL(1S.GE.MAXCLUS) GO TO 10
0(1!! 0074/000	 NFCLUS • NFCLUS41
OC156 00349000	 ICL n NFCLUS
OCIE4 00350000	 00 110 K • 1,NO
*(If! 00331000
	




00 7 12 00373000	 00 120 K • I,NFCLUS
OC217 (`334000	 AO • REJECT(K)
00ii4 00353000	 AO • A042432745
OC2? 2 00776000	 If S AO .T 160J0) i0 - 16000
OCZ44 00337000	 IIJ REJECI,K' c A•)











NAME	 TYPE	 STRUCTURE	 ADDRESS
AC INTEGEi•4 S11FLL Y o F 04%14 CLU?TEES INTEGER ARRAN'
I INTEGER SINF!F V+5 D4%4 ICL INTEGER SIMPLE VAR
IP 1NTEGf4 SINFLE V:F 04":6 IS INTECER SIMPLE VAR
t IN' :;ER SIMPLE V.F 04%11 d INTEGER SIMPLE YON
Js INTEGER S!MP,E VAR 04%5 K INTEGER SIMPLE YON
LaOtLt 1NTEGF• ArF+Y n-'.II .1 M4';' LOGICAL SIMPLE VAR
MAYCLUS INTEGER SIMFLE VAR 1-t6 I NC INTECER SIMPLE VAR
NC INTEGER SIMfLt V41 1-%12 .1 NFCLUS INTECER SIMPLE VAR
N> INTEGER SIMPLE WON 0-24 .1 PERPIXEL SUBROUTIME











PPfC C A" -)NIT PEPFIXEL C)tfILL(
REJECTH(CLUSTERS,ND,REJFCT,NFCLUS,MAXCLUS)
This subroutine determines the cluster-dependent classification rejection
thresholds.
Me*-hod: Using a bias of -32768, the inter-cluster squared distance from
cluster I to cluster J is maximized. The maximum over J, divided by four,
is the classification rejection threshold for cluster I, and is stored in
REJECT(I). To minimize round-off error, the division by four is carried
out in two stages; the second accounts for the bias: R = D - 32768, so
D/2 - 32768 = R/2 - 16384 should be stored as the twice halved square of
distance.
Program Variables
CLUSTERS(ND,MAXCLUS) Integer ARRAY The cluster centers.
I,J,K,	 INTEGER DO loop index.
IM,IS,IT	 INTEGER Used in calculation and maximization of
distances.
MAXCLUS	 INTEGER Maximum number of clusters.
ND	 INTEGER Dimensionality
NFCLUS	 INTEGER Actual number of clusters.
REJECT(MAXCLUS)	 INTEGER ARRAY Rejection thresholds.
PRECEDIIVG PAGE 
81AW NOT FILhWD
IAi1 0017	 11111LETT •PACRA19 321020.01.03	 FORT040113000	 TOE. OCT 13. 1101. 9137 AR
00006 00732000 •CONTROL SEGNENT•AROEOASEG
00006 00/33000	 SUBROUTINE REJCCTn(CLVSTERS.NO.REJECT.NFCLVS.NAXCLUS)
00006 001`30000	 tNTE9E1102 CLUSTERS(ND.NAXCLOT).REJECT(ROKCLYS)
00006 0013!000	 00 10 I - I.NFCLOS
#0013 00736000 c
00013 00137000 C ftNO THE CRITTER THE GREAT-ST DISTANCE MOAT
♦0012 00733000 C
00018 00739 000
	 In - -12760
00022 00760000	 00 20 J - I.NFCLUl
00027 00761000	 If cl.[O.J) GO TO 20
00015 007620#0 C
00033 00763000 C FIND DIST(I.J)"2
00035 00760000 C
00031 00765006	 IS - -32760
00000 00766000	 00 30 K • 1.010
00091 00767000	 IT - (CLUSTIRS(6.J)-CLOSTERS(K.1))/2
00067 00166000	 10 IS • MINO(tif63.16^1T01T)
0010• 00761000	 If <1S.LE.1M) GO TO 20
00102 00170000	 IN • IS
00107 00771000	 20 CONTINUE
00110 00772000	 REJOCT(t) - tM/2-1630+
00117 00773000	 t0 t;OMTIANE
00116 0077/000	 R E T U R N
00120 00773000	 ENO
SYMBOL MAP
Kong	TYPE	 STRUCTURE	 ADDRESS	 NONE	 TYPE	 STRUCTURE ADORM
CLUSTERS INTEGZ' ARRAY 6-%I* It 1 INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 00tt3
IN INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 94%4 IS INTEGER SIMILE VAR 60116
IT INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 8+t7 J INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 0055
K INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 04110 MOKCLUS INTEGER SIMPLE VAR O-R#	 .1
NO INTEGER SIMPLE VAR B-i7	 .I NFCLOS INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 0-113	 .1
REJECT 10114411 ARRAY Q-Xi	 It REJECTN SUDROVTtNE






Sets SYMBOL to the appropriate character set for display in MAPP.
Method: Because of the restrictions of HP. FORTRAN-SEGMENTER and of
IDIMS, this usually straightforward task is 14 lines long. The result
is to set SYMBOL(1) equal to a blank and SYMBOL(2) to SYMBOL(59)
(printable) ASCII characters between 33 and 90 (decimal).
Program Variables
CC(2)	 CHARACTER*l ARRAY Equivalenced to IC.
IC	 INTEGER Used to transfer ASCII binary to characters.
J	 INTEGER DO loop index.
NOX	 INTEGER Index into SYMBOL.
SYMBOL(59)	 CHARACTER*l ARRAY The symbol set.
PRECEDING PAGE SLANK NOT Fitt
125	 ORIGINAL PA^ I
OF POOR QUALITY
PACE 0014	 NEYLETT -FACRARO 721020.01.07
	 FORTRAN/3000
	 Mio OCT 13.
	 1191,	 9177 AN
0001! 1%0464000 4CONT POL SECPENT-AMOEOASEG
0001! 0041;00^ SUSROUTINE	 SETSYn.tYMROL)
0ccl' 044ii0o fl SN4fAC.
	 Ff	 rC;71	 tTr, , rl	 ''>
Oocl! 00417000 EOCTYALENCE	 :CC(1),IC)
0(c1! 0 .)468000 NOY	 - 2
00011 044690oo IC	 -	 32
Occ2l 004 7 0000 SYAeOL(II	 -	 CC(2)
000!1 044 s 1000 1)	 00	 -o	 J	 •	 33.10
oc'!i 04472000 Ic	 -	 j
O r c 4 ^ 004 1 3000 SYMBOL'MOX)	 -	 CC(2)
0(c! r 0441'0000 NOY	 - NOX41
o0r!l 00473000 IF	 •.NOY.GT.31)	 R	 E	 T	 U	 R	 N
o(C!! 0047600A i	 CON'1NVE
t. cc!•. 04477000 ca	 *.0	 10






CC	 CNAROCTEP ARRAY	 0412
	 1
i	 INTEGER	 SIMPLE VAR 0414
SETtYR.	 SUBROUTINE
NAME TYPE STRUCTURE ADDRESS
IC INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 0#11	 ,1
NOX INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 04%3
SYMBOL CNARACTER ARRAY 0-14	 .1
PPSC 4 ar UNIT °.ETSYM COnPTLED






Sorts KEY into increasing order; the elements of Kf y are not interchanged.
Rather, the array INDEX is permuted so that KEY(IND^Y(I)) s KEY(INDEX(J))
when I < J.
Method: See Shell, D. L., A high speed sorting ?royrhm, Comm. ACM 2 (1S69),
30-32.
Program Variables
INDEX(NUMBER)	 INTEGER ARRAY On entry, :NDEX(I) - I; on exit,
INDEX is permuted.
KEY(NUMBER)	 INTEGER ARRAY The list to be sorted.




_,,	 ^ ,ma c. ^ f	 ,,.J +	 suifiV+
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
129 OF POOR QUA.Uly
PAGE r-012	 kKMIETT-FACRA v s 1:1028.01.01	 Foe TRAN/1000 vol.	 OCT	 11,	 I901. 5130 04
0009! 0 0 : 1200 0 oCON1POt SEGRENT•AROtOASEG




o04I10o0 C	 ro c fo l 	rROGFlln
	 SORT
Oct 4! 00	 1000^ 1'1'EGEF.. kfYtNUdIER),1NPEX(NURIER)
o004! 00417000 C
ocl:c-! 0:(17009 C	 FAST	 :O01	 R IJUTINEI	 11	 is	 ASSURED	 TNAT IMPEX(R)	 • [	 ON ENTRY
0(( r ! 00419000 C	 011	 EXIT.	 IEY(IMOEX(1))
	 LE	 XEY(IMDEX(I(I)) ..1	 •	 I.NUR1E4-1.
O( n •;! ^9 1 20001 C
Oci li! O ri421 (t o A C	 PEffrERCE;
0( .' .'. ! - 1)42200 . ) C
O^C•4! ?• )423000 C	 SHELL	 0 1..	 A	 NIGH SPEED SORTING PROCE0011E. CORR
qq C: • r•.) 9 2400J C	 0011,	 VI^RO)•30-32.
04t;, • :•){2600) M •	 NURSER
o(C(7 (w4&I700 1 1-)	 M	 •	 R/:
OCC1: C•0121000 IF (R EO 0) R E
	
T U R N
OCCI( 0042900 1) K	 n 	 NURSER-N
OOO:t 04 ,110000 J	 I
O(• 4:T 04471000 20	 1	 J
0C4J! "'f Al200 , 1C'	 !11	 •	 1.11
OC410 00433000 IF	 (KE)(INOEXCI))	 LE.KEY(INOCX(IN))) GO TO 40
0 1 •748 0004000 IT	 •	 INDEX(I)
04^4' 04:33000 I "of r.(t)	 •	 INPEX(IM)
QC-,4 00436000 INpEX(Im%	 -	 IT
occ	 i ($04:1,009 1	 •	 i-C
ocs!? 0AA!ITto q t ► 	 cl	 GE	 1)	 GO	 TO	 30
0(C•E1 04439000 40	 J	 •	 041
O f C4, 0 1 44000 1) if
	 '!	 CT	 K)	 GO	 To	 10









VAR	 94%2 IM INTEGER SIMPLEVAR	 0#23
INfEcEP	 A/RAY	 0-t3	 It IT INTEGER SIMPLE VAR	 O#iS
J :NT[G!R	 SIRFLF
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Sorts TSPXL in increasing order of the sum of odd channels of the first
test pixel in each test set. Sets are kept together.
Method: FirEt the sums of odd bands of the first test pixel in each test
set are accumulated, and an index into the sets is formed so that INDEX(I)
= I. Then SHELL is called. On return from SHELL, the test sets are
reordered by the permutation of INDEX induced by SHELL. The actual sets are
now switched in place.
Program Variables
DUM14Y(NP5)	 INTEGER ARRAY Used to accumulate sums in odd bands of
the first element of each test set, and then as a
temporary vector while TSPXL is being reordered.
I	 INTEGER DO loop index.
INDEX(NP5)	 INTEGER ARRAY The pointer array, used by SHELL to
indicate order of DUMMY.
J	 INTEGER DO loon index
K	 INTEGER DO loop index.
L	 INTEGER DO loop index; note: the index into TSPXL is
I * 5 + L - 5, where I is the test set number and L is
the number, x = 1,...,NP5, L - 1,...,5.
ND	 INTEGER Dimensionality of TSPXL.
NP	 INTEGER Number of test pixels.
NP5	 INTEGER Number of test sets (- NP/5).
SHELL	 SUBROUTINE Sorts vector in increasing order.
TSPXL(ND,NP)	 INTEGER ARRAY Test pixels, organized as vectors, then
sets, then count of sets, to be reordered by increasing
sum of odd bands. 	
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IItVl111•PACRAPO 711010.61.07	 FORTRAN-03446	 T/t. OCT 12. 1001. 0120 AR
00010 0011'7000 [CONTROL SECRENT•AROEOASEC
0061• 091f0000	 SVlROVTiNE SOR1(TSP%l,OUMMY.lNOEK.RO,R ► .R ►9)
!0010 002'!009
00010 00200000 C fA MIT PROCEAM^	 RAIN
00010 001/1000 C DAUCNTtR ►A GRAR, SNtll
00010 001!2000 C
00.1: 001/7000	 tMT[CER:2 TS/%t(ND.N ► ),DYRMYtN19). IN DE%(N ►9)
00010 00500000 C
00020 002!9009 C 1NIS !U/ROUTINE !OBIS iSM 0
	
INCREASING ORO[R
60010 001::000 C ON SY^ Of 060 CMANN[LS 	 • AVERAGE /1116 InESS7)
00016 001/7000 C
o10t1 001!/000 C PLACE THE Av g Act /PIGNTNESS Of iES1 PI%EL 1 IN OUNRYtRI
00011 o^1670b0 C VNERE I • 1•S•tK-1) 111E ORiCMTNESS 1S RSSYRED 10 /E IN 000
00014 003!0000 C CNARNELS A LA KAY 1N-iNORAS OR 0111911.
00010 00191000	 K • 1
00012 00392000	 00 1 1 • I.M► .S
0001 7 00197400	 OYf+MY(R ) n 0
•002: 00114000	 f0 1001 J	 2.110.2
00027 002!1000	 1000 RU, 0% • 0/NNYtK):is► %T,(J.1)
00041 00/1000•	 iMDE%(K) • K
00040 003110:0	 1 K • K+1
00040 0099049 C
ot(:o 0414!040 C SOri QUMRY
•0094 00400000	 CAII SN1Lt(DURRY,INOE%,M ►3)
O g 0!4 004910 0 C
00094 00402000 C NON ►ERfORR ACiVAL SVIiCNIRG,
0•'!9!4 00(97000	 1*('00 210 C •
IT00109000	 DG 110 l • 1.7
00^.E( 10:09000	 D: 120 ! • I,NVS
0007; 0049!000	 120 OU+nr(1) • iffKltR,iNO[%(ID4S-S:l>
OCII! 0049x00^.	 DO 170 1 • I.N ►S
09117 OOs- 41000	 120 1SrXL(K,I:3-S4L) • DURRY(I)
OCtTI	 00:0!000
	 110 CO"TIN!J(












Pura INTECEP AsRAY 9-%10	 I 1 INTEGER SiPPLE	 VAR @#%4
ih.E! 111121211 ARRAY S-tx	 ,1 J INTEGER SIMPLE vat 0#%6
K INY(Gt^ !iRPL[	 Y4R of%? L INTEGER SIMPLE	 VAR 0ri1
NC iNTEGIr
INTE:tr5wILt
:III	 vAR 0-%&	 I Nr INTEGER SIMPLE	 VAR 0-%I	 1
MF? VaP D-114	 i SNE/l 101	 01)	 1 it
SCSi SUOfOUTIfir iSM iN1ECE ► ARRAY 0-%II	 11
slnr,sAr U+11 SOR v
 C)!'ILI'





Calls: MARKLP, MARKKUPON, MRKIUL, CONNCT
START(INTTNR,ND,NR,NC,NZ,DATBUF,LABBUF,ISCAN,UICB,IND,IMGIN,LMGCLAS,LAB,
MASK)
START makes the ,,ector boundary decisions and returns a map (on disk) of
the components of the complement of the boundary.
Method: The program employs Wide Image Logic to segment the image into
strips. Three lines of data and three lines of labels are active at any
given time. Circular Buffers using pointers I1, I2, and I3, manage this;
Il always points to the eldest and I3 to the newest. Even so, we can't
phrase the description of the method in absolute terms (i.e. as if the
entire image were in memory at once). The initial phase must be described
first.
Initially, a labels buffer is set to all one. Then the data is
scanned, and points for which the vector gradient test is failed in the
left-right direction are marked (subroutine MARKLR). Then up-down boundaries
are located (subroutine MARKUPDN), and one-pixel gaps in the boundary map
are filled (subroutine FILLR). Then, the logical OR of the first and second
line replaces the first. (These are details, but this is detailed documen-
tation, and FORTRAN loves it.) We now have an excellent estimate of the
boundary in the first two lines and a fair first cut on the third. Sub-
routine MRKIUL is called to mark intervals in line 1. MRKIVL replaces
each interval contained in the complement of the boundary along a line with
j	 (successively) 1,2,... 	 If any patch slices were found in this step,
1	 then the first line is initialized with patch labels (starting at -32167).
Now the big loop is entered. Intervals in line I2 are marked. If
any patches are found here, subroutine CONNCT is used to transfer old labels
	 =
to new intervals 	 to begin new labels. Row Il labels are written and new
data is read into DATBUF(.,.,I1). New labels are marked with 1 and the
circular buffer pointers are rotated. ► Now I3 is the newest). We now
cal. MARKLR (I3) and then MARK.UPDN, and return to the big loop. Exit
PRECEDING PAGE CLANK NOT FILMED
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START-2
from the loop when we run out of data (or labels). If out of data (or
at the bottom of a strip), process lines I2 then I3 and write on disk.
If out of labels, simply paint the rest of the image boundary. (Since
64K labels are allowed, this seems unlikely to happen on even the largest
natural images.)
The initialization phase guarantees labels are not propogated from
the bottom of one strip to the top of the next.
Provram Variables
CHKIO	 SYSTEM SUBROUTINE
CONNCT	 SUBROUTINE Transfers labels from one line to the next,
and begins new labels when no connection exists.
DATBUF(NC,ND,3)	 INTEGER ARRAY Three lines of data, organized as a
circular buffer.
FILLLR	 SUBROUTINE Replaces a boundary-not boundary-boundary
gap by three boundary points along a lint.
FINISHED	 LOGICAL Returned .TRUE. by CONNCT when no more labels
exist.
I,ITM,J,K	 INTEGER DO loop index.
I1,I2,I3	 INTEGER Circular buffer pointers
IMGCLAS	 INTEGER Image number of the (temporary) labels-boundary
disk maps.
IMGIN	 INTEGER Image number of the data.
IN	 INTEGER The number of intervals found by MRKIVL in a line.
IND(1) INTEGER ARRAY Error indicator
INTTHR(ND) INTEGER ARRAY The vector thresholds obtained by THRFND.
IROW INTEGER Line number being read.
IROWOU T	 INTEGER Line of labels being written
ISCAN(1)	 INTEGER ARRAY Scratch array used by CONNCT to store labels.
i
START-3
IT INTEGER	 Used to rotate pointers.
LAB INTEGER	 Current label number.
LABBUF(NC,3) INTEGER ARRAY	 Three lines of labels.
MARKLR SUBROUTINE	 Mark left-right boundaries depending on
vector thresholds.
MARKUPDN SUBROUTINE	 Mark up-down boundaries.
MASK LOGICAL	 The Mask flag.
MRKIVL SUBROUTJNE	 Mark intervals along a line in the complement
of the boundary.
NC INTEGER	 Number of columns in a strip.
ND INTEGER	 Dimensionality
NW,NX,NY INTEGER	 Used to partition the image into strips (see
Wide Image Logic).
NZ INTEGER	 Actual number of samples.
READP SYSTEM SUBROUTINE
UICB(l) INTEGER ARRAY	 User Information Control Block
WRITEP SYSTEM SUBROUTINE
Z INTEGER	 -32768; boundary marker.
iORIGINAL 1^r__a is
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00612 00097000 $CONTR.OL £EClENT^ANOE11ASEC
00012 00996"0	 SUBROUTINE 1TARi(INitNR.NB.NR.NC.MZ ,OAT00F.LA000F.
00012 00997000	 •ISCAN.UICS.IND./NGIN.INCCLIIB.LAO.NASK)
00012 00999000	 INTEGE102 !•tNT1MRtND).OATfff(MC.MO.J).LABBUF(NC.3),IBCAN(1).
00012 00999000	 0 Ulcf(1),I119(1)
00012 91060900	 LBGICAL FINISNE9.11019
00012 01001060	 FINISMEO • .FALSE.
00611 01002000	 Z • -32760
00022 Ot003090	 LAB - Z
60024 01660060 c
90024 01009000 C PROCESS IN STRIPS AfOUT NC Y199...
00024 01006000	 1111 96 of • 1.02.NC
00631 0100T000 C
00031 010011600 C IT IS LAST Of STRIP
600!1 01009006	 MT n Nf*NC - I
0003: 01010000	 If (NT.6T.NZ) NT • NZ
00042 01011000 C
00042 01012000 C NX IS ACTUAL NUMBER 611A88E0
00042 01013000	 NX - NT-110141
60046 01014000	 124Y • 3
00090 01017040	 tR11fONT n 0
00092 01016000	 It n 1
00014 010/7006	 It • 2
00076 0/010060	 13 • 3
00060 01019000 C
00060 0/020000 C INIT LABELS PUFFER
00060 01021000	 010 10 t • I.NX
00067 01022000	 010 10 J • 1.3
00072 01027000	 to LA80UF(I.4) • i
•*lea 91624060 c
00103 01022000 C READ 3 LINES BATA
00103 01026060	 BO 20 J • 1.3
00110 01027000	 Of 20 K • 1.00
00117 01029000	 CALL READ►tY(C0.iN0.iNflN.OATORF(1.R.J).2.K.J.NO.NX.R41.
00119 01029000	 • J.Nf.NX)
00120 01030000	 If (lN<t)>.LT.0) CALL CNKIO(11IC0.tND.1MGIN.NU.NX.k.101!)
00170 01031000	 20 CONTINUE
00172 01032000 C
00172 01033000 C MARC BOUNDARY 1-3 LA
00172 01034000	 DO 30 J • I.3
00177 01030000	 30 CALL NAEKLR(Z,DATBUF().1,4).INTTNR.NC.ND.LAOBOF(1.J).NASK.NX)
00224 01036000 C
00224 01037000 C MARK BOUNDARY 2 YD
00224 01028000	 CALL NARKYPON(Z.DAtOOf(1.1.1).DATBYF(1.1.2).LABBUF(1.1),
00224 01039000	 • LA08UF(1.2>.LA11BUF(1.J).NC.ND.INTTNR,MASK.NX)
00264 01040000 C
00264 01041000 C FILL IN CRACKS 2
00264 01042000	 CALL FILLLR(Z.LABBUF(1.2).NR)
002'3 01043000 C
G f dfl 0:044000 C *UP LABELS 2 TO t
)!Z 7 2 01047000	 00 70 I • I.WX
00306 01046000	 70 If (LAOBYFII.2).[8.Z) LA18YF(1.1) • Z
00:16 01047000	 CALL NRKITL(Z,LA88UF(t.l).NX,IN)
00320 01048000	 00 2222 I • 1,NX
09333 01047000	 IF (LABBYF(1,1) NE Z) LA9IUF(I,1)•LAB9UF(I,1)4Z
003!! 01050000	 2222 CONTINUE
00316 6 1031000	 LAB • LAB•IN





00341 01052000 /430 CONTINUE
0030! 01432000 C
00169 01054000 C RARE INTERVALS It
00263 01033006	 CALL N1Kt9L(Z.LA9"YF(I.I2).NX.IN)
OOSr6 01.36000 C
•Oars o143?000 C SEE It ANTTNING TA CONNECT
00276 01018004	 If (LA1.N[.Z) 60 TO 11
00402 01431000	 LA1 n Z41N
00401 01060000	 of lilt l n 1.NX
00413 01041000	 If (LABBff(I.II).ME.2) LA1fYf(t.il) • LABOBFCI.ti)#Z
00477 01062000	 lilt CONTINUE
00440 01062000	 C1 TO 12
00441 01064000	 81 If (IN.EB.0) GO TO 82
00443 01065000	 CALL CONNCT(FIMISYE0.2.MX.lABBYf(1.11).LAB1fF(t.It),ISCAN.IN,IAt)
00467 01066000 C
00467 01067000 C SEE If FINISNED
00467 01068060	 If (FINISNED) GO TO 2000
06472 01061000 C
00473 01070000 C BRIT[ It LABELS
00473 01071000	 02 I4806"T • tROYBYT^!
00474 010?2000	 CALL YRtitF(fItB.IND.1R6ClA1.LA88YF(I.It).2.1.IROYOYi.NY,N%.
00474 Olor3*90	 • 1.IR000UT*I.NY.NX)
90326 01074000	 If (IND(1).LT.0) CALL CN[IO(UICB.IND.IRGCLAS.II,NU,0,20)
00347 01073000 C
00347 01476000 C 2900 NEXT
00147 Olorroo9	 goof n IROY41
00310 $tor/000	 If (IROY.GT.NR ) GO TO 300
00334 01071000	 Oro 83 K • 1.90
00361 Ot980000	 CALL RtAO ►(UICB.INS.tRS[M.OATBYf(I.K.I1).2.K.iRBY.NU.NX.
00361 01011000	 • 941.IROY.R9.IIE)
**oi• 014o2040	 IF ( gNDl1).1i.0) CALL CNKIS(UICB.INO.tNGIN.X.II,NY,30)
00634 01083000	 Us CONTINUE
00613 01084000 C
00633 01093000 C MARC 090 LABELS
00431 010/6000	 BO 200 1 n 1.NX
00642 01097000	 200 LA9891'Cloll) • 1
00632 sioevos4 C
00632 01491000 C ROTATE BUFFERS
00632 01010004	 IT • it
00634 01011000	 It • It
00436 01972000	 g2 • 12
16640 01*93000	 [2 n Ii
00442 01054000 5
04462 0/013000 C NARK
00662 01056000	 CALL RARKLR(Z.DATBYFIt.i.13).INTTMR,NC.Nr.lASBUf<1.13).NASK,N%)
40706 0101TOo0	 CALL NARKYfDN(Z.DATBYf(1,1.11),DATBUF(1,1,12),LAB$UF(1,I3),
torts 01019004	 • LABRUF(1.12)•LASOUF(I,I3),NC.ND,INTTNR,NASR,N%)
00?97 01051000 C
40734 01100000 C 00 IT AGAIN
torsi 01101000	 40 TO 1000
00T!S 01102000 C
00733 01193000 C FINISN[O...fROCESS LAST TUO SCAN LINES
007!3 01104000	 390 CONTINUE
00733 01103000 C
OOTS1 01106000 C FOOFOGATE 12 TO 13
90rt$ 0114?***	 00 310 1 • I,N%





*1001 Olt01000	 310 CONTINUE
*1902 0111000* C
01062 01111000 C SCAN LINE 12 THEM 13
*1002 011120*9	 00 110 ITN n 1.2
01007 01113000	 CALL MRKIVL(Z.LA16UF(1.I2).NA.IN)
01020 0111/000 C
01020 01117000 C JOIN I2 TO II
91920 0111000*	 if (IN-009 0) CA(.L CONNST(FINISNEO.Z.NR.LABBYF(1.11).LA/BUF(1.12,.
*1020 OII1F000	 • ISCAN.IM.LAB)
01001 911114000	 If (FINISHED) CO TO 2000
*lost 01111000 C
01011 011200*9 C STORE It
01091 01121000	 I49VOUT • I26YOUT41
011152 0/122000	 CALL ORit[P(UICD.1ND.INCCLAS.LA/BVF(I.11).2.I.I20VOUT.NV.11K.
91112 01/23000	 • 1.1ROYOUT•1.NO.NK)
*1104 01120000	 If (IND(l).Lf.0) CALL CNKIO(VIL/.IND.I06CLAS.11.NV.0.10)
0112! 01127000	 It • 12
•1127 01126000	 12 • II
*1131 0112700* C
01131 0112900* C 00 IT AGAIN (TVICE)
01131 011210*0	 110 CONTINUE
01132 0113000*	 10 CONTINUE
01130 01131000	 R It T U A N
01137 01132000	 2000 00 2020 4 • I,NR
01114 01133000	 2020 LA66Uf(J.1) n Z
91123 0113/000	 2010 IROVOUT - IROVOVTOI
01111 01137000	 60 2010 1 - IROVOOT.111
01101 01130000	 CALL YRiT[/<VIC/.1110.INCCLAS.LA/BUF(1.1).2.1.I.NY.NR.
91101 01137000	 • 111#1.NV.NR)
*1212 01130000	 If (IND(1).LT.0) CALL CMKIO(UICO.INO.I/GCLAS.I.NV.Z.750)
01232 01131004	 2010 CONTINUE
01233 01110000 C
01233 011/1000 C SEE if FINISHED
01233 01102000	 If (11Y.GE.NZ ) R E T U R N
01210 011/3000	 NY • NY41
01213 0111/000	 NY - MYOPIC
91210 0111300*	 If (NT.GT.NZ ) NT • NZ
01273 01110000	 MK • NT-101101
9127F 01117000	 IROVOUT n 0













CNKIO SUBROUTINE CONNCT SUBROUTINE
DATBUf INTEGER ARRAY 9-111 1 FILLLR SUBROUTINE
FINISHED LOGICAL SIMPLE VAR 04111 1 INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 0413
Il INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 80110 12 INTEGER SIMILE VAR 0#117
I3 INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 04120 IMGCLAS INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 9-10
	 .1
INCIN INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 0-17 .1 IN INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 6"?
IND INTEGER ARRAY 0-110 .1 INTTNR INTEGER ARRAY 0-121	 11
flow INTEGER SIMPLE	 VAR 0.16 IROYOUT INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 9#11
ISte" INTECER ARRAY 0-112 .1 IT INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 0#%11
ITN INTECER SIMPLE VAR 441s J INTEGER SIMPLE VAR /#119
K 1111149# SIMPLE VAR 04121 Lill INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 0-17
	 .1
LABBUF 1111`[6[1 ARRAY 0-1113 .1 MAR[LR 100490TINE
MARRUPBN SUBROUTINE MASK LOGICAL SIMPLE VAR 6-11	 .1
MRKIVL SUBROUTINE NC INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 84110	 .1
NO INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 0-120 It NR INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 6-217	 .1
NY INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 8#113 NX INTEGER SIMPLE VAR B*i11
MY INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 0#110 NZ INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 2-115
	 .1
ocher SUBROUTINE START SUBROUTINE
sic@ INTEGER ARRAY 6-411 .I VRITEP SUBROUTINE
2 INTEGER SIMILE VAR 04122







Subroutine ASELECT creates a disk file of samples taken 5 at a time from
the patches (the components of the complement of the bouncary). There will
be many of these sets in a large image. The starting conditions for the
clustering part of AMOEBA require relatively few. Further, the starting
cluster centers have not been formed yet. Subroutine THINTSTM forms the
starting cluster centers and "thins" the test sets.
Method: In MAIN, program variables N288, N388, and N428 are selected as
large as possible depending on available menory (i.e. depending on ND).
(If ND is 4, then N288 = 288, N388 = 388, and N428 = 428). If we start
with NTS test sets (stored on disk by ASELECT), and if NTS < N428, then
THINTSTM simply forms NTS means as starting cluster centers and returns
N140 = NTS and N488 = NTS. Otherwise there are many test sets, and a
complex procedure is followed to prevent the number of means and the
number of test sets from growing too large.
1. If NTS < N25, go to step 7 (the finish). Otherwise read 25 test
sets into the temporary buffer TTP.
2. Each test set has 5 test points; classify the 25 first elements in
the class of nearest last element centers.
3. For each of the test sets classified correctly (i.e. in which the
first element was nearer its last then the last of another of the 25),
form the mean and add this mean to the mean pool MP, indicate the
main pool is occupied with COUNT, and add the test set to the test
set pool TSP, indicating it is occupied by CLASS. Count these
events in NMP (the means) and NTSP (the test sets).
4. If there are more than 100 vectors in the mean pool, proceed to
step 5. If there are more than N388 test sets, proceed to step 6.
Otherwise go to step 1 and get more.




5. More than 100 vectors are in the mean pool. Classify all center
test pixels in the classes of the mean pool and count the number
of times a mean is hit. Eliminate each mean which was not hit. If
NMP is greater than N60 ( =60) after this operation, eliminate each
with 1, 2, ... classification until NMP s N60. At each elimination,
reclassify center test pixels which were assigned to an eliminated
mean and test if NMP < N60. When N60 is reached, test whether NTSP
is greater than N388. If NTSP 5 N388, return to step 1 to gather
more, else proceed with step 6.
6. More than N388 test sets are in the test set pool, but fewer than
100 means are in the mean pool. Moreover, the majority of the test
sets have been assigned to a class by the logic of step 5. (The
ones just added haven't been, of course, so they are kept around a
while longer.) Determine the mean which has the most test sets
assigned. Test sets assigned to this mean are duplicates. Eliminate
one (the first one found) and decrease the count. Repeat until
fewer than N288 test sets are present, then go to step 1.
7. Close the disk file which contained the test sets, and compress
and count the means and test sets; N140 is the number of meals
(starting cluster centers) and N428 is returned the number of test
sets.
Program Variables
CLASS(N428)	 INTEGER ARRAY The class to which a center test pixel
is assigned.
COUNT(N140)	 INTEGER ARRAY The number of center test pixels assigned
to a mean.
FCLOSE	 SYSTEM SUBROUTINE
FILENO	 INTEGER File number of scratch disk file containing
test sets.




GETN25 SUBROUTINE	 Reads N25 test sets from disk.
I,II,J,K,L,LS,M INTEGER DO loop index.
IA INTEGER Class of nearest last test set element to first
in batch of N25.
ICL INTEGER Class of nearest mean to test set center.
IE INTEGER Count of how unpopular a mean should be to be
eliminated.
IM INTEGER Distance to mean of a test set center.
IND(1) INTEGER ARRAY	 Error indicator.
IS INTEGER Distance accumulator.
IT INTEGER Used to convert logical to integer. 	 Also
distance temporary.
IT1 INTEGER Distance temporary.
JS INTEGER The test set center reclassified after a mean
is eliminated.
JT INTEGER A classification, tested to see of a duplicate
test set has been found.
LIT LOGICAL Equivalenced to IT, used to convert logical to
integer to compensate for the inadequacy of the Segmenter.
MAX INTEGER The running maximum count of classification
in all means.
MP(ND,N140) INTEGER ARRAY	 The mean pool, and, on return, the means.
N140 INTEGER On call, 140; on return, the number starting
clusters.
N25 INTEGER The number of test sets read at a time.
N288 INTEGER Number of test sets sought after the iteration
is started.
N388 INTEGER Test set iteration trigger.
1
THINTSTM-4
N428 INTEGER Number of slots for test sets.
N60 INTEGER Means sought after iteration started.
ND INTEGER Dimensionality.
ND5 INTEGER ND*5, for GETN25.
NDXM INTEGER Pointer to mean pool, used in search for a
free slot.
NDXP INTEGER Pointer to test set pool.
NEAR INTEGER Used in test set to test set smallest distance
determination.
NMP INTEGER Number in mean pool.
NTS INTEGER Number of test sets on disk remaining.
NTSI INTEGER Number of test sets on disk.
NTSP INTEGER Number in test set pool.
TSP(ND,5,N488) INTEGER ARRAY	 Test set pool.
TTP(ND,5,N25) LOGICAL ARRAY	 Test sets for GETN25 to read into.
UICe(1) INTEGER ARRAY	 User Information Control Block.
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0001! 01200000 !CONTROL SEOMENI•ANOERASEG
00011 01201000	 SUIROUTIN[ TMINTfTM(MP.TSP.TT ►.CIA{9.t0YMT.N21.NOe.
0001! 01962000	 • N226.0116.01119.N120. NO, )io{I.FILENO.VIC".100)
00012 01207000	 SISTER INTRINSIC fCLOS[
00013 0126/000 C {U9ROVIIAt TO REDUCE A LARGE NYNS9R OF TEST SITS
00011 01269000 C TO A909T NI114, AND TO FORN ABOUT 11299 @SAN VECTORS
00011 01266000 C TO START MUMCLU
•cell 0126?000 C
00011 01269000 C PAPAMETERSI
•cots 91260006 C
•Cell 612 ►Otee C	 NP -- N940 FOOL
00011 612?1666 C	 TSP -- TEST SET POOL
00011 0/272000 C	 TIP •- TENPORARY TEST SET POOL
00113 0/272000 C CLASS •- CLASSIFICATION IF TSP IN OF




00011 01276000 C NTSI -- NURSER OF TEST 91111 INPUT
00011 012ffee6 C	 NTS -- NUMS91 Of TEST SETS
00011 01279000 C NT{P •• NYN9911 IN TEST SIT POOL
*Otis 01279006 C	 NAP -- NVNStR IN NEON FOOL
60011 01290000 C	 1121	 NUNS[R If TEST Off$ 9169899 AT A TINE
#0013 6/291000 C	 066 •- N94118 9000NT AFTER ITERATION STORIES
eeets 012/2000 C 0211 -- NEON ITERATION TRIGGER. AND
60011 0:292009 C	 -- TEST 6919 SQVGNT AFTER itCRATION STARTED
00#1! 012/4006 C 4110 -- A9SOLUT[ NON NUMBER NIIANf
00013 012/3000 C
	
ON RETURN. TNIS PARAMETER IS THE ACTUAL ROAM
00011 01296060 C 0719 -- TEST $E1 TRIGGER
0001! 01297000 C N421 -- A9TOLYTE NOW NUN1E1 Of TEST SETS
6001 4! 01259000 C	 ON RETURN, TNIS PARAN9TER (l THE ACTUAL NURSER
00013 _.291000 C NOXN - f[ARCN INDEX IN NP LOOKING FOR NEY
60017 01200000 C NDXP -- DITTO FOR TSP
0001! 0/251000 C
0001! 0/252000	 LUGICAL LIT.TT ►(NO,l.N27).flR{ ►
00011 01253000	 EOUIVALENCE (IT.LIT)
Oc01! 0120/006	 IN1[GER•2 A ♦( ND.N110).TfP(NO.l,N128).
66611 0/251000	 • CIASf(N120).COONT<N116>.flLENO,UItB(1),INO(1)
0001! 01256006 C INITIALII[
60611 0125f006	 FIRST • TRUE
60017 0125/000	 ICL • I
60021 014^55000
	 JS • 1
0002! 01100000	 00 10 1 • I.N110
00030 01701000	 10 COUNT(I) n -1
Oc0!4 01102000	 00 20 J • I.N1211
e(C11 01307000	 20 CLASS(J) • -1
0001 0 0130/000	 NMI • 0
60007 01701000	 NTS?	 e
000!1 69!66000	 NTS •1#111
O0cl3 0130?000	 NDlM	 0




0006i 01111000 C I M I I I ALLY MEAN POOL AND TEST SET POOL ORE ENPTY
Oce62 01112000 C
60062 01113000 C FEfEffhtf POIMT FOR NEXT Mil TEST SETS
4OC6I
	
0/11/000 C GET M43 TEST 1113
60002 01113666 C 4 6 91MON I f N OT TNA1 "ANY)
ee062 01316000	 IF ("Ti tit M129) GO TO 2000
ORIGINAL PAGE IS




00064 01 II rose	 M21 • HIS
000r0 0131{000	 0100 • NT{
•fort *1/19040	 007{ • Nt{
00010 01/30000	 CALL CtTN29( ► iRtf.It► .N21.N{1. ► IlENO.UIt{.IMO)
Ot10r 0112/040	 CALL ► CLO{t( ► ILE•10.4.01








OO 2 K 2
Oct,? 0172!000	 to 3 l: • 1.7
itll• 01120000	 LIT • TT ► (K.LS.i)
06106
	 etT2re00	 IS • IS^It
0(111	 0132{000
	
I	 Tir(R.lt.t) • If
0cit4	 01129000	 2 N ►41,.1? • 1{11
•4117 01330040
	 1 CONTINUE
•4116 01131000	 ! t T Y R N
Oc1 rt 01193000	 2040 if (NTS Lf.N23! 1:0 TO 6000
OC201 017*1000	 CALL GtTN2s( ► tRST.TT ► .N21.M07.f11tN0.Ut[t.INO>
04311 01!30040	 NTS + NT;-021
00221 01739000 C
00221 011)4000 C ClAS661FY Ftf ► IXEI IN EA[N T[{i 1E! IN NEAREST
Ot22i 01111000 C LASt ► 1XE
R{
L CLASS
00221 0173{000	 00 70 L • I.N23
Oc22r 01739000	 :100 • 16060
Ot2Tl 01300000 C
Oc2J1 01701000 C FIND CLOSEST TO l-TN CRITTER
00211 01301000	 00 40 R • I.N21
002!4 011/3000	 11 • -121669
OC2 4 3 01100000	 p0 10 K • I.ND
OC27I 01709000
	 II (If.GT M[A9) 60 TO 40
$OitI 01346040
	
LIT • Tf ► (K.1.L)
Otl ►1 O1l4r000	 III • It
Ota t *	 OIJ•{000	 LIT • TT ► (K.1.0)
00304
	 01109000	 IT • tr- itl
16till	 01330000	 10 IS • 11411011
Vitt *1111040	 t ► its GE.NCSF? GO TO 40
0C):; 01:12:0000	 IA • 0
0031• 0171300*	 14%; • Is
00314 01114000	 40 CONTINUE
0031' 01317000 C
0031? 0131{040 C IA ► ANY SVCN TNRT CL:St(K)OK
0032? 11000
	 1/ c1A Na l) GO f0 10
Ot31! *1110000 C
OC!!! *1!1:000 C ► l"D A SLOT FOR MEAN AND TEST ► IPILS
OC M 0114000:	 r0 N p/.N • NDXR•1
003!4	 0/361040
	




 GE 0) GO TO r0
OCI4t 0)1663000	 10 M*r ► • NDX ► •1
00301
	 01364000	 1 	 i"LOAF GT N4211! NDXr • 1
Oc3!9 01169000	 1r ICI MSS(NDXF % G[ 0) GO TO RC
00361 0136666000 C
003{1 01:661000 C ► ORR MEANS. ADO TO MOAN FOOL
003t1 01360000 C AOD TtST SET66 TO TES,' SET r001
00311 011669000	 00 TO	 I.NC
0C364 013?0000	 IS • 2
40310 01111000	 00 100 LS • 1.1
403?1 OtI ► 2 N 4	 LIT • ITF(r.LE.L'
•01Or OII13004	 IS • IS•If
1 49	 ORIGINAL PAGE 13
OF POOR QUALITY
►AK 0017	 TNiNTtTM
00412 01714000	 140 TIP(R.Lt.NOX► ) 0 IT
00412 01710000	 90 MF(N,NOXM) • 1510
00414 01776000 C
00414 01711000 C INGO COVERED AND COUNT
00474 01110000	 COUNT(RoxN) • 0
00441 01719000	 CLA16(NOXF) • 0
00444 01700000	 NM► • 10NF01
00440 01701000	 NT1 ► • NTSp41
00446 01102000	 to C9MTINUt
00441 01007000 C
00441 01704000 C 0090 INS MEAN ?OIL CONTAIN NIRt THAN 100 MEANS?
00441 01195600	 if (9111/.11[.100) 60 TO 1000
00477 91796000 COO* TE1+ 60 ELIMINATE (100#)
90411 01stroof C
00411 01194040 C400 001
OC411 01109000 C ARE TOCRE NONE IN" 10390 TEST OtIt9
00417 01190000	 7000 IF (01 11F LT.N169) 00 TO 2000
00471 01791000 0000 W GO ITERATE (2909)
90417 01792000 C
00411 01197000 Coat YEt) 2A ► SOMt
00411 01114000	 MAX n -1
90461 01591000	 00 200 1 • 1.0146
90464 91196000	 MAx • MAxo(MAX.000MT(I))
00419 01591000	 so0 CONTINUE
00414 01799000	 loll t0 210 J • 1.10429
00705 01719000	 JT • CLASi(J)
00504 01490000	 IF (JT.LE.f) 40 TO 210
99512 01401000	 IF (COURTCJT).LT MAX$ 40 TO 210
10711 014029	 CLOTS(J) • -1
00522 0140206/	 COUNT(JT) • COUNT(Jr)-1
00726 01404000	 MTS ► • NTSF•1
folar 01409000	 If (MTI► .LT.M299) 40 TO 2000
40074 01406000	 210 CONtINUt
00 1.31 01/01000	 MCI n max-1
000!6 0140/000	 GO TO 1000
10717 01609000 C CLASSIFY ALL CENTER OF TEST SEt$ AND COUNT
00517 01410000 C
00511 014110/9	 1000 M) • 3
00!11 01412000	 00 599 J • 1.10141
00046 01417000	 1F (COuNT(J).GE.0)000NT(J) • 0
00797 01614000	 199 CONTINUE
000!6 01417000 C NOV CLASSIFY EN
40511 01416000	 00 200 J • 1.N421
00541 01411000	 If (CLASS(J).Lf.o) GO TO 706
00070 01419000	 IM • 14000
40772 01411000	 00 Ito I • I.M140
00777 01420000
	
IF (COVNT(i).LT.0) GO f0 710
4C644 01421000	 IS - -TIr6f
OC41I 01422000	 00 320 2 • I.ND
00 420 01423000	 IF (19.GE.IM) GO TO 310
00{20 01624000	 IT • T!r(V.N ► '))-M ► (X.1)
40641 01 1.47000	 120 Is" • IS.ITOIT
OC611 01426000	 IF (IS GT IN) GO TO 710
4406 0142r000	 IM • I:
00640 01429000	 IC: • I
40462 01429000	 31.) CONtlNuE











00071 01414000 C ALL CLAS01F110 APO COUNT91. NOW Ott IF ANY 1111091
000/1 01419000	 00 120 1 • I.NI40
00700 01420000	 IF (C4UNT(t).N9 4) GO TO 224
0070! 01417000	 COUNT(I) • -1
00710 01 4 20000	 one • NP ► -)
00711 01411000	 210 CONf1NUt
00712 01444000 C
00712 01441000 C lit IF 109 . 29 GOON TO 1140
00712 01442004	 IF (NNF.Lt.N00) GO TO 1000
OOTI9 01442000 C 110. SO 2AF 4011E atlN I,2,...CLASSIFICATIMNS
00710 01444000 C
40710 01441000	 19 • 1
00720 01440000	 4000 00 440 II • 1.N140
00723 0144Foto	 IC n COUNT(II)
40710 01449000	 IF CIC 101.19) CO TO •.40
00774 01441000	 pop • NNF-I
$0711 01400000	 COUNT(II) n -1
OC741 01411000 C REMOVED NOU RLCLASSIfT ITEN3 A91I9Nt0 TO CLASS 1
00740 01432000 C
00740 01423000	 00 430 J n I.N420
00742 0 1 4 34004	 IF (CLASS(J) N9.11) GO '.0 430
4C731 01433000	 IN • 14000
00774 01430000	 00 400 1 n I.N140
00791 01437000	 IF (COONT(I).LT.0) GO t0 400
00797 01439000	 IS n -221`06
0071`0 01410000
	 00 41`0 R n 1.00
01001 01400000	 IF (11 GE.111) GO TO 400
0:012 01401000	 If • T91(1(,2,J>-11F(R,I)
01011 01402004	 470 IS n 1161T01T
$le29 01401000	 IF (IS GT.IR ) 60 TO 400




01049 01 400044	 ICL • I
010:1 01497000	 400 CONTINUE
41031 01490000	 CLASS(JS) n ICL
010!4 01447000	 COUNT(ICL) n COUNT(ICL)ol
01010 014/0000	 430 CONTINUE
Slott	 01471000	 t1` ,.NN1P .LT.N90) LO TO 1000
01097 014/2000	 440 CONitNUC
(1070 0141`2004	 It • It41
4101`1 01474000
	 00 to 4000
41012 01475000	 0000 C4LL FCLT):.t,Fl1,EN0,4,0)
41070 014/,0040	 L • 0
Olt@C QF14FF000 C NOV PUT EVERTTNING IN THE FIRST $Lot$ OF NF AND TSF
$1100 014/0000 C
$1100 01$1`10.0	 00 F$00 I • 1.11420
01103 014110040	 If I CLASEC I) EO ° t ) GO TO 1`000
01112 01491000	 L • 01
01112 01402000	 00 1 41 , Y	 t•ND
$1120 01492000	 DO 7(1) J	 l.3
01129
	
01424000	 FOI •) TSFlfr,J,L) • TSF(C•J,1)
$1111 01403000	 FOJO CON'INyE
011!2 01440$0$	 N4IS	 L
91194 01411`0$4
	 L • 0




011!4 01006060	 to 7020 1 - 1.11100
01101 01000000	 11 (COYNT(I)AS -1) 60 t0 1020
61170 01490000	 L - 1.01
OIIf1 01001000	 00 7070 R - I.NO
01176 01092000	 1010 M ►/1.Lt - A ► (0.1)
Otilt 01017000	 ► Oi0 CONTINV[
01210 01400000	 010' - L
01111 010/1000	 R I t u 9 N







	 1T ► I	STRVCTORI
	 4009111
CLA21 INTEGER ARRAT 0-120 .I C0tl141 INTIGIR AIRAV 1-111	 .1
► CLOSI Sule00fiNl ► ILtNO INTIGIR SIMPLE VAR 4-110	 .1
vi g il LOGICA!l 11"1Ll VAR 00%74 991029 1011100fIMl
1 (NfI414 11M ► LI VAR G•%1 IA INTIGIR SIMILE
Vol
40t1
It 1411419 11N1LI VAN 00%11 Ill 10%1419 SIMPLE MAN 001121
It 101949► SIMPLE VAR 00%17 11 1Nflofa LINPLI VAR 00111
la INferit0 21R ► L a VAR 00%21 IMO 101E4ER ARRAT 6 -116	 .i
It INtt4tr. 11RfLS VAR 00%22 11 INfIGER SIN►LI VAN 40%36
111 INttGt9 11aFL9 VDA O 0 %1f 4 tN1I4IR 1: NFL I VAR 00!11
41 1"f1GE9 SIRfLC VAR 00%14 of 101194[11 SIMPLE VAR 00%11
R IN II C(9 31tlfL9 VAR 0 0 %22 L IN1I0tIt 11NP ► 9 VAR 00114
L I I to"Z .c IINFLt VAR 4 0 %10 LS INISGIR SIMPLE VAR 00171
R INtIGle 11RrLI VAR 00%If "AR tNtE4tR SIMPLE VAR 00%16
OF INItri1R ARRAT 0-%22 .1 N140 INT96I2 1110 001.1 VAR 0 . 1111
	 .1
Nil Were* SIN ► LI VAN 0-%11 .1 N246 INfE tic O GIRPLE VAR 4-%10	 .1
NfOS INII61e 111" LI VAR t oo& .1 0020 INTI4ER SIMPLE VAR 0-U 1	 .1
N00 INl4GT9 SIN/LI VAR }	 -'1 .1 NO INTEGER OIN ►LS VAR 4-%10	 .1
Vol tNfSGIR Starke VAR 0. -d0 NOR" INT1411 SINPLI Vol 0016
NCPF INT(GIR 11N/LI VAR 0 0 %10 MtAR INfEOEe OINPLI Vol 00%21
Not laterite StarLS VAR 00%12 N ► IMT16111 110PL1 VAR 401111
NTS IN" W 11a ► LS VAR 0 0 %10 NISI INTEGER 1101►LI
Vol
6-111	 rl
Mf4r l"It0t9 SIRrLI VAR 00%10 fN1Nf11" 00111001`111[
i1 ► IN1tGf ► arlaw 0-%2f .1 1 I LOGICAL ARIAV 0-%21	 .1
OICO 11.14699 ARRAY 6-%1 It




Subroutine THRFND finds vector thresholds INTTHR so that about NFL percent
of the scene is in patches. The thresholds are used in subroutine START
to decide boundary; a boundary decision is made when any channel differs
from its neighbor by more than that channel's INTTHR.
Method: Initially the data is sparsely sampled to estimate the vari-
ability. The initial thresholds are, for each channel K, .15 x (NFL+5)
x A(K)/ ND, where AM is the average estimated in that channel of the
difference of a point from its left-hand neighbor.
These initial thresholds are updated in an adaptive program which
scans the data checking when a boundary decision would be made. A count
is kept of the decisions non boundary (i.e.pure). When too few pure
points are being found, the thresholds are increased (making it harder
to be a boundary point and thus easier to be a pure point). When too
many are found, the thresholds are decreased. Too many or few is
decided by comparing the count NFND with the target TARGET.
Only one threshold is increased or decreased at a time. A count
is kept of the number of boundary decisions which have been made per
channel. When it is necessary to decrease the thresholds, that threshold
which has the highest count is decreased. Dually, when the thresholds
must be increased, that thr-shold with the lowest count is incremented.
The effect is that the algorithm expects all channels to contribute
equally in boundary-finding.
Flags UP and DOWN, initially .FALSE., control exit. When the
thresholds are increased, UP is set .TRUE. When they are decreased,
DOWN is set .TRUE. Another flag, BOTH (initially false) is tested
after each outer loop (the data is scanned in a pattern which spreads
the sparse sample), and then, after the test is set to UP.AND.DOWN.




The scanning strategy has two phases: the initial phase sets NCS =
the larger of 4 or NR*NC/557039.
	 Then data is sampled by e=very
eleventh line and every NCS sample along a line to estimate variability.
When the sum exceeds 32245 in any channel or when the loop falls through,
the initial INTTHR estimates are calculated and the second sampline phase
is entered. Let
NSEL = (NR/100)*(NC/100)/2 + 1
N20 - 20 ; if N20 ^t NC, N20 = NC/2 .
Then the loop structure is the following (in FORTRAN):
DO 665 NN = 2, N20, NSEL
DO 65 N = 1,20,5
IS = N+NN
IF(IS.GE.NR )IS = NR/2
DO 100 I + IS,NR,17
read data for line I
DO 60 J = NN,NC,S
count pure decisions and boundary
decisions per channel.
60	 CONTINUE
see if too many (-*80), just right (-► 100)
or too few (here) (increase and go to 63)
80	 too many : decrease
63	 reset counters and target
100	 CONTINUE
65	 CONTINUE
test BOTH ; if .TRUE., RETURN
set BOTH to UP.AND.DOWN
665 CONTINUE
RETURN
As can be seen, the sample is not sparse: in particular, the 65 loop
must be executed at least twice, first with NN = 2 and then NN = 2+NSEL
(in a 512x512 image, NSEL = 13). Thus, the rows sampled are (with NSEL = 13)
FWW
155	 ORIGINAL PACE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
THRFMO-3
3 20 37 54 71 88	 ...
8 25 42 59 76 93	 ...
13 30 47 64 81 98	 ...
18 35 52 69 86 103	 ...
16 33 50 67 84 101	 ...
21 38 55 72 89 106	 ...
26 43 60 77 ,	 94 111	 ...
31 48 65 82 99 116	 ...
During the first four, every fifth line sample pair is sampled beginning at
sample 2. During the second four, the starting sample is 15. This sampling
strategy avoids staying in any place too long and is fast.
Prog ram Variables
BOTH LOGICAL A flag which, when true, means the thresholds
have been increased and decreased.
CHKIO SYSTEM SUBROUTINE
DELTGT REAL	 (NFL+5)/100, used to increment TARGET when a test
is made.
DOWN LOGICAL A flag used to tell when the thresholds have
been decreased.
FLAG LOGICAL Used to tell when a pure point has been detected.
I,J,K,N,NN INTEGER DO loop index.
IMGIN INTEGER Input image number.
IND(1) INTEGER ARRAY	 Error indicator.
INTTHR(ND) INTEGER ARRAY	 The integer thresholds.
IS INTEGER Starting row in loop 100.
IT INTEGER Used to accumulate initial estimate of variabi 	 ity.
JM INTEGER J-1; points to sample to left along a line.
KI INTEGER Index of threshold to be increased or decreased.
l a6.
THRFND-4
KOUNT(ND)	 INTEGER ARRAY Used to count the number of times a
boundary decision would have been made in a channel
if all were tested.
MASK	 LOGICAL If .TRUE., a value of 0 in channel 1 is
regarded as a mask (i.e. not image data).
MAX,MIN	 INTEGER Used to find max or min of KOUNT to determine
which channel threshold to adjust.
N20	 INTEGER Loop 665 parameter: usually 20.
NC	 INTEGER Number of samples.
NCS	 INTEGER MAXO(NR*NC/551039,4) used to sparsely sample
on the initial estimate.
NO	 INTEGER Dimensionality.
NFL	 INTEGER Input parameter: percent of scene which user
believes to be inside patches.
NFLD	 INTEGER NFL+5; interval parameter which allows for
"crack" fill in logic in start which adds boundary points
not based on thresholding. This has been found to amount
to about 5 percent.
NFND
	 INTEGER Running number of pure points found; tested
against TARGET to decide if too many, too few, or about
right during a pass through the data.
NR	 INTEGER Number of lines.
NSEL	 INTEGER (NR/100)*(NC/100)/2+1; used as loop 665 parameter.
NUM	 INTEGER Counter during variability estimation phase.
OONUM	 REAL Used to form initial threshold estimates.
READP	 SYSTEM SUBROUTINE
SCANLINE(NC,ND)	 INTEGER ARRAY One line of data.
TARGET	 REAL Running count of the target percent pure points.
THRFND-5
UICB(1)	 INTEGER ARRAY User Information Control Block





	 OF POOR QUALITY
PAGE 0047	 NEYLETT-►ACKARQ 321029.61.03 	 FORTRAN/3000	 TQE. RCT 130 l9Rl. 9100 AR
0001:	 331000 !CONTROL SEGNENi n AROE9ASEG
•0017 
01
01332000	 !YlROUT1NE TNRFNO(NfI.INttNR.lCANLINE.UIC9.IN0.KOUNT.NR.NC.NO .
00013 01333000	 • NASK, INGIN)
00013 01331000	 INTESE192 lCANItNEtMC.NO).INTTNR(NO).K9YNTtNO).Qtt9tl),IN0t4).
00013 01373000	 • 9UFFERM )
0001 1! 01731000	 LOGICAL NASK.FLAG.OP.OQYN.QQIM
0001' 01337000	 NSEL	 (NR!100)•CNC/100)/2.1
00C2! 01330000	 NCS n IF[XtFLOAT(NR)•FLOAT(NC)/32707./17.)
00041 01335000	 IF (NCS.Lt.3) NCS • 4
00046 01340000	 NUA • l
*0030 01111000	 N/LO • AAXO(NINItNfL^1.00).23)
00063 01342000	 "F"D n •
0000 01343000	 TARGET • NFL040.01
00071 0134/000	 DELTGT • TARGET
00073 01341000	 00 20 K • I.MD
00100 01310000	 TN20 INTR<Kt • 0
00104 019/7000	 IR - 1
tole	 0134#000	 OP ..FALSE.
OCII ! 01349000	 20YN n UP
00112 01310060	 00TN • UP
•0114 0!331000 C
OC114 01332000 C SAMPLE DATA i0 GET INITIAL [STINATE
OM 4 01333000 C
00114 01334000	 00 30 1 • 2,NP.II
00121 01333000 C
00121 01330000 C EVERT 11 SCAN LINES
OCl21 01337000 C
OCl21 0133#000	 N20 • 20
0(12' 01339000	 IF (N20.GE.NC ) N20 n NC/2
OC13101360000	 00 23 A n I.ND
04171 0130/000	 CALL READP(UtC0.IN0.1NG1M.5CANLIN[(1.K).2.K.I.1.NC.K41.I.1.NC)
OC174
	
01302000	 IF i1NC(1).LT.0) CALL CNKIO(UICQ,tNO,ING[N.TR.NC,1,10)
00210 01363000	 23 CONTINUE
OC211 01364000	 DO 30 J • 2,NC.NCS
00216 01365000	 401• J-1
00221 01366000	 1f (.NOT.NASK) GO TO I
OC232 01367000	 if .:SCANLtNE(J.I) EQ.O.OR.SCANLIME<JN.1).E#.0) GO TO 30
06231 0136#000	 1 00 40 K ;NR( 
NOOC216 01:69000	 to	 1NTR>•IAf!(SCANLINE(J.R)-SCAMLINEtJN.R))
00277 01370000	 IF (IT.GE.32243) GO TO 660
00333 01371000	 40 t11TT No( K) - IT
OC311 01372000	 NUA • MUN41
OC31i 0/373000	 to CONTINUE
CC314 0/174000	 640 OONUA - 13.•DELTGT/SORT(fLOAT(NO))/FLOAT(NUN)
00390 01!7300v	 00 30 K • I.NO
0 ?±3 01!76000	 30 1NTTNR(K) • if lX< ►LOAt(INTTNR(K>)•OONUN)
OC347 011)77000	 00 66 R • I.No
0033♦ 0137!000 	 66 KOUNT(K> • 0
OO!(C 01'79000	 DO 663 NO n 2.1020.NSEL
00363 01350000	 00 63 N	 1.20.3
OCT?; 01391000	 16 • X*NN
6037! 01352000	 IF CIS GE.NR) 1S - NR/2
OC4:2 01353000	 00 !00 1 •115 —4W,
OC41C	 013.4000	 ;,c i	 I.NC
0!^IT	 Pl •,7!P^:•	 .. REA^F!Ut:6,IMP.1Xs1M.eCANLINE(I,K),2.K.t.1.NC.K^1,1.1.NC)
0044'	 01 1.5600/)	 If .IMCCI 	 LT	 rALL CMI10(UIC8,T11P,INGIN.IF,MC.1.60)
0046' 013/7000	 61 SO4f[Ni1E
^'.,. .. •..4 .t ^^..
	
C	 .:__.'i ..






90 60 J n NN.NC.11
JM • J-1
IF (.NOT.MASK) GO TO 2
IF (SCANLINE(J.1) E9.O.OR.00ANLIN[tJR.I).t0.0) GO TO 60
2 FLAG •.TRUE.
00 ?0 K - I.NO








IF ("F"D GT.ITO3) GO TO 90





90 61 X - 2.N0







SO MIN - VOUKr(1)
KI - 1
DON" - TRUE.
00 61 K - 2.N0






63 DO 13 K - I.ND


































































	 It ficlURI	 ADD its
	 NAME	 TYPE	 STRUCTURE	 ADORES[
001H LOGtt3L $I	 F!F,	 v.F fl #%	 I DUFFER IN•sOFR A►RAY 80i7
	 .1
C1, 410 SVBROSTIN[ OELTGT REAL SIMPLE VAR 1036
00Y0 LOGICAL SIMPLE VAR 041126 FLAG LOGICAL S/NILE VAR Boils
f {:TIGER ftN/LF VAR •^i{ INDIA INTEGER SIMILE VAR O-%4
	 .1
IMO INTEGER ARRAY D-1112 ,i INTTNR INTEGER ARRAY •-1110	 .1
1 
INTEGER SIMPLE VAR S;i12 1S INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 1#%14
IT INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 04%16 J INTEGER SIMILE VAR 80i12
aM INTEGEP SIMPLE VAR 44i6 [INTEGER SIMPLE VAR $#%a?
RI INTEGER SIMPLE VAR S-i2O ROUNT INTEGER
:.	 SIN
ARRAY 0-%It	 .1
MASK LOGICAL SIMPLE VAR 0-23 .I MAR PIMPLE VAR Ooi27
M1M INTEGER Stop LI YAR S#%St N INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 8#20
N20 INTEGER PIMPLE VAR 24ili NC INTEGER fIM/LE YAR •-117	 .I
NCS INTEGER SIMPLE VAR B*i20 NO INIECER ItN►LE VAR B-i&	 .1
AFL INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 2-%16 .l NFLO INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 60213
NFNO INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 2•%10 NN 1NTIGER SIMPLE VAR Bolt?
NR INTEGER f1MPL[ YAR O-1110 .1 11. INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 90i2{
NYN INTEGER SIMPLE YAR •^i24 OONUN PEAL SIN/LE VAR O^i7{
READ/ SUBROUTINE SCANLiNE 1NiEG[R ARRAT O-it{
	 .1
SORT REAL FUNCTION TARGET REAL SIMPLE VAR O;i22
TNRFND SUBROUTINE UICB INTEGER ARRAY 9-%17
	 .1
OP LOGICAL SIMPLE VAR O#iT
FSOCIAN UNIT TNIFND CONFILED
Parent: NUMCLU	 UNCLE
UNCLE(TSPXL,MEAN,ND,MAX,NEAR,SUM,ID)
This program finds the cluster from MEAN nearest TSPXL. Only clusters
with index I such that SUM(I) ¢ 0 are considered. The distance is
returned as ID, the index as NEAR.
Method: Self-documenting.
Proqram Variables
ID INTEGER The squared distance (biased by -32768) from
TSPXL to the nearest cluster in MEAN.
IS,IT INTEGER Used to compute the distance.
K,M INTEGER DO loop index.
MAX INTEGER The largest possible number of means. 	 Inactive
means have SUM(.)	 = 0.
MEAN(ND,MAX) INTEGER ARRAY	 The cluster centers.
ND INTEGER Dimensionality
NEAR INTEGER Returned index of nearest cluster to
TSPXL.
SUM(MAX) INTEGER ARRAY	 An indicator that a cluster has been
eliminated. If SUM(I) = 0, then cluster MEAN(.,I) is
gone.
TSPXL(ND) INTEGER ARRAY	 The point to be classified.
pQING PAGE BLANK N07 FILMED,
ORIGINAL P c
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APPENDIX A
THE THEORETICAL FOUNDATION OF AMOEBA
The Assumptions. The clustering technique AMOEBA is based on three
groups of theoretical statements. The first group concerns the relation-
ship between the spatial and spectral behavior of the data. Roughly
speaking, it is assumed that spectrally homogeneous groups of pixels
sound in spatially connected blobs represent the real classes. The
second group contains a definition of a new concept (the pair probability
of misclustering) and specifies that in clustering it is desired to mini-
mize this probability The third group concerns the problem of handling
the classification of pixels which are on the spatial boundary between
*wo real classes.
Group A
Al	 Real classes exist and can be distinguished using digital
multi-imagery.
Discussion: While it might not be questionable that real classes exist,
it is certainly not clear that this is the case for their representation
in multi-image measurements. Assumption Al may fail in clu tering if too
much is hoped for ire the identification of clusters in the data with
real world classes. On the other hand, the assumption must certainly
be held, at least implicitly, by all who would cluster the data looking
for associations homologous to real classes.
It can also be observed that digital multi-image data consists of
pixels at the atomic level. A consequence of assumption Al is that,
at least for some pixels, it is meaningful to ask what real class a
pixel belongs to. It is clearly not possible to ask this of all pixels.
Pixels on spatial boundaries display erratic statistical fluxuations which
are generally difficult to model. This is particularly true of data
which is one or more of
(a) data sampled in a particular scan line direction and
subjected to significant band-width limited processing
after sampling;
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(b) pictorial imagery with sampling at a density comparable
to the point-spread of the lens system;
(c) multi-temporal imagery in which imperfect registration
has been performed: that is, multi-imagery in which
spatial adjustments have been made so that pixels from
various single images are samples from approximately
the same spatial point.
(It can be noted that Landsat multi-temporal multi-spectral data enjoys
all of these properties.) For digital multi-imagery, we can distinguish,
at least in principle, between mixture pixels and pure pixels (the rest).
Mixture pixels arise as a consequence of finite bandwidth ((a) or (b)) or
imperfect registration (c). If the data is sampled efficiently and real
classes are found in small groups then many pixels will be mixtures.
On the other hand, if it is to be believed that an adequate spatial
sample is available, then each real class must be represented in at least
some pure pixel associations. In order to make this more precise, we
introduce some terminology.
Let I denote the digital image. The next three assumptions concern
the existence of a set P c I of pixels such that neighboring pixels
in the set are unusually like one another in measurement space. Call
two pixels witty ;'at i al coordinates (ij) and (n,m) neighbors if
(i - n I + ; i - m I - 1 . (A pixel inside the image has four neighbors.)
A path is an ordered sequence pl, ... IN such that 
P
k-1 is a neighbor
Of Pk for k - 2,...,n . A set Q is said to be connected if for
each pair p,q in Q there is a path p l ,...,pn in Q with p l = p
and p  = q . It is easy to see that any non-void P c I is a union of
non-void maximal connected sets Q i 	, i	 =	 1,...,k	 with Q i n Qj = 0
for	 i # J ; the comments	 Q i are uniquely determined.
We assume that:
A2	 A subset P of T has the property that each pixel p e P
is a pure measurement from a real class.
Call the components of Ppatches; consequences of the purity assumption
and the discussion above on sampling are the following two statements.
1
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Rather than formalize the sampling discussion, we simply assume:
A3. All pixels from a given patch are measurements from the
same real class.
A4. Each real class has at least one measurement pixel in P .
Group 8
Consider a clustering C - {C01— .,Cm} of the data. (It is con-
venient to include a cluster CO which one might call "unknown"; most
classification rules allow a threshold in which a pixel is not assigned
to any cluster.) In what follows, we call a clustering of a pixel p
in C i
 meaningful if and only if i > 0 . Consider also the unknown
real partition of data into pure real classes { R it ... ,Rk } plus a
mixture class R  . These are not simply unknown: they depend on the
observer, and so are unknowable. In clustering, one might hope to
minimize the "probability of misclassification." Unfortunately, since
the clusters are not labelled and, indeed, no labels independent of an
external observer exist, this concept is meaningless.
One observation we can make right away is the following: it is
clearly an error if p c Ri
 for i ¢ 0 and p c CO . This is actually
a restriction on the "rejection thresholds", and is used in MOEBA to
determine when the clustering is going astray. Here we simply assume
R i n CO
 = 0 when i ¢ 0 .
Consider a pair {p,q} of pure pixels. Let r(s) denote the
real class a pixel s is in and c(s) the cluster. Since c(p) # 0
and c(q) f 0 , p and q are clustered in meaningful clusters, and
there are four cases:
(i) r(p) r(q) and	 c(p) c(q)	 ;
(ii) r(p) r(q) and	 c(p) c(q)	 ;
(iii) r(p) = r(q) and	 c(p) ¢ c(q)	 ;
(iv) r(p) r(q) and	 c(p) c(q)	 .
The last two cases are errors.
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81	 Definition. The probability that two pure pixels Are in the
same real class and are clustered differently plus the
probability that two pure pixels are in distinct real classes
and are clustered alike is called the pair p robebillt, of
misclusterinj (PPMC).
112	 tbj ectiyve. In clustering pure pixels. it is desired that
(a) each pure ;p ixel be assigned to a meaningful cluster, and
(b) the PPMC is minimal.
Before examining just how these assumptions are developed into a
clustering program, we consider the problem of handling mixture pixels.
Group_ C
The underlying classification rule used in AMOEBA is a nearest
neighbor (Euclidean distance) to cluster center. A clustering program
based can the model discussed above furnishes cluster canters. The pixels
are tentatively classified by nearest cluster center and this classifica-
tion is checked spatially. We assume:
C.l.a. The nearest cluster center classification is generally
accurate.
b. Each pixel with two, three or four spatial neighbors in the
same class is acceptably classified.
c. Each pixel with no neighbor in the same class is not
coorectly classified.
Assumption C.1 allows us to locate and mark pixels with one or no neighbor
in the same class for examination. Most of these pixels are boundary pixels.
To model this situation, we assume.:
Each pixel on a spatial boundary is, as a measurement vector. a
convex combination of thr cluster centers in which two of its
four neighbors are classified.
Although this model ignorfs Goth contaminated boundaries and
registration errors. it leads to a method for reclassifying apparent errors
and. unexpectedly. to a cluster- dependent rejection threshold. Note that.
it h - %p + (1 - ti)ci is a convex combination of vectors 1' and q ,
1171
then dist(b, nearer of p,q) < 1 dist(p,q). Suppose p is a pixel whichY
was marked as having no neighbor in the same class. Let q l , q21 q3
 and
q4 be the cluster centers of the classes of the Four neighbors of p
which are acceptably classified. (Usually at most two are distinct, and
often only one neighbor is in a valid cluster at this point.) For each
cluster i , let r(i) = 2max dist(c i , cj ) denote half the distance from
j
cluster center c i
 to the other furtherest away. Reclassify pixel p
in class q i provided dist(p,g i ) < r(i) and dist(p,q i ) < min {d : d =
i#j
dist(p,gj ) and d < r(j)}.
The IDIMS function AMOEBA represents one attempt to follow this
model as far as it can take us. We only make two concessions to reality:
First, the boundary estimation program is good but not perfect, so we
do not actually classify patches as one unit. Second, registration errors
blow the mixture v7 high (that is, in registration-error pixels, the a
depends on the band, but, even so, the distance to the closest is more than




* ATHWDS Authorize work data sets (temporary images)
* CHKIO Check for errors after an I/O is performed
* CLOSEP Close a picture file
* DELWDS Deauthorize work data sets
** FCHECK Check for I/O errors
** FCLOSE Close a file
** FOPEN Open a file
** FWRITE Write a record
* OPENPI Open the input image disk file
* OPENPO Open the output image disk file
* Params Prompt for user parameters
* PRINTP Print a message
* READP Read a portion of an image
* WRITEP Write a portion of an image
* Supplied by ESL. Reference "IDIMS Applications Programmers Guide"
ESL-TM1047
** Supplied by Hewlett-Packard. Reference "MPE Intrinsics Reference
Manual" Part No. 3000-90010.
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AMEBA
A. PURPOSE
Performs completely unsupervised clustering and classification of
a multispectral image using a spatial-spectral clustering algorithm.
B. INPUT AND OUTPUT
The input image must contain between 2 and 16 bands, and must
contain no measurement less than zero or greater than 127. The output
image is of type BYTE.
C. PARAMETERS
There are 7 optional parameters. They are:
STATFILE - Statistics file name (alphanumeric character) that output
statistics data is to be stored in.
PCTFLDS - The user's estimate of the percent of the image contained
in "fields"--spatially connected spectrally homogeneous
areas; (integer)
Default = 45
CHANIMAP* - Shall a map of band one of the image be sent to the user?
(character)
Default - 'N'
LABELMAP* = Shall a map of labels be sent to the user? (character)
Default = 'N'
CLASSMAP* = Shall a classification map be sent to the user? (character)
Default - 'N'
MASK	 Shall a value of 0 in band 1 be taken as a mask (i.e., net
part of the image)? (character)
Default - 'Y'
MINCLUS	 User's desired minimum number of clusters. If negative,
exactly -MINCLUS clusters will be sought. If positive, at
least MINCLUS clusters will be sought (integer)
Default = 10
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*These are primarily debugging aids to give the user a quick look at the
data and follow the progress of the function. Additional parameters PRINTSL
(starting line), PRINT NL (number of lines), and PRINTSS (starting sample)
are required.
After prompting for parameters, messages to the user will appear
as follows: (assume the image is NB bands and all default options
are taken).
INTTHR - (list of boundary detection thresholds)
#LABELS - (number of distinct "fields" found; a field is defined
as a connected area of non-boundary)
#TSTSTS - (number of "test sets" found. A test set is a set of 5
pixels collected from the same field).
Minimum number of clustersi sought: 10 start with nn clusters, mm
test points. kk clusters have non void assignments.
Square of diameters of starting clusters: sss
Number of clusters: cc
Estimate of Pair PMC: 22 percelt.
Final number of clusters - ff
(number in 1) ("center" of 1)
(number in ff) ("center" of ff)
There are uu unclassified.
The mask contains as points.
End function--AMOEBA
The meaning of most of these outputs is explained in the algorithm
documentation M. The principal user output is the list of clusters
"centers" (attractors is probably a better term) and the number of image
elements assigned to that center.
E. DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGES
There are five messages AMOEBA may return:
1. Your image contains a value over 127. Please use MAP to put into
the range 0-127. FUNCTION DOES NOT SUPPORT INPUT DATA TYPE
A value over 127 was encountered.
2. NUMBER OF BANDS SPECIFIED NOT ALLOWED BY FUNCTION
Number of bands must be at least 2 and at most 16.
3. EXTERNAL FILE COULD NOT BE ACCESSED
The STATFILE name is already in use.
4. SPECIFIED NON-IMAGE FILE PREFIX INVALID
The STATFILE name contains more than 8 characters, or is otherwise
invalid.
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5. INPUT IMAGE SIZE EXCEEDS FUNCTION CAPABILITIES
The input image is too wide for even one buffer on input and one
^..	 on output. Use MOSAIC to segment the image into strips. (The
number of bands and number of lines do not matter, only the number
of samples).
Additional messages may be returned if I/O problems are encountered
during operation of the function.
F. ALGORITHM
The clustering and classification function AMOEBA is based on a
simple model for image data. In the model, the concepts of boundary, field,
and classification are defined, and assumptions are made about the accuracy
of a clustering in terns of the classification. The classification is
based on a spatially modified nearest neighbor classifier (Euclidean distance);
to train such a classifier, one needs to know only the number of classes
and the class "centers". The actual function proceeds in steps as
follows; subroutine names are given in parenthesis:
Find boundary detection vector thresholds (THRFND):
Boundary detection is based on vector gradient thresholds (rather
than a norm threshold or other one-dimensional decision rule). Thus one
threshold is determined for each band. Initially the image is sparsely
sampled to estimate with each band contributing about the same number of
boundary decision estimates. These thresholds are passed to the next
step.
`.
Find connected sets of non-boundary (START):
The data is scanned three lines at a time ( in a circular buffer),
and a circular buffer of labels is created. A boundary decision results
when a point and its neighbor differ by more than the threshold in any
band. "Cracks" are filled in, and intervals are located on each new
labels line. These are then connected to the previous line of labels, and
the previous line written to disk. The resulting intermediate image
contains -32768 (the smallest 16 bit two's complement integer) marking
boundary, or n (which starts at -32767 and is incremented) labeling
connected sets of non-boundary. /LABELS - n is printed.
Extract test sets and store on disk scratch file (ASELECT)
The labels map and data are scanned, and as large a buffer as there
is memory for is allocated to accumulate samples bearing the same label.
When the buffer fills (or at end of the data), each same-label batch
is sampled, taking every fifth point (from batches with at least 5), and
the sample secs are stored on disk. There can be as many as 64K-1 such sets.
These are passed to the next step. Their number is printed ( /TSTSTS). The
temporary labels map is deleted from disk.
Thin test sets and accumulate starting clusters (THINTSTM)
The starting clusters are to be means of samples taken from the same
component of the complement of the boundary. Accordingly, they should
be spectrally purer, since this tends to minimize registration errors
and reduce noise. However, it is out of the question to classify 10,000
1 i30
things in 2,000 classes, and then may be even more than this many test
sets (i. e., more than 2,000) in a large image. We therefore reduce the	 ^-►
number by (a) removing apparent duplicate means, (b) removing test sets
in which the first sample is relatively unlike the last, and (c) removing
apparent duplicate test sets. The final number of test sets is printed
in the next step. The temporary test set file is deleted from disk.
Find the clusters and their number (NUMCLU)
First sort the test sets in increasing order based on the sum of
the odd channel values. Samples from the same test set are in the same
"field", and therefore are from the same real class (on the model assumptions).
Samples spread out in this order tend to be from different real classes.
Errors are made by the classifier when a center attracts points from
different real classes or participates in the splitting of a pair from
the same test set. Therefore, centers which make errors are eliminated.
A running estimate is kept of the probability that a pair from different
classes is clustered alike, plus the probability that a pear from the
same real class is clustered differently. The minimum value of this
estimate of the Pair PMC is used to determine the number of clusters and
exactly what they are.
Classify and count (CLASSIFY)
A spatially modified nearest neighbor classification is now performed.
Initially, each point is classified by nearest neighbor. Then this
classification is checked for accuracy by looking at the classification of
the four nearest neighbors. Points with one neighbor in the same class 	 ^
are deemed OKI. Not-OK points are examined Toth the view of reclassification
in the class of OK - neighbors, provided this can be 'one consistently with
the anticipated spectral appearance of a mixture pixy:. N3 reclassification
based on spatial content alone is performed. Tha*
	
all reclassification
must fit the mixture and registration error model. circular buffers are
managed (similarly Vi START), and the checked nearest neighbor classification
is written to disk as a type BYTE image.
Finish (AHSTATS)
The optional STATFILE is written.
G. COMMENT
The user is advised to be cautious about interpreting any clustering
of image data. Many images, indeed, a•e not suitable for clustering. If
AMORBA is selected, the output parameter Pair PMC is a good indication of
accuracy: more than 25 perient and the area was probably poorly clustered.
Under 20 and cluatt..ring was at least self-consistent.
Users wanting to learn more about the method or the uncerlying model
should consult the reference.
H. REFERENCE
Jack Bryant, "On the clustering of multidimensional pictorial data",
	 ^
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SO •TSTSTS =	 30
:t MINIMUM NUMBER OF CLUSTERS SOUGHT:	 2
nL START WITH
	
30	 CLUSTERS,	 150	 TEST	 POINTS.
15 CLUSTERS HAVE NON VOID	 ASSIGNMENTS.
S4 SQUARE OF DIAMETER OF STARTING	 CLUSTERS:	 165
:35 NUMBER OF CLUSTERS:	 14
86 ESTIMATE OF PAIR	 PMC:	 32	 PERCENT.
67 FINAL NUMBER Of CLUSTERS	 =	 19
8i 304 3	 0
8? 1089 4	 0
90 543 6	 0
91 633 7	 0
92 1302 7	 6
43 3191- 10	 7
1 3349S 11	 9
96 369 It	 10
97 474 11	 4
99 171 1$	 8
0t k3 4 2 	 13
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2. Exit the Editor and enter
: STREAM filename.
3. Return later for results.
In some systems, it may be mandatory to store the input image (or perhaps
both); someone should be around to respond to requests to hang tapes.






College Station, Texas 77843
December, 1981
RICE SCENE RADIATION RESEARCH PLAN
The goal of rice scene radiation research is to develop an under-
standing of the functional relationships between rice and its spectral
characteristics.	 These functional relationships will be integrated
into spectral - agrometeorological models for use in crop identifica-
tion, development stage estimation, and condition assessment.
CROP IDENTIFICATION
Introduction
Knowledge of the cultural and biophysical characteristics of
crops and their relationships to spectral response are important
inputs to the pattern recognition research effort. For crop identifi-
cation„ this research will provide information on what crops can and
cannot be separated using the current and planned sensor technologies,
what additional kinds of measurements are needed, and the important
times and frequency of observations needed to enable crop discrimina-
tion and identification.
	 For the sampling and estimation research
effort, knowledge of the cultural And biophysical characteristics of
crops which significantly affect spectral response is needed in order
to account for the agronomic factors of importance in an advanced
dynamic sampling and estimation approach.
Technical Issues
Scene radiation applied research issues in crop identification
which have been defined are:
1. What are the key cultural and biophysical zharacteristics of crops
(which are potentially observable from remotely sensed data) that
permit separability between crops and identifiability of crop
types at harvest and earlier in the season?
2. Now are the cultural and biophysical characteristics related to
crop type manifested in the spectral response observed by existinq
and planned sensors such as MSS, TM, and other advanced sensors?
3. What new kinds of observations are needed to improve the estimates
of key crop characteristics shown to permit separability between
crops and identifiability of crop types?
Technical Approach
Crop identification research for rice involves: field research,
canopy modeling, and Landsat data analysis. Field research data will
include intensive agronomic and spectral measurements. Canopy geome-
try measurements and available information on leaf reflectance and
transmittance will enable modeling of canopies and thus increase the
range of canopy conditions which can be studied with confidence. Use
of field measurements and canopy modeling will enable extension of
that knowledge to the relationship with Landsat MSS and TM data.
Task Descriptions
Identifl Cultural and Biophysical Characteristics
Related to Crop Identification
The first technicdl issue has the following specific objectives:
• Determine the key difference between rice and its confusion crops
in the timing and duration of key physiological and cultural
events.
• Determine the key differences in canopy geometry among rice varie-
ties and the optical properties of cai,opy components.
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* Determine the cultural, regional, and environmental differences
among rice and its confusion crops.
* Represent the distribution of the key crop characteristics by func-
tional forms.
A literature review will be conducted to identify planting dates,
regional crop calendars, soil surveys and other descriptions of man-
agement practices. The periodic observations acquired on sample seg-
ments in the United States will also be used to help detail management
practices (e.g. row width, planting dates) and provide more localized
information on planting date and development stage.
When the data have been compiled, the crop characteristics will
be related to geographic region and to other scene characteristics and
management practices. Functional forms will be found which describe
the distributions within and across the geographic regions.
Relate Agronomic Characteristics to Spectral Response
The second objective is to determine how cultural and biophysical
characteristics affect in the spectral response of rice observed by
existing and planned sensors such as MSS, TM, and other advanced sen-
sors, and has two sub-objectives.
* Determine the relationships among key crop characteristics, remote
sensing observables (band means and transformations with current
and planned sensor systems), and background effects (e.g., soil and
water background, atmospheric haze, view angle, and sun angle).
*	 Determine which remote sensing observables are predominantly a
function of the crop characteristics of interest and are least sen-
sitive to background effects.
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A set of remote sensing observables including MSS bands, tas-
selled cap components, MSS band ratios (e.g., 7/5), TM hands, trans-
formations of TM bands, and bands of other sensors will be examined.
For all sensors, research into appropriate bands or transformations
for estimation of particular canopy characteristics will be conducted. 	 i
The relationships of these remote sensing observables to crop
characteristics and to scene characteristics which are not of interest
will be examined.	 To do this, both field-acquired data and data
modeled using canopy geometry and leaf reflectance and transmittance
measurements will be used. Correlations, regressions, and linear and
nonlinear irodels will be used as appropriate to describe the relation-
ship of the remote sensing observables to and the amount of variabil-
ity due to: greer, leaf area index, percent soil cover, green biomass,
development stage, and temporal trajectories.
After the functional relationships have been determined, sensi-
tivity analyses will be conducted on the variables of interest to
determine the change in spectral response given a certain change in
the canopy variable. This will enab!e determination of which canopy
and background variables are important in determining spectral res-
ponse.
Finally, the "best" bands or transformations for each of the sen-
sors will be determined to be those which maximize sensitivity to var-
ious individual crop characteristics and minimize sensitivity to
undesired effects.	 The crop discrimination power of these sets of
remote sensing observables will be tested using multivariate analysis
on data from one or more intensive test sites.
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Investi qate Potential Improvements Due to New Data Types
The third objective is to determine what new kinds of observa-
tions are needed to immprove the estimates of key crop characteristics
shown to permit separability between crops and identifiability of crop
types. The specific objectives addressing this issue are:
* Determine the functional relationships among key crop characteris-
tics, background effects, and spectral response observable in other
spectral regions or with other types of measurements.
* Identify new data types which improve the relationships with key
crop characteristics used for crop discrimination while minimizing
background effects.
To address this issue, spectral measurements must be acquired in
the field and over test sites with sensors other than the current and
planned sensors. Helicopter spectrometer and/or aircraft scanner data
covering other visible and near-to-middle IR regions, thermal measure-
ments, microwave measurements, and illumination/view angle measure-
ments are required.	 The approach for addressing this issue will
parallel that of the second issue except for the measurements util-
ized.
Data Requirements
The selection of treatments consists of first identifying the
major sources of variation in the growth, development, and spectral
response of rice.	 These factors include: planting date, variety,
plant population/row spacing, soil conditions, and weather. 	 The
levels of each factor will be selected to sample the range of expected
conditions in commercial fields.
5
Spectral measurements will be made in controlled plots using the
EXOTECH 100A radiometer and the Barnes multiband radiometer system
(having the TM bands). Detailed agronomic measurements of the crop
canopies including crop development stage, vegetation measurements,




Crop development stage is important for crop identification and
yield modeling.	 There are three approaches for estimating crop
development stages: (1) average crop calendars based on accumulation
of days between stages, (2) meteorological methods based on
accumulation of thermal or photo-thermal units between stages, and (3)
spectral methods based on changes in spectral response as a function
of development stage. The goals of this task are to investigate the
use of spectral measurements to determine crop development stage and
to develop a meteorologically-driven Gtage of development model that
will accept spectral inputs.
Technical Issues
Research issues for rice development stage estimation are:
1. What are the key biophysical characteristics of crops (which are
potentially observable using remotely sensed data) that permit
their development stage to be determined?
a. What are the critical development stages of crops with respect
to crop identification, condition assessment and yield
prediction?
6
b.	 What are the key differences in timing and duration of key
developmental events?
c. What are the key differences in canopy geometry and composi-
tion related to development stage?
d. How do these differences depend on cultural. environmental and
geographical factors?
e. What are reasonably representative functional forms for the
distribution functions of the key crop characteristics?
2.	 What are the functional relationships between development stage
and the radiometric characteristics of crop canopies?
a. MSS bands
b. TM bands
c. Transformations of MSS and TM data
d. Other sensors
3. How are the functional relationships affected by cultural, envir-
onmental and geographic factors (e.g. variety, row width, soil
type, moisture stress)?
4. How can spectrally derived development stage information best be
utilized?
a. Development of models which, given spectral plus weather data,
predict development stage
b. Development of models which, given development stage, agromet
conditions, and canopy geometry, predict spectral response
5. What is the improvement in performance of large area crop growth
and yield models by using spectrally derived inputs (i.e., evalua-
tion of models in the context of a large area crop yield model).
7
Technical Approach
The general technical approach for addressing the research objec-
tives in the crop development stage area will involve estimation
theory.	 The radiometric characteristics of rice canopies will be
modeled to determine functional relationships with development stage
and/or time. This development will rely on both ground and satellite
measured spectral data in the MSS and TM bands, and meteorological
data. The trajectories of the development stage of crops in spectral
space will be analyzed to identify variables with superior properties
for estimating development stages of rice. Various estimators will be
examined individually and together to determine their predictive
abilities.
Task Description
Four research tasks must be completed in the area of estimating
crop development stage.	 Agronomic information of rice must be
obtained describing the key biophysical characteristics that permit
development stage to be determined. The necessary information will be
obtained from technical literature, Texas AFM agronomists and field
measurements. The key biophysical characteristics are needed to gain
a physical understanding of problems associated with using spectral
measurements to estimate stage of development.
The second research task involves an analysis of multiyear agron-
omic, spectral, and meteorological data. The development stage tra-
jectories of rice will be examined in spectral/agronomic space to
identify worthwhile spectral estimators of crop development stage.
8
i
The third research task involves development of an aqrometero-
logical stage of development model that accepts spectral inputs. The
model will be developed using agronomic and meteorological data
obtained from rice experiment stations in three different climatic
regions.	 The model will be developed to obtain a high degree of
accuracy for the three maturity classes of rice.
The fourth task will consist of development of a framework for
merging the spectral estimators of stage of development with the agro-
meterological model so that the spectral estimates of growth stage
can be used to "correct" the model estimates, if necessary.
Data Requirements
To identify the form of relationship between crop development
stage and spectral variables and to develop initial models, reflect-
ance measurements and observations of development stage at all growth-
development stages for a representative set of cropping practices and
soils are required.
The specific data requirements are:
- Reflectance measurements in the Landsat MSS bands and TM bands.
- Rice develoment stage observations.
- All growth and development stages from pre-planting to post-harvest
sampled.
- Frequency of observations at 5-1 day intervals.
- Representati-e treatments above sampled (i.e., several soil types,
varieties and planting dates)
- Daily meteorological data, temperature, relative humidity, solar
radiation, precipitation, etc.
- Atmospheric measurements on days spectral data are acquired.
9
After initial model forms have been developed, a larger data set
is required to test and evaluate the models. This data set should be
acquired over 3-5 additional domestic and international experiment




Potentially, multispectral data contains additional information
about crops other than identification. Relatively little research has
been conducted on developing and exploiting the capability of multi-
spectral data to provide information about crop condition and yield.
For example, the ratio of near infrared to red reflectances and the
greenness transformation have highly significant relationships with
leaf area index (LAI). Agronomic variables, such as LAI and percent
soil cover, are frequently required inputs to crop models which depict
limitations imposed on crop growth and yields by weather. Additional-
ly, measures of the presence and degree of stress, such as moisture
and nutrient deficits and disease and insect infestations, are poten-
tially important inputs to crop growth and yield models.
	
Thus, if
agonomic variables related to yield could be reliably estimated from
multispectral satellite data, then physiologically-based crop growth
and yield models can be implemented for large areas.
Technical Issues
The research and developmet program to assess crop condition, and
provide inputs to yield models will address the followinq issues:
10
What are the important biophysical variables related to the
condition and yield of rice? Which of these variables can be
potentially estimated using remotely sensed data?
- How are the functional relationships between spectral variables and
biophysical parameters of rice affected by variation in soil





Field measurements which include stress (temperature and mois-
ture) treatments will be used to determine the effect of stress on
biophysical factors. The Suits reflectance model will be used to pre-
dict changes in reflectance due to the changes in the biophysical
characteristics of rice.	 This information will be used to support
crop identification and to develop techniques for using spectral esti-
mates of crop condition in agrometerological yield models.
Task Description
The two research tasks in condition assessment are to determine
the key biophysical description of crop condtion that can be observed
by remotely sensed data, and two determine how these characteristics
can be observed using remotely sensed data. 	 These tasks will be
addressed using literature reviews, historical data analysis, and
field measurements.
Data Requirements
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This report explores an idea,due to A. Feiveson, for relaxing tie
:^sumption of class conditional independence of LANDSAT spectral measurements
within the same patch (Veld). Theoretical arguments are given which show
that any significant refinement of the model beyond Feiveson's proposal will
not allow the reduction, essential to HISSE, of the pure data to patch summary
statistics. A slight alteration of the new model is shown to be a reasonable
approximation to the model which describes pure data elements from the same
patch as jointly gaussian with a covariance function which exhibits exponential
decay with respect to spatial separation.





1. The Basic HISSE Model and its Modifications.
The original mathematical assumptions underlying HISSE are fully described
in (71. Briefly, they are:
a) The sampled pure pixels are organized into p patches (fields)
and corresponding to each patch J. there is a set of spectral
data measurements Xi _ (X 3i , •.•, XJNi ), where 
Xjk is the
(perhaps multitemporal) vector of spectral data from the kth pixel
in the jth patch, For each patch J, there is also an unknown
class designation 0 i E {1,•..,m}, where m is known.
b) T^';: {(Xj90^)}^=1 are treated as independent random variables.




Q1 = a^ > 0, where £E l an = 1.
c) Given that ©
i 
= E, Xjl , •••, XjN
i 
are independently normally




A preposed modification due to A. Feiveson C3), introduces one additional
matrix parameter for each class. Assumption (c) is changed to
c') Given that 0  _ Z, Xjk = L Z + e  + djk , where E(ei)
= E(djk ) = 0, var (ej ,` = E Q , var (djk ) 
_ ^R and the
en 's and d jk 's are independent normal random variables. Thus
the elements Xj1,	
XjN	 of Xi are jointly normal with
J
marginal distributions 
Xjk	 N(ut , Et + 1y R ), and constant





Notice that the original assumption (c) is a limiting case of (c') obtained
by allowing F. R = 0.
For reasons discussed later, we will alter (c') to
(c") The constant within-patch covariance for elements of the
jth patch is cov (Xjk ,Xji ) = j Et.
J
The effect of (c") is that data elements from large patches are considered more
weakly correlated than those from small patches. Assumption (c') is perhaps
more appropriate if the correlation between pixels of the same patch is really
independent of their spatial separation, while (c") is better if the correlation
falls off rapidly with spatial separation, on account of the preponderance of
spatially distant pairs in larger patches. Calculation ,
 re presented in Section
4 to suggest that (c") is a reasonable approximation t, the average covariance
between ~airs when the correlation decreases exponentially with spatial separation.
In Section 3 theoretical arguments are given which severely restrict the covariance
models for which the patch mean vector and scatter matrix are sufficient statistics
without, however, eliminating (c') and (c"). This is an important consideration,
since procedures like HISSE are feasible only if the spectral information in patches
can be summarized in a small number of statistics.
2. Numerical Procedures for the Alternative Covariance Models.
the like l ihood function and iterative procedure for the current version of
HISSE are given in L71 and will not be repeated here. For covariance models
(c') and (c"). The likelihood functions is
rn
L = ? log E a f (X : ) _	 , log f(X.)
j =l	 Z=1 R	 J=1	 j
2
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where the model (c')
fi (X.) = I TY	 2	 1v' z + N.F. I
	 2 exp[- 1 Q^(X.)IJ	 J R	 2 k J
and	 Qt ( X = try I Sj + fJ j (mj -u,) T A E^)-1(mj -uQ).
while for model (c")
-
N - 1 	 l
f^(X ) = IvR I 2	 1^ + E R I	 2 exp[- I Q^(X•)]J	 J
and 
	
(X .) = tr^^ -1 S . + N . (m .-^^ ) T	
+
E )- 1 (m
^ J	 ^^	 J	 J J^	 R ^	 J 2










S. = kE (X.k-mj)(X.ik-mj) T.
`	 Thus for both of these covariance models the patch mean and scatter are jointly
sufficient.
The unconstrained likelihood equations for model (c") have the form
_ l	 p (X k f t (X )
P j=1 f Xj
p	 f ^(X.)	 p	 f (X.)
(1.2)	 uJ = j=lNj 


















(1.4)	 sq = J=I flxj)- Nj ^ mj -u e )( mJ -u Jt ) T/ j E1 f Xjj
where the new parameter Si X is dei'ined as T- t + Y
The expressions on the right of equations (1.1) - (1.4) are appealing in
that they are averages of quantities whose expectations, given 
0  
= Z, are
the parameters on the left. In addition, the successive substitutions scheme
suggested b .^ - equations (1.1) - (1.4)isa slight variation of the generalized
E-M procedure of Dempster, Laird, and Rubin C2?. For covariance model (c'),
the likelihood equations ;:o not suggt:_,t a natural iterative procedure and it
appears that the generalized E-M procedure has no simple formulation.
To be consistent with the original interpretation of the parameter F,
as a variance-covariance matrix, it is necessary to maximize the likelihood
subject to the additional inequality constraint Sgt z 41  Since a solution of
equations (1.1) - (1,4) need not satisfy this constraint, maximizing the likeli-
hond subject to 0 , L'e requires a much more complicated numerical procedure.
The condition 0, > v' q is equivalent to a set of scalar inequality and nonlinear
equality constraints, and numerical procedures for such problems are generally
very slow to converge, The unconstrained maximum likelihood procedure is
appropriate if	 in (c") we merely assume that cov (Xji ,Xjk ) is the same for all




3. Covariance Models for which patch mean and scatter are sufficient,





distributed n-vectors. We are interested in characterizing those families
of distributions of X for which the statistic
	 (m,S) is sufficient,
where m = X 1 + ... + X 	 and S = X I X^ + ... + XNXN .
 We begin by recalling
the following definitions [4, p. 321.
Definition: Let G be a group of homeomorphisms on 9 n . A function T
defined on A n is invariant under G if T(gx) - T(x) for all x EAtn , g E G.
T is a maximal invariant of G if T is invariant and T(x) = T(y) implies
that there is a g E G such that y = gx. A measure X is invariant under G
if Xg = N for all g c G, where Xg(E) = X(g(E)).
Lemma 1: Let elements of J^nN be represented as x = (x l l ••• ix N ) and let
eT
 = (1,1,•••,1)ixN. For each N x N real orthogonal matrix u satisfying
ue = e, let gu (x) = xu. Then T(x) = (m,S) = (xe,xx T ) is a maximal invariant
of the group G = (gu).
Proof: T(g ux) = (xue, xu(xu) T ) 	 (xe, xx T ) = T(x). Thus T is invariant.
Suppose that T(x) = T(y) so that xe = ye and xx T = yyT . If x (i) and y(')
denote the ith rows of x and y then x (i) x (j)T = y My(j)T and x (i) e = y(i)e
for all i and j. This implies that corresponding rows of x and y have the
same Euclidean norm and form the same angle with the vector e T . In addition, the
rows of x describe the same set of angles in K  as do the correspond}ng rows





, y(n)to	 x	 , x	 1, it is easy to construct an•••	 ^	 and	 ,	 y	 •• 
orthogonal matrix u such that e 
T 
u = e 
	 and xMu = y(i) for each i; that
is, such that y = gux. Therefore T is a maximal invariant.
5
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Example: Any linear function T defined on 9 is a maximal invariant under
the group of translations by elements of the kernel of T. In fact, most of
the results in (61 characterizing linear sufficient statistics depend only on
this aspect of linearity.
If T is a maximal invariant then any invariant function on 9n is a
function of T(x). Moreover, a function h o T on An is a maximal invariant
if and only if h is one to one on the range of T. In the theorems which
follow we shall require that T be a continuous open mapping, in addition
to being a maximal invariant. The following lemma shows that to some extent T
may be chosen for convenience, with affecting the property of openness.
Lemma 2: Let V be an open subset of 1n , let G be a group of homeomorphisms
from V to V and let Ti
 and T2
 be continuous maximal invariants of G
defined on V with values in Am . If Tl is an open mapping then so is T2.
Proof: Since T 2 and T1 are maximal invariants, there is a one to one
function h:Tl (V) - T2 (V) such that T2 = hT1 . Since h'.i = T1 T2-1 on T2(V),
T 2 is continuous and T 1
 is open, n is continuous. By the Brouwer invariance
of domain theorem C8, p. 31 h is an open mapping. Therefore, T 2 is also open.
Theorem 1: Let V be an open subset of 	 n , let ?Yi be a homogeneous collection
of finite Borel measures on 49n, and let a be a fixed element of ?jr1. Suppose
that a(Vc ) = 0 and X(U) > 0 for each nonempty open subset U of V. Let
G be a group of homeomorphisms from V to V such that X(gB) = 0 whenever
X(B) = 0 and g c f,. Suppose that fu
 is a continuous representative of da
for each u E ;j and that T:V 	





G. Then T is a sufficient statistic for 7.1 if and only if each f u is
invariant under G.
Proof: Suppose that T is sufficient. Then for ear.h 11 E'-'t there exists a
Borel measureable function k 11 such that k`I -T is a version of du/da, [1].
Let o ( rnand g , G he fixed. The set
U = fx ' VIf^ 1 (x) x fu(gx)}
is an open subset of 3 u 9 -1 (B), where
B = Ix, VIf 11 (x) x kp(T(x))I.
Since a(B) = 0, a(g -1 (B)) = 0 and a(U) = 0. Therefore, U is empty and , it follows
that fit is invariant. Conversely, if each fu
 is invariant, then for each
i, , 'iyl there exists a function hu such that f 	 hu • T. Since f 	 continuous
and T is open, h11 is continuous on T(V). Therefore, by 0, Corollary 6.1]
T is sufficient.
Corollary 1_1_: Given the hypotheses of Theorem l,if a is invariant then T is
sufficient if and only if each l
	 ^,j is invariant.
Proof: In general, a density with respect to a of ug is f 1g = (f11og)h,
where h is a version of da9/dA. If a is invariant, then we can take h = l
to obtain f^Ig = f1i og as a unique continuous density of ug, for each u,g. By
Theorem 1, T is sufficient if any only if fog = fU, chic h is equivalent to
;^ g = u .
7
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Suppose that ug V for each u E rn , g E G and that a is an
r-dimensional parameterization of N ; i.e., a one to one function from ?K onto
st = 0(^()	 /Rr. Then there is a homomorphism g ^ g from G onto a group G
o' transformations on s? defined by g(O 0 ) = 8(0 1 (oo )g). The following corollary
is clear.
Corollary 1.2. Given the hypothesis of Theorem 1, if X is invariant then T
is sufficient iff G is the trivial group consisting only of the identity mappinq
on	 ^? .
To apply these results to the characterization problem at hand, let
X = (X 1 1 ... IN )  be a random n x N matrix having one of a given family of
normal distributions and let X 
	 denote the ith row of X. We think of
X 1 1	
X 
	 as being the observed random vector, but at various times wish to
consider the parameters
11i = E(Xd
1 s( ' ) = E(X(i))
C ij = cov(Xi,Xj)
R (ij) = cov(X(i),X(j)).
For the open set V of Theorem 1, we take the set of regular points of
T(x) = (xe, xx T ); that is, the set of points x at which T'(x) is surjective
T
T'(x) is surjective if the matrix ( X
 ) has rank n + 1, which is almost certainly
true for any of the probabilities under consideration as s-on as N >_ n + 1.
Clearly any of the mappings g 
	 of lemma 1 is a homeomorphism from V onto itself
and T is a continuous open mapping on V. V will be the given set of nN-variate
8
normal probability measures. The invariant measure A of Corollary 1.2 will
be that given by ti i = 0, C ij = 0 if i r j, C ii = I nkn . If a is not already
a member of V , it may be added without affecting the sufficiency of T for?V .
According to Corollary 1.2, and lemma 1, T is sufficient for ?, if and only if
(2.1)	 uMu = p(i)
and
(2.2)	 u R ( i ,J) U T = R(i,j)
for all i. i and u f- U = ;N x N orthogonal matrices u such that ue = e}.
Now, (2.1) holds if and only if each u ( ' ) = A 
i 
e T for some scalar A i , which
is equivalent to w  = ••• = u N . In (2.2) U may be replaced by the larger set
U' _ {N x N orthogonal matrices such that ue = +e}. Let P = I ee T and
Q = I - P. Then U' is the set of all orthogonal matrices which commute with
P, and (2.2) states that each R (i ' j) commutes with each u E U'. Let w




(N-1) x 1	 (N-1)x(N-1)
Then	 U' is the set of all orthogonal matrices u such that wuwT commutes
with wPwT and (2.2) holds iff wR ( " j ) w f commutes with wuwT
 for each u c U'.
Elementary calct:la±ions show that wuwT must be of the form
wT q	 1	 0 ]
0 v









	0 	 X2 i, I
If follows that (2.2) is tree iff each R ( "j) is a linear combination of
P and Q. Therefore, (2.2) holds if and only if each R 01d) has constant
diagonal elements and constant off diagonal elements, which may depend on i
and j. Thus, there are matrices A - (a ij ) and B - b( ij ) such that
	
a ij	 if k = R
cov(X ik ,X i d _
	
b ij	 if k 
That is,
var(Xk) = A for all k
and	 cov(Xk,Xz)	 = B if k * Z	 .
Consequently, A and B are symmetric and we have established
Theorem 2: Let X 1 , •••, X 	 be jointly normally distributed n-vectors whose
joint distribution is a number of a family 'M . Then the mean and scatter matrix
of the X i 's are sufficient for 'h( if and only if for each member of 7g,
(a) the X i 's are identically distributed, and (b) cov(X i ,Xj ) is independent
of i and j.
4. Conclusior:
As we mentioned in Section 1 if one thinks of a patch as an approximation







spectral measurements from a g iven patch could be constant but dependent on the
patch size as in (c"). According to the results of Section 3, there is no more
sophisticated covariance model whose parameters can be estimated with optimum
efficiency using only the patch means and scatters; however, there may be
more realistic covariance models which are well app-oxirnated by (r.') or (c").
For example, suppose that a Patch is rectangular in shape with multidimensional
spectral ir.formatinn fX ij li = I ... r; i = 1•-,cl where i and j denote the
spatial line and column number of the pixel producing X ij . Suppose further that
the correlation of two observations X ij and 
XU 
decays exponentially with
their spati'1 separation; that is,
,.
^i-
cov(X ij ,X kd = q.A	 BIJ-RI^29
where 12 is their common variance matrix and A and B are symmetric commuting
matrices of spectral radius less than 1. Let E be the average covariance over
all pairs of distinct pixels. Then a simple calculation shows that for large
r and s (large patO . size) rs): is nearly C'2 A(I-A) -1 B(I-B) -1 522 , so
that F is nearly inversely proportional to the patch size, as is required by
if A and B are positive semidefinite, so that z TX ij is always positively
correlated with 
zTXkk for any z, then the expression just given is an upper bound
for the average within-patch covariance for any patch size. Therefore, the effect
of approximatin g
 the exponentiol covariance model with the constant covariance
model (c") may to predictable, and not serious.
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Abstract
This report discusses the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC)
with special emphasis on the application of the AIC to mixture
models. The theory and applications of the AIC are discussed.
Mixture model simulations and the application of the AIC to a
large portion of a Landsat segment are presented.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Estimation of parameters in a statistical model is a familiar
and well discussed topic, but a more important topic, and cer-
tainly a more difficult one, is the selection of the appropriate
model. The AIC (Akaike's Information Criterion) is a useful
tool in model selection. It is particularly important in selec-
ting the order of the model or in selecting the number of free
parameters in a model. This report discusses the use of the AIC
in selecting the order of a model and we emphasize the use of
the AIC in de=ermir_ing the number of components in a mixture model.
After introducing appropriate notation in section 2, we show
that the AIC is an extension of the maximum likelihood principle,
as well as an entropy maximization principle. Section 3 will
discuss the derivation of the AIC. In section 4, we give appli-
cations of the AIC to model selection in a number of important
problems and we also introduce the BIC which is discussed in
Hannan [1980]. Section 5 will discuss the application of the
AIC to the mixture models. In section 6, we will .look at the
effectiveness of the AIC in dealing with the order selection
problem on some 1 and 2 dimensional mixture problems.
2. DESCRIPTION OF THE AIC
We want to introduce the AIC as an extension of the maximum
likelihood method. jet's begin by explaining why such an exten-
sion is needed. If we consider the case where ti&a order of a
particular model is determined, then the maximum likelihood
jmethod is an excellent method for obtaining an estimate for the
unknown parameters. The maximum likelihood estimate, under weak
assumptions, is a strongly consistent, asymptotically unbiased
and an asymptotically minimum variance estimator of the unknown
parameters (Zacks [19711). However, in the case that the order
of the model is not known, the maximum likelihood estimator no
longer has all of these desirable properties. The cause of this
difficulty is that the maximun, likelihood estimator has a prefer-
ence for modes of high order. As the order of the model is
increased, the value of the maximum likelihood function, evaluated
at the maximum likelihood estimate for that order model, is
increased. Therefore, the maximum 1j-celihood estimator will
always have too many parameters.
The use of the maximum likelihood estimator to estimate the
order of the model will lead to an estimate which fits the data
very well (in fact too we l l), but will be a very poor estimator
of the true density function. In section 4, we will use histograms
as a concrete example of this problem.
As a possible replacement for the maximum likelihood estima-
tor, we wish to consider an entropy maximization principle. This
approach to the AID^ was introduced and enveloped by
Akaike [1972b, 1973, 19771. It has also been supported by a
Bayseian approach in Akaik3 11978, 1979, 1980].
Let X be a random variable with density function a(x). If
f W is any other density function, we can define a measure of
similarity of f and g by
B (g; f) = lE log f (x)x	 9X7
2
^ 	 t
which equals f {log f (x) } g (x) dx,9=X
P
variable x, and which equals E
i=1
This measure is the entropy of f
ORIGINAL PAZE (j
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in the case of a continuous random
f
log( gi) gi , in the discrete case.
i
and g as defined by Kullback
i
[1968]. It is non-positive and equals zero only in the case that
f = g almost everywhere.
One interpretation of this, in the discrete case, is that for
a sample of size N, the quantity N . B(g;f) is approximately the
logarithm of the probability of obtaining the data distribution
g(x) from the assumed model f(x).
Let f, a model for the data, be defined by





where ( E f i ) ( ap+l - a l ) = 1. Given that we have N independent
i=1
observations x l , x2 , ••• , xN from f we define N i i = 1, ••• ,p to be
the frequencw of observations in the interval ai < x < ai+l and
define relative frequencies g i i = 1 , • •• , p by gi = Ni/N.
The probability of observing the frequencies fN l , N2,••.,NP}
from the model f is
N!	 N 	 N2 ... NP
w= N l! N2! .. . Np! f l f 2 	fp
From this we see that
P	 P
log w = log N! - E log N.! + E N i log f.
	
i=1	 i=1	 i
and usi .ig the fact that log N! = n log n - n, then
P	 P	 P
log w z N log N -- N - E N. log N. + E N. + E N. log f.
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= N E g. log i	 OF POOR QUALI T Y
	i =1 1	 gi
- N . B(g;f).
So, N . B(g;f) is approximately the logarithm of the probability
of obtaining the distribution g from the assumed model f.
From a statistical inference point of view, we wish to find
a model f(y) which will maximize the expected entropy
Ex
 B(g,•f(•,8(x))) = Ex Ey log{f(yle(x)))
and this idea is well motivated by example 1.
Let k(e) denote the value of the log likelihood function,
evaluated at the maximum likelihood estimate 8,
N
k ( 8 ) 
= N E log f(xk,8(xl,....xN))k=1
and let k denote the number of free parameters in the model. We
define the AIC function by
AIC = -2k(e) + N .
The factor of -2 is introduced for convenience, since in the normal
case





 log{ gf } = Ey
 
log f(y) + c	 (1)
where c is independent of the choice of f. Also, it can be shown




Ex E  log f (y,8) M (I (8) - K/N) .
By using (1) and (2), we see that an estimator which minimizes
the AIC, should approximately maximize the entropy function. The
AIC estimate is a choice of parameters (which includes the choice
of the number of parameter) which minimizes the AIC.
There is a relationship between the AIC and certain classical
hypothesis tests. Let 
m8 and m + ke be the maximum likelihood
estimates for the m and m + k order models. Under certain
regularity conditions we have that X,( m+k8) - R(m8)
 is asymptotically
X 2 (k) (Rao [19731). In the case that this holds, one can apply
the Neyman-Pearson likelihood ratio test, and for a particular
level of significance this would be equivalent to use of the AIC.
The Neyman-Pearson theory is designed to handle a particular
type of composite hypothesis test and is not applicable to a variety
of situations. In contrast to this, the AIC has wide applicability.
It can be applied in the comparison of different types of models
and can be applied when the Fisher Information matrix is singular.
We consider the AIC as a simplification of the usual hypothesis
testing approach to mo3el building.
A second way to think about the AIC is as a penalized likeli-
hood estimate. There have been a number of penalized approaches.
Good and Gaskins [1971) and later Tapia [1978] introduced
roughness penalties for estimators in infinite dimensional spaces.
Redner [1980] and Rossback and Lennington [1978) discuss penalties
on mixture models.
The AIC approach to the penalty term is appealing because
of the simplicity and generality of the approach. However, the
approximation in (2) is not valid for mixture models and we need
to investigate this problem.
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3. DERIVATION OF THE AIC
Let g(x) denote the true density function and let x i , x21•••,
xN
 be an independent srmple from g(x). Let f(x,8) be our model
for g(x) and let 8 0 be the value of the parameter 8 such that
f (x, 8 0 ) = g(x) . we will let LM denote the log likelihood
function and 6 the maximum likelihood estimate. Finally we define
I(8 0 )	 Ex{a8 log f(x,8 0 ) - 89 log f(x,80)}




-Ex{8828, log f(x, 80)}
as the negative of the expected value of the Hessian of the log
likelihood function.
If we assume that I(8 0 ) is a nonsingular matrix, then under
certain regularity conditions we observe that 1(8 0 ) = J(8 0 ) and
furthermore that
(9) - 1 tr(1(8 0 ) I-1(80))
is approximately an unbiased estimator for E x
 1(8 0 ). It also
follows that
16) -N tr(J(8 0 ) I -t (8 0 ) )
is approximately an unbiased estimator for the entropy. (See
appendix 1.)
Since J(8 0 )	 I (8 0 ) , then k - Zr(J(8 0 ) I -1 (8 8 ) ) is the number
of parameters in the model and so
TN-
an d
-2Ey Ex log f (y, 9 (x) ) = -2 Ex £ (8) + 	 .
I
[i	 6
We have made two critical assumptions in these calculations
and they are both quite significant. First, we have assumed that
the Fisher information matrix is nonsingular. In the case that
it is singular, then the statements above are no longer valid.
What we can say is that
Ex A (8 0 )	 Ex R (8) -	 rank (I (8 o ) )
and -2Ey
 Ex
 log f (y, 8(x) ) = -2Ex
 
I(e)  + ff rank (100)).
These facts will become important when we discuss finite
mixtures, since in that case, the Fisher information matrix is
often singular.
Now suppose that the true distribution of the data is not
in the model. We distinguish between two different cases. Observe
that the true distribution cannot be modelled if we use too few
parameters, but this is not a problem. The maximum likelihood
estimator rarely chooses a model with too few parameters, for these
models do not fit the data. The problem is with eliminating models
with too many parameters. But here we are concerned with models
which do not contain the true distribution for any number of para-
meters. This is a case in which we almost always find ourselves.
The model seldom (if ever) exactly fits the data. But this does
not invalidate the use of the AIC.
Let us define a parameter 8 0 to be a choice of 8 which maximizes
Ex log f(x18). When the true distribution g(x) is in the model.,
then this implies f(x,8 0 ) = g(x). Here we have only that
Ex
 log f(x,8 0 )	 maA Ex f(xI8).
8
We then have that
7
Ex log f (x, 8 0 )	 Ex 1(8) - 1Iff tr(J-1 ( 8 0 ) 100 ) )
and so Ex Ey log f (y{ 8 (x) ) = E x 1 (8) - N tr(J-1 0 ) I (8 p )) .
If the true distribution g(x) is close to f (xJ 8 0 ) , then J(e0)
will be close to 1(e 0 ) , in which case, tr(J-1 (90) 10 0 ) ) = k.
In this case, we use the AIC and expect the AIC to choose a good
estimator of 90.
If the true distribution is not well modelled by f(xl9),
then we should choose a better model, rather than alter the AIC.
4. APPLICATIONS
The simplicity and generality of the AIC procedure makes it
particularly useful. There are many areas in which the AIC -::n
be used. We want to discuss a very simple application of the AIC
to demonstrate its use, and hopefully, in this simple environment,
we can better understand how the AIC functions and perhaps judge
its effectiveness.
We consider the problem of determining the bin size for a
histogram of univariate data, and we recall, that for a fixed
bin size, the traditional height o: th? bins is a maximum likeli-
hood estimate. Given independent observations x V * .. I xN , and an
ii-tcrval of numbers [a,b], we want to find the choice of bin
size which minimizes the AIC. If the interval is divided into p
bins and N i i = 1,•••,p is the number of observations in each
bin, then the AIC equals (except for an additive constant)
P
-2( F N i log N. - N wog p) + 2(p
i=1
8
In some examples involving normally distributed observations,
we observe that the AIC chooses a conservative number of bins.
In 5 examples, using 100 independent normally distributed observa-
tions for each case, the AIC cliose from 5 to 8 bins. This is a
reasonable, if perhaps conservative, number of bins. We can see
from the examples in Figure 1, that the AIC provides a number of
bins which gives a smooth histogram. A larger number of bins could
be used, but not. too much larger. Figure 1 is typical of other
examples.
When the sample size is increased, the number of bins chosen
by the AIC is also increased. In each case, the resulting histo-
gram is a smooth histogram (see Figure 2).
That the number of bins increases with the sample size, at
first appears to be a problem. How can we choose the order of
the model, if the AIC chooses to use more and more parameters as
the sample size-. increases.
To understand this situation, it is necessary to distinguish
two cases. The first case is that the true density is in the
model for some finite number of parameters. The histogram is an
example of a second type, where the true density is not in the
model. The normal density function cannot be expressed as a
histogram using a finite number of bins. Therefore, for any
finite sample, the AIC chooses a small number of bins relative
to the sample size. p.s the sample is increased, the AIC can
reject histograms which have only a small number of bins and uses
histograms with smaller mesh size.
9
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Figure 1.	 Graphs of histograms of normal data
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Figure 2.	 Graphs of histograms of normal data
using AIC and different sample sizes.
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The AIC tends to choose the correct number of parameters
when the model matches the data. When the model does not match
the data, the AIC chooses a reasonable number of parameters to
fit the model, and this number increases with sample size.
We will return to this topic again when we discuss mixture
models. But now let's consider other applications of the AIC.
The theoretical arguments, might give the false impression that
the AIC can only be used in a maximum likelihood density estima-
tion setting, and we 0nould dispense with that misconception at
this time. While it is true that our theoretical justification
of the AIC is based on the maximum likelihood density estimation
situation, the AIC can be applied (with prudence) to many situa-
tions involving observations.
One of the first applications of the AIC was to time series
analysis. Hipel [1981] gives a good set of references in this
area and we will reproduce many of them here and add a few new
entries. Autoregressive Moving Average (ARMA) process appliza-
tions of the AIC have been presented by Akaike [1974], Ozaki
[1977], and Lennox, McLeod and Hipel [1977a,b]. For the ARIMA
process, see Ozake [1977]. Applications to the Autoregressi.ve
process were given by Akaike [1979] and Jones [1974]. Finally
Kitagawa [1980] has applied the AIC to the difficult problem of
modelling a time series which possesses a slowly changing spectrum.
There has been some recent work by Hannan [1980] on the
estimation of the order of an ARMA process. In this paper, Hannan
points out that the AIC is not a strongly consistent estimator of
the -der of an hRMA process. In fact it is not even a weakly
12
consistent estimator of the order. He defines two other criterion
for estimating the number of parameters in an ARMA process. He
considers the following measures. If p and q are the number of
parameters in the AR and MA parts of the model, then
AIC - 2t (e) + 2(p + q)
BIC - 21(8) + (p + q) In N
and
Q(p,q) = 21(8) + (p + q) C In(ln N)
	 C > 2.
Hannan shows that BIC and 0(p,q) are strongly consistent.
While these are valuable theorems, they need to be properly
understood. In the case that the model does not fit the true
distribution exactly, the notion of 'correct order' becomes
meaningless. What we want is a parsimonious use of parameters to
obtain a reasonable fit to the data. This is our overall goal in
many statistical settings. The AIC seems to perform very well in
this environment and so should not be ruled out just because of
these negative results. On the other hand, the AIC may provide
too many parameters in large sample cases.
In Akaike [1973], the author considers factor analysis,
principal component analysis, analysis of variance, and multiple
regression, as other possible areas of application of the AIC.
Ritagawa [1979] has used the AIC to detect outliers. Finally,
choosing the order of a polynomial regression has been considered
by Akaike [1972a] and Tanabe [1974].
The overall simplicity of the AIC makes it a valuable tool
in model selection and helps integrate the model selection process
into the estimation process. Because of these facts and the
successful experience of many statistical investigators, the AIC
appears to have a bright and useful future as a model selection tool.
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We will now focus our attention on the problem of estimating
the number of classes in a mixture model. Let X l , ••• , XN be
independent identically distributed observations from a mixture
density. That is, X 1 has density function
m
0
P(xI @ 0 )	 E a  Pi(xl8?)
i=1




and P i ( xI8 i) is a density function parameterized by 8 i s R.
From the independent sample {xk}k=1 on e, we wish to estimate
the number of classes m and 9 = 	 am, e l ...... 8m}.
Given a fixed value of m, we can obtain maximum likelihood
estimates of the remaining parameters in the model using the maximum
likelihood approach. We will not discuss this optimization pro-
blem here, but the reader is referred to a discussion of the EM
algorithm by Redner L1980].
Once we have obtained a maximum likelihood estimate for two
or more classes, we select as our estimate of the number of classes,
a choice of m which minimizes
AIC(m) _ -2k(m8) + 2 km
where km is the number of free parameters in the model with m classes.
The application of the AIC to mixture models is not as straight-
forward as many other applications. The difficulties arise in
several ways and we will now discuss them.
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iLet us suppose that the true model has m0 classes. That is,
the m0 component density functions are identifiable in the sense
of Teicher(1963j,and they have a positive probability of being
observed in an independent sample. Under these conditions it is
reasonable to assume that the Fisher information matrix is non-
singular. Although this is not always the case, it is usually
satisfied. Now let us consider the rank of the Fisher information
matrix for the model with m0 + 1 classes, given that the true
distribution has exactly m0
 classes.
What is the rank of the Fisher information matrix? Unfortu-
nately that is not a well defined question, for its solution
depends on how the mth order model is embed.ied into the m + 1st
order model.
Consider two alternative methods of embedding a one class model
into a two class model and let 
e1 and e 2 be one-dimensional para-
meters. The first alternative is that e1 equals e 2 , and a1 and a2 are
arbitrary. In this c-se, the rank of the Fisher information matrix
is 1. On the other hand, if we use another embedding, say a 2 = 0
and e2 is arbitrary, then the rank of I(e 0 ) is 2.	 In either case,
we are estimating 3 free parameters.
This problem is compounded by the fact,that in practice we do
not know the true order of the model,and the possibility exists
that the I(e 0 ) has full rank. In this case, it would be rank 3, if
the two class model were actually correct.
Fortunately we can use the AIC as it stands and not worry
about the rank of I(e 0 ). Since its rank is not larger than the
number of free parameters (since the number of free parameters is




AIC(m) _ -21 (8) + 2 km
where km
 is the number of free parameters in the m class model.
We propose to use the AIC even in the 
--ase that true distri-
bution is not in the model. We have seen with histograms that
the AIC is still an effective cool in selecting the order of a
model and small changes in the data from the model should not
have a strong effect on the performance of the AIC.
We will discuss some simulations that were performed using
the AIC in the next section,but now we wish to consider other
uses of the AIC in mixture problems. Let us consider the mixture
of several multivariate normal densities. That is each n-
dimensional observation has distribution
m
P (x) = E a  P i (x, P i , Qi)
i=1
__ 1	 1	 -2 (x-	 ui)t
	
(X
where P i (x '
 ui' Qi )	 n —Z7'f e3^ 
	 I
m
and E ai = 1 and ai > 0	 i = 1, • • • ,M.
i=1
The parameters in the model are {ai , Pi, f2 i}i=1 and the
number of r.xing components m. We may add the additional assump-
tion that, although the covariances are unknown, they are assumed
to be equal.
Choosing between the free convariance model, and the unknown
but equal covariance model , is a problem in choosing the order of
the model. The number of parameters to be estimated in estimating
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the covariance for an n-dimensional multivariate normal density is
n(
— 2	 We observe that the constraint requiring the covariance
to be positive definite does not affect the number of free para-
meters ) since given any positive definite matrix, all the parameters
can be varied arbitrarily by some small amount without change to
the positive definiteness.
If we have a model with m classes and n dimensions,then the
number of free parameters in the m covariances is k = m(n)( 2 + 1),
unless the covariances are assumed to be equal. Then we have that
k=n(n+l)
The AIC can be used to determine which of these two models
should be used on any given data set.
6. MIXTURE SIMULATIONS
In order to understand the application of the AIC to mixture
models, we have performed several simulations. The simulations in
one dimension were designed to analyze the performance of the AIC
as a function of class separation. The simulations were performed
with relatively small data sets and we have observed that this
causes the AIC to choose a conservative number of classes. This
is simi'ar to what was discovered in the histogram application.
The data which we generatEd was a mixture of two normal
densities. The mixing proportions were equal and the true covari-
ances were set equal to one. The only parameters which we varied
were the sample size and the mean values. All of the parameters
in the model were estimated. The covariances were estimated
using the assumption they were equal but unknown. The tabulated





From these data sets, we observe that the performance of the
AIC is indeed a function of the class separation. When the classes
are well separated (mean va l ues 3 standard deviations apart) the
AIC unerringly chose the correct number of classes. On the other
hand, the AIC always chose the one class model when the class
separations were small (mean values were less than or equal to 1
standard deviation apart). The AIC performed well for 2 units of
separation.
3
To test the limits of the AIC, we considered another simula-
tion. This simulation was composed of 10 repetitions of the one
standard deviation separation with 300 observations. The results
are contained in Table 1. We can observe two things in this
table. Obviously the AIC consistently chose too fey - -lasses for
the model. In fact, 8 out of 10 times too few classes were
chosen, and the _ree class model was never chosen. The histo-
grams and estimated density functions for the first two runs are
in Figure 4.
One can estimate the performance of the AIC for larger sample
sizes by considering Table 1. It appears that for sample sizes
in the range of 2000 data points the AIC would choose the correct
model about one-half of the time.
Our final calculations in one dimension involve Landsat data
from one scan line of segment 1618. We use the AIC to estimate
the number of classes in the model and the resulting answer was
three classes. On consulting ground truth, we see that 88 percent
of the data lie in three ground truth classes, and no other ground
truth class comprised more than 5 percent of the scan line. The
results for channel three and the brightness component are pre-
sented in Figures 5 and 6.
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1 911.0 914.2 918.0
2 • 918.0 915.1 918.0
3 924.8 927.0 931.0
4 931.4 935.4 939.2
5 " 894.6 891.0 892.2
6 890.6 894.6 898.6
7 933.2 936.0 938.8
8 924.2 927.2 931.0
9 886.6 888.4 892.2
10 907.0 911.0 914.8
The overall effect of these data sets is to show that the
AI" choose s a reasonable number of classes, considering the sample
size.
is ' sc; ;ond stage in our investigation of the application of
the AIC c mixtures, we investigated mixtures of bivariate normal
density functions. These investigations consisted of simulations
with three and five bivariate normal densities at several different
separations, and also, the estimation of the number of normal
classes in a portion of Landsat segment.
We initially investigated a mixture of three normal classes
at various separation. For simplicity of the example, we generated
classes which had equal probabilities and which each had the identity
matrix as its covariance matrix. As in the one-dimensional examples,
we varied the means in the simulations and estimated the covariances
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runder the hypothesis that they were equal but unknown. In Figures
7, 8 and 9, the true values of the means, the values of the AIC
for the different models, and a graph of the true density function
are displayed. From the table of AIC values in each of the tnree
examples, one can see that the AIC chose the correct number of
classes except in Case III where the true mean separation was
small and Case IC. Although the classes are well separated in
Case IC the AIC chose the fourth order model. This type of error
is to be expected to happen a certain percentage of the time.
t
We extended our investigation to mixtures of five normal
classes. Again the proportions of the classes were equal and the
covariance of the five classes were equal to the identity matrix.
In Figures 10 and 11, we see the true mean values, the values of
the AIC for the different models and graphs of the true density
function. one thousand sample points were used since we must
estimate 17 parameters under the assumption that the covariances
are unknown but are equal. Again we see that the AIC chose the
correct number of classes when the populations are well separated
and chose too few classes in the case that there is considerable
overlap between classes.
Let us now consider a more realistic data set. We take a
Landsat segment for this purpose and we selected segment 1633 for
this test. Using ground truth data, we selected the pure elements
of the scene. We define a pixel to be a pure pixel, if it has
neighbors which are all of the same ground truth class. The data
set was reduced in dimension by the use of the Kauth transformation
to the greeness and brightness plane. We used the first 20 percent
of this two dimensional data set to form our working data set.
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by a mixture of bivariate normal density functions. During some
of our calculations of the maximum likelihood estimate, we
observed that the maximum likelihood iteration was proceeding to
a singularity of the likelihood function. This not only causes
numerical problems but completely invalidates the use of the AIC
to determine the number of classes. Singularities of the likeli-
hood function must be avoided. There are several methods for
avoiding the singularities of the likelihood function. The
method which we implemented was an application of a penalty term.
This penalty term forces the likelihood iteration to avoid the
singularities of the likelihood function (see Redner (1980)).
This type of adjustment to the natural maximum likelihood
iteration is often necessary. Since the data is discrete, that
is the data takes on only integer values, this is a common problem.
With this adjustment, the maximum likelihood estimate for
various numbers of classes was calculated. Table 2 contains the
AIC values. It was not possible to completely determine the
correct number of classes using the AIC due to limits on machine
time. But the reader can observe from these numbers that the
number of classes is quite large. With 15 classes in the model,
the maximum likelihood estimate for each parameter is based on
approximately 22 data points. Furthermore it appears that the
true number of classes, as determined by the AIC, might be con-
siderably larger than 15. This is unacceptable for the type of
application for which this is intended. One would expect that the
number of c l asses chosen by the IC for a full Landsat segment
would be much larger (perh&ps two to four times as large).
21
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Table 2. AIC values for Landsat Segment














This brings us back to our pre-Tious remarks concerning the
consistency of the AIC and the tendancy for the AIC to choose a
large number of classes, when the true model is not a good approxi-
mation to the data. Because of the poor showing of the AIC in this
example we extended the experiment to consider the BIC. The results
of these calculations are also in Table 2. From these numbers, one
can see that the.trend of the AIC to choose a large number of classes,
is not reflected in this table of BIC values. In fact, the choice
of 8 classes by the BIC, appears to be a much better value for the
types of applications for which the model is intended. Figure 12
contains the maximum likelihood estimates for the model with 8
classes and also contains the scatter plot of the 1966 data points.
In response to the poor showing of the AIC, we considered one
final experiment. This estimate of the parameters and the number of
classes proceeded in a three step process.
First the maximum likelihood estimate for models with different
numbers of classes was calculated under the common covariance assump-
tion. The maximization of the likelihood function with the equal
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covariance hypothesis is a very stable optimization problem. It
also has fewer local maxima and so it is much easier to find the
global maxima.
The second phase of the procedure involved determination of
the number of classes to uae in the model using the AIC. In this
case,the AIC chose 7 classes for the model. Table 3 contains the
AIC values.
Since it appears that the common covariance assumption is
not valid for Landsat data, in the final step we fixed the mean
values and iterated on the proportions and the covariance. The
covariances being allowed to vary independently. This provides a
significant improvement to the fit to the data according to the
AIC. The new AIC value is 33194.
Although the ;.IC has performed well in numerous applications,
we observe, in the application of the AIC directly to a large
portion of a Landsat segment, that it provides a model with a
large number of classes. The cause of this problem is proba^)ly
the unboundedness of the likelihood function. The use of the
penalty term was not sufficient to completely rectify this situa-
tion. We should emphasize that it is the type of application which













we have in mind and the large amount of ccm, L._tation which has to
be done which causes us to conclude that the answer given by the
direct application of the AIC, is not suitable. in addition, the
ratio of the number of parameters being estimated and the number
of data points available is not particularly large. All of these
considerations icon: us to consider possible alternatives. The
most natural alteration of the AIC is the BIC, which gives us a
more desirable number of classes along with some indication that
it might consistently give the correct number of classes when the
model is correct and when we hav,i large data sets. The other
possibility is given by the three step application of the AIC to
the mixture problem. This approach is appealing because of the
stability of the natural fixed point iteration if the covariances
are as p uxied to be unknown but equal.
7. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The Al'.' has shown to be effective in a wide range of appli-
cations. These demonstrations now include the mixture density
problems. For some data sets it appears that the BIC may provide
more useful results than the direct application of the AIC. The
authors are optimistic about the possible uses (if the AIC and BIC
in determing the number of components in a mixture model and in
determining which of several mixture models to use.
On the other hand, we do not consider the simulations and
examples presented in this
cability of the AIC or BIC
problem. In particular th,
a full Landsat segment and







sufficient proof of the appli-
selection for the mixture
BIC have not been applied to
V Many segments must be con-
criterion can be made.
It is hoped that experiments along these lines will be carried
out in the near future. The application of the AIC and BIC to the
HISSE procedure is a particular experiment that should be carried
out as well as the application of these criterion to MU methods
applied to profile data.
There are numerous other areas which need to be considered in
the application of the AIC and BIC to mixture models. The mechanics
of appl;ing the AIC and BIC to mixture models needs to be considered
further. Since we are dealing with expensive non-linear optimiza-
tion problems to obtain the likelihood estimates, we must consider
the best way to find the AIC or BIC estimates. The suggestion by
Wolf (1970) may be particularly applicable to this area. Wolf
suggests the use of certain non-parametric clustering schemes to
assist in obtaining initial guesses of the MLE.
Finally we reiterate that the AIC and BIC can be used in a
wide range of applications. We have emphasized the use of the
AIC and BIC in model selection For mixture problems because tnat
is a problem in which we have a deed: interest. However, the use
of the AIC and BIC in other areas should not be neglected and it
is hoped that the applications which we suggested in section 4
might lead to other uses of these criterion.
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APPENDIX A




Let g(x) denote the true density function for a random variable
X and let f(x,e) be a model for g(x). Let 6 0
 be a choice of para-
meters 6 so that
Ex log f(x,e 0 )	 max Ex log f(x,e).
e
In the case that the true density g(x) is in the model, then this
implies that f(x,e 0 ) = g(x).
We also define
I(e 0 ) = Ex
 {	 log f(x,6 0) • a log f(x,e 0 ) }
to be the Fisher information matrix and define
2
J(6 o ) = - E x { 
e
aeae' 
log f(x,6 0 ) }
to be the negative of the expected Hessian of the log likelihood
function. Let a be the maximum likelihood estimate where 8 is
shorthand for 8 ( x1 **- , xN), a function of the observations.
Finally we define
N
R(6) = 1 E log f(x ,e)N k=1	 k
to be the log likelihood function.
Assuming the true density function g(x) to be in the model
R
and assuming the necessary regularity conditions, we will show that
Ex X (e 0 )	 Ex R (e) - ZN rank (I (6 0 ) )	 (1)
and -2 Ey Ex log f (Y,6 (x) )	 -2 Ex
 
X(4) + N rank 	(I (e 0 ) )	 (2)
Later on we will show that, in the case that g(x) is not in
the model and if J(e 0) and I(6 0 ) are nonsingular, then we have that
Ex
 R. (e 0 )	 Ex 1 (6) -2N tr {J(e 0 ) -1 I(e 0 ) }	 (3)








1 Me I log f ( xk ,8 0 ) ♦ -J(8 0 ).	 (5)
Using the central limit theorem we can observe that
N1	 E	 a log f(x ,8 ) -1-N(0,I(00) .
^IJk=1^	 k 0 	
(6)
From the following equation
N




N E ^ log f(xk ,e 0 ) +9 E	 a	 log f(xk .e 0 ) (6 - 60)
k=1	 k=1 aen,
we calculate, using (5) and (6), that
3N J(8 0 ) (e - e 0 ) - N(0,I ( e 0 )) .
If J(e 0 ) (respectively I(e 0 )) is a singular matrix, then we
have a singular normal density. In this care let P: Rm -+ Rn for
m > n be a matrix that P T P is the n x n identity matrix and PP 
is the projection onto the range c.f J(e 0). Then
JR P  ( e 0 ) (e - e 0 )	 N(O,PI(e0)pT)
where PI(e 0 )PT = PJ(e 0 )PT is nonsingular. From the definition of P,
3N PJ(e 0 ) PT P(8 - 8 0 ) • N(O,PI(e0)PT)
and so






log f ( xk , e0)
	 k!1
N	 log f ( xk , e)




and so by taking expectations
EX100 )	 EX 1(6) - 7 EX (80 - ^ ) TJ(6 O ) ( 00 - 6)
= EXR(e) -	 EX(80 - e) T PTP J(6 0 ) PTP(80 - e)




EXR(8 0 )	 EXR(6) -	 tr [(PJ(80)PT)(PJ(80)PT)-1Yff
(PI(6 0 )PT ) (Pi ( 6 0 ) PT ) -1]	 (8)
= EXA(8) - IN- rank (I(80))
since J(8 0 ) = I ( 8 0 ) .
We see that R(8) is a biased estimate of R(6 0 ) and this bias
is on the average equal to =1-,-. rank I (8 0 ) .
We now proceed to establishing ( 2). First observe that
E  log f(y,e) = flog f(yl8) g(y) dy
• flog f (Y, 6 0 ) g(y) dy + f	 {log f(y,8 0 ) } g(Y) dy (e - 80)
2
+ I(e - 6 0 ) T
 f a
aea6
$ {log f(y.80)} g(y) dy(e - 60)
= E  log f(y,e0 ) - ^•(e- 	 8 0 ) T J(6 0 ) ( e - 80)
= E  log f(y,8 0 ) - 2( e - 8 0 ) TPTPJ ( 8 0 )PTP(6 - 60)
Taking expectations we find that
Ex E  log f ( y,e) - Ex E  log f(y,80)







= Ex E  log f(y,8 0 ) -'raz
= Ey log f(y,8 0 ) - YN rank 7
We observe that equation (1) is equivalent to
E  log f(y,8 0 ) - Ex (R(6)) 	 - M rank I(80)
Putting these two estimates together
E E lo f (y 8) - Ef (8) - rank 1(6
x Y	 x	 N	 0
which establishes (2).
Let us now consider the case that g(x) is not in the model
and so 8 0 is a choice of parameters which maximize E x log f(x,8).
Let us also assume that the Fisher information matrix I(8 0 ) is
nonsingular.
Observe that equation (6) still holds and we have immediately
that
Ex k (8 0 )	 Exk(8) - 2N trI(PJ(80) 
PT ) 
-1 (Pi (80)pT)}
If J(8 0 ) is nonsingular then
EZ(8)
	
ER(6) - 1	 Ctr(J(8i
-lI(8x	 0	 x	 0))
and this gives us equation (3).
We can also observe the (7) holds, that is
Ex E  log f(y,8) • Ex E  log f(y,80)
- 1 tr((PJ(80)PT)-1(PI(80)pT)-1
and also
Ex Ey log f(y,8 0 )
	
EX 	 N-- 1 tr((PJ(80)pT)-1(PI(80)pT)-1,
Combining these facts one gets that
A4
Ex Ey tog f(y,e) - ExI(^)-N tr(Pi(eO)pT)-1(PI(e^)PT)
Again if J is nonsingular, then P - I and
Ex Ey log f(y,e) • ExR(6)-N tr J(e^) -1 I(e0)
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	 1.0	 2.0
ORIGINAL PA y N
OF POOR QUALI1Y
3.0
1 235.0 322.2 32.0 417.2
2 293.4 MA M.0 412.6
3 299.0 M5.4 $8.0 415.6
V aTA IOINn
As Ul'
Sb. of CAM	 .5	 1.0	 2.0	 3.0
1 273.4 38.4 330.8 4181
2 277.4 3M.8 331.2 406.6
3 280.8 307.8 335.2 410.6
300 DATA POINTS
° ' ^1
It. OF LASSES	 .5	 1.0
	
2.0	 3.0
1 871.2 88x.6 1040.6 ]?13.2
2 875.2 889.4 183.0 1171.8








1 893.2 907.0 IMA 119?.6
2 897.2 911.0 1S.0 U%.6
3 908.2 914.8 1038.0 1100.1
Figure 3.
	
	 Tables of AIC values for 4 simulations.
Each table contains AIC values for varying
numbers of classes and class separation.
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Figure S. Graphs and AIC values for segment 1618/235
line 62 channel 3.
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Figure 6. Graphs and AIC value;, for segment
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	 3	 3467.4 •
4	 3471.4
.w	 a	 1.97	 l.w	 !.n	 4.17	 i.m
CASL ll. MDOEL NIXTURf DENSITY.
Figure 8.	 Mixture model density and table of AIC values.
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Cuss 1	 3.12, 1.00
Cuss 2	 1.00, 3.12
Cuss 3	 2.06, 2.06
CASE 111. PML HINTURE O[NS1TT.
Figure 9.
	 Mixture model density and table of AIC values.
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CASE IV. PMEL MIXTURE DENSITY.
Figure 10.




CASE V	 TABLE OF AIC VALLES (1000 POINTS)
Tma REAM VALuEs	 No. OF CLASSES	 AIC VALNEs
CLASS 1	 1.00. 1.00	 1	 6803.8
CLASS 2	 3.12, 1.00	 2	 6795.6 0
CLASS 3	 3.12, 3.12	 3	 6801.6
CLASS 4	 1.00, 3.12	 4	 6794.2 •
CLASS 5	 2.06, 2.06	 5	 6796.8 0
6	 6802.0
.w	 .97	 1.77	 2 m	 &A7
CME V. MODEL MIXTURE DENSITT.
Figure 11.






CLASS No. PROPORTION MEAN VALUES
1 •34 149, 26
2 .08 88, 12
3 .16 110, 23
4 .21 1021 42
5 .04 47,	 6
6 •01 104, 87
7 007 1031 35
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Figure 12. Maximum likelihood estimates with 8 class
matter plot.
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